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During recent years a major research effort of IUI has been directed
towards analyzing the role of energy in the Swedish economy and
ways of adjusting the economy to disturbances in the energy markets.
The project - called Energy and Economic Structure - has been
funded by the Energy Research Commission. It was carried out in
association with the Economic Research Institute at the Stockholm
School of Economics. B.-C. Ysander has been coordinating the
project at the IUI and K.-G. Mäler has been responsible for the
Stockholm School part. The Energy System Research Group at the
University of Stockholm - FFE - has also taken part in the project.
Detailed documentation of this work has been and will be published
by IUI.

The papers collected in this volume are mainly concerned with
mapping and measuring energy use and energy substitution in
Swedish manufacturing. Various kinds of models are used, ranging
from static production functions and vintage modeIs estimated from
time-series data to LP-models based on cross-section data and
engineering blueprints. In addition to these estimates of energy use,
the postwar development of energy prices for the varions industrial
bransches is described in the beginning of the book. Projections into
the future of industrial energy use are also presented.
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nergy u sti uf
Introduction

by Bengt-Christer Ysander*

For a sn:all open country like Sweden the ability of the manufac

turing industry to adjust rapidly and smoothly to changes in rela

tive world prices is of crucial importance. The oil price hikes in

the 70s tested this ability in a dramatic fashion, creating at the

same time a particularly good opportunity for studying the mecha

nisms and the adjustment problems involved in industrial factor

substitution. Economists all over the world have hastened to ex

ploit this opportunity and, as a result, our knowledge of indus-

triai production structure and factor adjustment h~s increased

considerably over the last few years.

The papers assembled in this volume, focusing on energy use in

Swedish manufacturing, all share this Common aim of mapping

and measuring industrial adjustment to price changes. However,

as appropriate for a still developing research area, they try alter

native approaches, using different models and analytical tech

niques.

Mechanization and energy use - the postwar ~~rience

From the end of the war and up to the first oil price hike the

ongoing mechanization had a dominant influence on energy use in

Swedish manufacturing. This is one of the main lessons to be learn

ed from the first paper - by Joyce Dargay - tracing energy

prices and energy use in the postwar period.

* The Industrial Institute for Economic and Social Research (IUI),
Stockholm.
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Mechanization meant"· continuous substitution of both capital and

energy for labor in industrial production af!d it usually also

meant electrification. The specific use' of electricity (Le., electri

city input per unit of output) in manufacturing thus increased

steadily during the 50s in spite of shar"ply rising electricity

prices, stagnated in the 60s when prices were falling both in abso

lute terms and relative to other energy prices, but started mount

ing again in the latter part of the 70s, when electrici ty prices

were catching up with other energy prices.

The other dominant postwar trend in energy use, viz. the switch

from solid fuels to oll, can also partly be interpreted as away

of saving labor, whose wages, up to 1973, grew steadily fast~r

than both capital and energ.y costs. Altho~gh the coal price paid

by manufacturing industry t~nded to keep pace with the oil

price, although with a certain time-lag, the labor costs involved
: ~ l j

in handling eoal made oil adv~ntageous to use, at least up to th~

first oil price hi,ke. In: terms of spe.cifie uS<3:g~ the main switch to

oil oeeurred already in the early 50s. Although prices for heavy

oil were completely stagnant up to the middle 60s, the speeific

011 use in manufaetu~ing. did not inerease further during this pe

riod. The first oil price hike led t<:> a eonsi~erable drop in speeif

ie oil usage, which then further declin~d at the end of the de

cade.

The continued rapid decrease in the use of solid fuels togeth~r

with the eurtailed oil use during the 70s, resulted in a steady re

duction in total specifie energy use from the middle of the 50s.

About a quarter of this t<?tal energy saving was due to the chang-
. .

ing branch str~cture. With a few exeeptlons - printing, chem-

icals "a.nd shipbuilding the energy'/?utput ratio fell in all manu

facturing branches.

The dominant influence of mechanization and labor saving on in

dustriai energy demand underlines. the importance of analyzing

energy use within the framework of production models, ineorporat

ing all the substitution possibilities between different inputs.
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There are wellknown reasons for distinguishing also between ma

nufactur ing branches wi th dif ferent technologies, dif ferent capi tal!

output and energy/output ratios. The price data collected by Dar

gay indicate another and less discussed reason for disaggregation.

They show i.a. that in 1968 the energy intensive branches - pulp

and paper, chemicals, primary metals and non-metallic mineral

products - paid on the average 1/7 less for heavy oil and only

half for electricity compared to other branches. After 1973 there

is, however, a considerable convergence of energy prices between

branches in the case of petroleum products partIy due no

doubt to a shortening of contract lengths and a reduced signifi

cance of rebates to large consumers. The energy intensive branch

es thus faced a rise in energy prices during the first half of the

70s that was on the average 40 % larger than that experienced

by the other sectors.

Alternative ways of measuri~~actor ~ubstitution

Any attempt to explain and measure the possibilities of factor

substitution in industry must at the start make two kinds of

basic choices: a choice of aggregation level and a choice of ad

justment paradigm.

The choice of aggregation level involves at least three different

dimensions of the production structure: technologies, factors and

firms.

There is obviously a limit to the degree of technological detail

that could and should be included in an economic productian

model. The use of approximate (or "generalized") descriptions of

technologies in the form of production functions and of aggrega

tions of those over different technologies has the advantage of

small data requirements and computational ease. The disadvan

tage is the introduction of approximation and aggregation errors

in the nurnerical results. The risk of distorted and biased results

caused by the functjonal approximation is particularly great if

the functions used are such as to place a priori restrictions on
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the factor substitution to be measured. Fortunately, theoretical

research in the 60s and 70s has provided us with a family of flex

ible functional forms like the generalized Leontief and the

translog - which l.a. do not assume any restrlctions on substi

tution elastici ties. (For a short survey of these developments cf

Field-Berndt, 1981). Simulation experiences indicate, however,

that the aggregation error may still be large enough to make 1t

difficult to get stable and consistent estimates on substitution re

lationships from aggregate descriptions of teehnologies (cf. Kopp

Smith, 1981).

The eonditions for subsurning different machines and constructions

under an aggregate capital measure in the production function, or

for aggregating different labor inputs, have been thoroughly dis

cussed over the past years. In the present studies we have to deal

with yet another kind of factor aggregation - the aggregate treat

ment of different sources of energy: petroleum products, solid

fuels and electricity. This brings into focus two new and interest

ing questions. Is the supply of energy to industrial plants so flex

ibly designed that energy production from different sources, the

primary energy al1ocation system, can be treated as completely

independent or "separable" - from other technological deci

sions?

The second question is eoncerned with causation in the opposite

direction. How much will the optimal internai allocation of "com

posite capital" depend on the relative price of energy and the

way it is produced? As stated above aiready, our intuitive

reading of the postwar experience indicates a rather strong de

pendence both ways. The rapid substitution of oil for eoal in the

50s was probably not only motivated by labor saving but in part

dlctated by the new technologies imported from the U.5. On the

other hand it seems evident that the oil price hikes in the 70s

had an important and different impact on the profitability of dif

ferent types and vintages of existing production capi tal. Any re

sults of studies dealing with aggregate capital and energy in the

conventionai way must therefore be interpreted with great cau

tion.
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Aggregating over firms adds yet another problem dimension,

since i.a. the rate of utilization in the firms may vary with thelr

different positions and strategies in the market and the resulting

allocation of production between firms may not be stable over

time.

Having decided on the proper level of aggregation, one is still

left with the choice of adjustment paradigm, l.e., the decision

about how to model the way production is adjusted to market

changes.

One part of this choice is concerned with modeling the market

on which the producers are supposed to operate. If one should

take into account the particular kind of say oligopolistic market

structure involved, should discern both sides of the mutual adjust

ment of supply and demand, and consider also the possibility of

disequilibrium pricing, the modeling ambitions could easily outrun

the available resources for estimation. The market is therefore

usually treated in a very simplified manner , e.g., by assuming the

producers to be price takers and/or to operate withln fixed mar

ket shares.

Changes in market conditions should caU forth two kinds of sup

ply adjustment. The short-run adjustment is concerned with accom

modating the market changes within existing capacity by chang-

ing the current production and with that the cost-minimizing

input demandso The long-run adjustment is initiated by capacity

changes, due both to technological changes and to investment/

scrapping activi ties. Since adjustment is costly and time-consum

ing the relevant decisions will stretch far into the future, and

will depend on expectat.ions which in turn may be buUt on histori-

cal experience going far back in time. Because of the obvious dif

ficulties involved, very few attempts have been made so far to

model this adjustment process explici tly as an intertemporal opti

mization under uncertainty. In most studies the dynamic element

is simply represented by some rather ad hoc lag structure or ac

celerator relation. (For a thorough discussion of the various stag

es of dynamic adjustment representation, see Berndt, Morrison,
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Watkins, 1981). Indeed the majority of studies on factor substi

tution documented so far are based on static models which com

pletely disregard the existence of adjustment constraints, assum

ing instead full and instant adjustment. As for technical

change, whether embodied or disembodied, it is usually, for the

sake of computational convenience, treated as neutral. This

means disregarding the possibility observed in many econo

metric studies - that the rate and direction of productivity

change may depend on relative factor prices.

Most of these problems of simplification and model choice are ex

emplified in the four studies of industrial substitution possibilities

contained in Part II. Table l gives some indication of the variety

of models and methods used by the different authors. The first

five columns are concerned with characteristics related to aggre

gation, the next two columns reflect the choices of "adjustment

paradigm" while the last indicates the method of estimation.

Dargay uses time-series data to estimate factor cost shares for

twelve manufacturing branches. Her translog cost functions

include capital, labor, intermediate goods and energy as argu

ments, with the aggregate energy input being alternatively meas

ured directly in ferms of physical energy units or estimated indi

rectly as a cost-minimizing mix of primary energy inputs. Her

model is essentially static with Hicks neutral technical change.

Both a homothetic and a non-homothetic functional form were

tried, with the non-homothetic formulation giving more signifi

cant and consistent results. Dargay did not, however, succeed in

producing separate estimates of rates of return to scale and tech

nical change. An FIML estimation program was used in two stag

es - firstly to estimate the cost-minimizing energy mix and se

condly to estimate the cost-shares of the aggregate factors.

The Jansson study of the Swedish iron and steel industry is based

on the same time-series data as the Dargay study, deals with the

same aggregate factors - although assuming proportionality in



Table l Four approaches to measuring factor substitution

Production Form of
Level of factors in eost Adjustment Teehnieal Method of

Author Data Coverage aggre~ation estimation function constraints change estimation

J. Dargay Time-series Total Twelve C,L,M,E,. Translog - Hicks Two-stage
1952-76 manu- branches E(e,o,s)a neutral FIML

facturing

L. Jansson Time-series Iron and Capital C,L,E~ -"- Vintage -"- FIML
1952-75 steel vintages capital,

of demand and ......
branch profit de- U1

velopment

Lo Hultkrantz Cross-section Wood, pulp Produetion I,L,M,e,oa Linear Supply - LP
statistics and paper activities constraints,
and in within current
engineering northern plants capacity and
data, 1979 Sweden available

irivestment
options

S. Lundgren Engineering Iron and Production C 9L,M, -"- Short run: - LP
data steel activities e,o,sa capacity

constraints
Long run:-

a C = Capital E = Energy I = Capi tal investment o = oil
L = Labor M = Intermediate goods e = electricity s = solid fuels
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the use of intermediate goods - and used the same FIML esti

mation program. However, there are several important differ

ences between his study and that of Dargay. In the Jansson study

the dif ferent annual vintages of production capital are distinguish

ed in the model. Even more important, Jansson's model, which

is of the "putty-clay" type, attempts to explain adjustment in

terms of gross investment and scrapping of productlon capacity,

with the technology of the new capacity reflecting current factor

prices. In such a dynamic model, "substitution effects" in terms

of technological adjustment in new capacity to short-term chang

es in factor prices, may be· overlaid and dominated by "vintage

effects", resulting from adding new capacity to an existing stock

which reflects techniques and prices over the past thirty years.

Two inputs - like capital and energy - may then be substitutes

in the technological sense and yet be complementary over time,

even without non neutral technical change. In this way, the Jans

son study reconciles the diverging and controversial resul ts obtain

ed in earlier studies of the elasticity of substitution between ca

pital and energy in variöus manufacturing branches.

The two following studies both use a radically different approach.

Instead of time-series data they use cross-section and/or engi

neering data and are then able to model individual production ac

tivities within the branch in question. For the same reason .ther·e

is no need for them to try to aggregate the diverse kinds of pri

mary energy resources. To be able to handle this mass of techno.

logical information, they are forced to linearize all relations, so

that ;optimal production plans can be computed with linear pro

gramming techniques. Whqe in the preceding studies elasticities

of substitution could be computed from parameters of the estimat

ed functions, they can now only be very roughly approximated

by comparing the outcome of different runs of the LP-models.

Hultkrantz' study of the wood, pulp and paper industry in north

ern Sweden encompasses two periods and includes different pack

ages of investment options for the two time horizons. The op

tions are those currently considered by the firm at the time of
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the enquiry (1979). In terms of ~his multiperiod model Hultkrantz

can define a concrete and specific meaning and measure for the

distinction between short-run and long-run adjustment. A special

feature of the Hultkrantz model is the Jact that the paper and

pulp industry is here embedded within alarger model, which

takes explicit account of alternative uses of wood - for the saw

ing industry and more particularly for heat generation. One of

his main conclusions, of great importance and relevance for cur

rent Swedish energy policy, is that only very drastic further in

creases in the relative oi! price could make wood-based heating

stations a serious competitive threat for the forest-products indus

tries. This and related results are derived by maximizing the

quasi-rents to industrial capacity and the price of stumpage sub

ject to the constraints set by industrial capacity, investment op

portunities and available volumes of wood of different kinds.

Lundgren's study of the iron and steel industry is entirely based

on engineering data and blueprints for future technologies. His

model is essentially a static one-period model with explicit cap

acity constraints. Long-run adjustment can be defined and meas

ured byeliminating all capacity constraints. While Hultkrantz' ex

periments are based on maximizing profits 'or quasi-rents, Lund

gren's simulations all deal with cost-minimizatio'n, holding the out

put mix constant.

Same numerical results

Four different ways to model reality lead to four different

modes of designing 'questions about factor substitution - and

imply four different types.of answers. We will make no attempt

here to survey or summarize the numerical results recorded in

the four studies in Pa~t It The examples presented in Table 2

below merely serve the purpose of illustrating the variety of nu

merical experiments performed and of substitution mechanisms in

vestigated.



Table 2 Elasticities of substitution - some numerical resu1ts·*

Type of
Author e1asticity Branch

--
J. Dargay Allen partia1 Total manu-

e1asticity of sub- facturing
stitution = O'

Price Wood, pu1p
e1asticity =.€ and paper

Iron and stee1
(Primary meta1s)

-

L.Jansson - - Iron and
stee1

LlHultkrantz Are cross-price
e1astieity =e
(profit maxi
mization under
supp1y and eapaeity
eonstraints)

Wood, pu1p
and paper
in
northern
Swerlen

Energy(oi1) - Energy(oi1) - Oi1 -
- Capital - Labor E1ectrieity Energy (oi1)

O'EC= -1.43 1
O'EL= 0.12 1 O' = 0.21 2 E = -0.29 3

oe 00

O'EC= -0.59 1
O'EL= 0.02 1 er = 0.22 2 E = -0'.28 3

oe 00

O'EC= -0.66 1
GEL= -0.61 1 G = 0.24 2 E =.-0.26 3

oe 00

O' = 0.82 4 G = 2.634
EEE= -0.98 4

EC EL ,
.......
ro,

e = -0.57 5 e
Lo

= -0.29 5 e = -0.72 5 e = -0.49 5
lo eo 00

S. Lundgren Are eross-priee
e1astielty = e
(eost minimi
zation for given
output mix)

Iron and
stee1 e = -0.26 6

eo
e

00
-4.3 6

l Homothetie eost funetion~ direet estimates.

2 Partia1 substitution effeets, total energy consumption constant.

3 Total own-priee e1asticity, non-homothetie total eost funetion.
4 E1asticities of the ex ante produetion function

5 50% oi1 priee inerease, long-run adjustment ine1uding output ehange.
6 50% oi1 priee inerease, 10ng-run adjustment without investment eonstraints,

output eonstant.
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The different approaehes are refleeted in different notions and

measures of the elastiei ty of substitutione

The eoneept of elastieity of substitution, as originally introdueed

by Joan' Robinson (Robinson, 1933), is inte~ded to measure the

ease of substituting between two inputs, when output is held con

stant. It is usually defined as' the derivatlve of the ratlo of two

input levels with respect to the ratio of the two corresponding

input priees. For a production function with two inputs,

Q = f(x l' x2)' and the corresponding input prices, pl' P2' the

elastieity of substitution can be written as:

o
12

d ln(x 1/x 2 )

d ln(P2!Pl)

012 here grows larger as substitution becomes easier. Also, when

012 >11, the eost share of input l becomes larger relative to

the cost share of input 2 when input 2 becom'es relatively more

expensive.

With more than two inputs involved, however, different defini

tions of elastieity result from different choiees of the eeteris pa

ribus conditions under whleh the partiai derivatives are obtainedo

The most commonly used definition - the Allen-Uzawa partiai

elasticity of substit~tion - is simply a priee eross elastieity

weighted by the inverted value of the corresponding eost share:

°i j

d ln(x./x.)
l J

p . x . fL P . x .
J J i l l

d' l n x i l

· d In p =~
J. J

Q=Q

E .. ,
l J

where k j denotes the eost, share of the jth input. In this defini

tion all other inputs adjust optimally to the priee ehange.

As shown in Table 2, Dargay' s elastiei ty measures for total manu

facturing show complementarity between capital and energy,
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while energy and labor appear to be relatively independent of

each other. Oil comes out as a rather poor substitute for electr i

city, and also registers a low own-price elasticity.

Her results for the wood, pulp and paper industry, also shown in

the table, are very similar to those for total manufacturing al

though the complementar ity between capital and energy does not

register as strongly for this branch.

For iron and steel and other· primary metal industries the one

main divergence in results, compared to the wood, pulp and

paper industry, is the complementarity here registered also be

tween energy and labor.

As for intermediate goods, Dargay's results seem to support the

conclusion from Parks' earlier study of Swedish manufacturing

1870-1950, that capital and labor in most branches are not separ

able from intermediate goods (Parks, 1971).

In Jansson's production model for the iron and steel industry a

distinction can be made between the "potential" substitution possi

bili ties of the ex ante production function and the actual realiz

ed substitutions, which may to a large degree be determined by

"vintage effects", i.e. by the inertia due to older capital vin

tages. This may explain why energy shows up in his studyas a

strong substitute in the more narrow technological sense for both

capital and labor, while the opposite result is derived from Dar

gay's static model.

The elasticity measures recorded in the LP studies of Hultkrantz

and Lundgren are quite different from those used in the preced-

ing papers. Firstly, they are arc elast1cities, which means that

instead of being computed from parameters of estimated produc

tian functions, they are rough measures of average effects of 1n

tramarginal - and in fact quite drastic - price changes in the

model simulations.
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Secondly, there are in, the simulations important constraints 

concerning production capacity and raw material supply - on the

adjustment of inputs. In this regard their elastici ty measures are

not so much related to the Allen-Uzawa elastici tyas to the con

cept of "direct" elastici ty of substitution, which holds constant

other inputs than those directly concerned (McFadden, 1963).

Thirdly, what they compute are straightforward cross price elasti

ci ties and not elastici ties of substitution, although these two con

eepts are cl0sely related (cf. above).

Finally, in the case of Hultkrantz, the elasticities are not com

puted with output held constant, which means that the measured

effects of input price increases are also influenced by shrinking

total production.

This last point probably to a laige extent explains why Hult

krantz finds energy to be a complement not only to capital but

also to labor. For the case of regular neoelassic production func

tions it has been shown (Field-Allen, 1981) that a cross price elas

ticity with freely variable output can be defined as;

d In x.
n .. l k. nW,

d In - E:' . +
l J p. Pk = Pk l J J

J

k * j

where k j is the cost share of the jth input, n denotes the (eost)

price elastici ty of output, while W represents a function of the

rate of return to scale such that W= l when this rate is con

stant.

In Hultkrantz's Inodel, output will decrease with rlslng costs

while the rate of return to scale is non-increasing. Even if an oil

price hike would mean that capital and labor tended to replace

energy the consequent downscaling of produetion could therefore

lead to cOlnplernentarity being registered with this kind of elasti

ci ty measure. The sarne evidently is true in regard to the substl

tution relation between electricity and oil.
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The weak complementarity between oil and electricity in Lund

gren's model of the iron and steel industry seems instead to be

caused mainly by switches between different technologies. In the

short-run version, with effective constraints on investment, the

sign of the elastici ty is reversed due to the fact that the elec

tric arc furnace is then· still a viable option. The own-price elasti

ci ty for oil recorded by Lundberg for the long-run version seems

surprisingly large,. which. may at least partly be due to his proba

bly unrealistic assumption of flexible furnace equipment, making

possible a costless switch from oil to internally generated fuels

like coke-oven and blast-furnace gas.

Structural ~hange and energy use in the futur~

One of the reasons for measuring substitution possibilities is the

need to gauge the future energy requirements in Swedish manu

facturing. To discern future trends in industrial energy demand,

one must study the dynamics of industrial investment andgrowth,

analyzing the effects on specific energy use and tracing the

changing branch compositiono

That is the aim of the study by Ysander-Nordstr öm making up

Part III of this volume. The authors try to accomplish it by simu

lations on a dynamic macro model of the Swedish econorny, in

corporating a vintage approach to industrial capital, and a relati

vely detailed description of the different mechanisms for energy

substitution. Many of these mechanisms have been modeled using

the estimates of price elasticities derived by Dargay and Jansson.

Some of the most interesting results of this study are summariz

ed in Table 3. For each form of energy the change of total use

in manufacuring during the period 1980-2000 is recounted as the

change in production volume multiplied first by the change in

energy coefficients (structure ,being held constant) and then by

the change in energy use structure (energy coefficients being

kept constant).
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We see that for total energy the "structural" effect is of the

same magnitude as the change in specific energy usage. The

same is true, ,for total fuels and for· electr ici ty.' The change in

specific usage varies, however, between· the fuels' as tö both .sign

and magnitude. ' While specific usage, is halved in the case 'of oil

it increases almost by half for coal an'd by some thirty percent

for domestic fuels.

Some rather dramatic changes in the energy system are moreover

expected to occur during the period.' The closing down of nuclear

reactors, beginning in the 90s, willmean an end to the "electrici

ty glut" and will imply higher electricity prices, which can be ex

pected to cause a certain slow down both of mechanization and

electrification and of oil saving in manufacturing.

Table 3 Factors determining change of energy use in manu-

facturing, 1980-2000

Relative change 2000/1980 in:

total specific use b energy
production • energy structure use
volume usagea

Oil 1.65 0.52 0.93 0.79

Coal 1.65 1.46 0.86 2.07

Domestic
fuel 1.65 1.29 0.83 1.77

Total
fue1 1.65 0.90 0.87 1.29

Electri-
city 1.65 0.92 0.91 1.38

Total
energy 1.65 0.90 0.88 1.31

a Weighted average of specific energy usage with 1980 production
shares as weights.

b Weighted average of product1on shares with specific energy
usage in 2000 as weights.
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One way of summarizing the findings reported in Table 3 would

be to note that half the total energy savings up till .the turn of

the century would be realized even if the average energy-effi

ciency remained unchang~d within each manufacturing branch.

Having worked our way through the fTlaze of econometric estimat

es of sub~titution. possipilities within the manufacturing branches,

we thus come back to the conclusion already derived intuitively

from postwar experience. Energy saving and energy economy are

not just matters of public and private energy poliCY. They depend

as much on economic development in general and on the rate of

industrial restructuring in particular.
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l I RODUCTIO

The industrial sector accounts for somewhat less

than 40 % of energy utilization in Sweden. This

share has declined during the past three decades ,

from 45 % in 1950, mainly as a result of a more

rapid expansion of other sectors of the economy,

particularly of the public sector and the private

service sectors, and of an increase in energy

usage in the household sector. Despi te industry I s

diminishing share of total energy usage, the ef

feets of disturbances in energy supply or rising'

energy prices on economic growth and Sweden's com

petitive position are largely determined in the

industria1 seetor.

In the f01lowing, we exarnine the deve10pment of

energy eonsumption and energy prices in Swedish

industries during the post-'war period. Our inten

tion is not to explain the many faetors behind the

changes in energy eonsumption patterns, but merely

to deseribe the trends in energy use and faetor

prices during this period. No attempt has been

made to eorrect the rneasures of specific energy

use for either fluctuations in the business cycle

or temperature variations.

The underlying data have been obtained primarily

from Swedish Manufacturing Statistics and National

Accounts. These data have also been used in the

econbmetric studies presented in the following

chapter (The Demand for Energy in Swedish Manufac-

turing) , where a detailed description of data

sources and the construction of price and quantity

series can be found. The energy forms considered

are electricity, oil products and solid fuels
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(coal, coke and wood fuels). Only energy purchased

from outside the establishment is included.

Section 2 cancerns total Swedish manufacturing,

wi th the exception of energy-producing sectors. l

Trends in specific energy usage, fuel mix and

nominal and real energy prices are discussed.

These are cornpared with the inputs and prices of

other factors of production ..;.-. labour and capital.

Section 3 investigates the development of specific

total energy use and the use of electrici ty and

oil products in 12 subsectars of the manufacturing

industry. Finally, implicit energy prices and ag

gregate energy price indices for the individual

sectars are compared in Section 4.

2 TOTAL ~CTURIRG

Industria1 energy usage increased an average of

4.3 % per year from 1950 to the mid 60's. The rate

of increase was similar for other sectars of the

economy, so that industry's share of total energy

uti1ization remained constant during the 15 year

period. From 1965 to 1970 energy demand in the

industrial sector increased less rapid1y than in

the rest of the economy, wi th a rate of growth of

4.1 % per year as compared to 4.8 % for the econo

my as a whole. By 1970, industry's share of total

energy usage had decreased to 42 %. The decrease

in the' rate of growth continued inta the 1970' s.

From 1970 to 1973 the average year1y rate of

growth had declined to 1.4 %. After 1973, and the

l I.e. petroleum refining is excluded from ISIC
division 3.
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first energy crisis, the absolute level of energy

usage began to decrease.

The compositian of energy usage in the industrial

sector changed considerably during the after-war

period. The most obvious change has been a substi

tution away from solid fue1s and a rapid increase

in the consumption of electricity and oi l prod

ucts. The use of solid fuels decreased 25 % during

the 1950's and remained at the same leve1 for much

of the following two decades. Electricity consump

tion increased steadily over the entire period,

al though the rate of growth declined from the mid

600s. During the period 1952-1965 electricity

usage rose by an average of 7 % per year, while

the average growth for 1965-75 decreased to slight

ly less than one half this rate. The use of oil

products increased somewhat more rapidly than elec

tricity during the 50's and early 60·8, at an

average rate of 8.4 % per year. Oi1 usage contin

ued to increase on an average of 3.6 % per year up

until 1973, after which a sharp fall in consump

tian is noted.

The increase in energy demand in Swedish manufac

turing since the 1950' s is largely the resu1t of

an increase in manufacturing production. We find I

in fact, that for the larger part of the period

productian increased more rapidly than energy con

sumption, suggesting a decrease in specific energy

use. During the period of the most rapid rise in

energy usage, i.e. the 50·s and early 60·s, output

increased by an average of 5.8 % per year. From

1965 to 1975 the average year1y growth in produc

tian had declined to 3.7 % per year. By 1975 pro

duction had begun to decrease, and continued to do

so for much of the later seventies.
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The development of the energy!output ratio in the

manufacturing industry for the period 1952-77 is

shown in Figure l. A decrease in specific energy

usage is evident for the entire period, with the

largest decrease occurring during the post-1970

period. Wi th respect to the various energy forms,

the general trend is towards a reduction in the

use of solid fuels and an increase in the specific

usage of oil and electricity.

During the 1950's, the specific use of electricity

and oil products rose considerably. This increase

was, however, more than compensated for by a' 50 %

decrease in the use of solid fuels o Oil consump

tion per unit output increased at a slower rate

during the 60' s and by 1970 had begun to fall.

Between 1973 and 1974 specific oil usage fell

sharply in response to the exceptionally 1arge

price increases and shortages associated with the

first oil crisis. This down~ard trend appears to

have continued through 1975, after which the oill

output ratio remained more or less constant. A

somewhat different deve10pment is noted for elec

tricity. After a rapid increase in the 50' s the

specific use of e1ectricity remained at a constant

leve1 during most of the 60' s. The early 70' s and

particularly the most recent years exhibit once

again a trend towards increasing electricity inten

sity. This, however, may in part reflect the 10w

capacity utilisation associated with the post-1974

recession.

The observed development of specific energy use

can partially be explained in terms of changes in

relative energy prices. This can be seen in Table

l, which shows the price development of heavy fuel

oil, coal, motor gasoline and electricity for va

rious subperiods, along with the corresponding de-
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e l a factor price

uf dur-ng. 1 50-1917

Annual percentage change

50-60 60-65 65-70 70-73 73-77 50-77

Heavy fuel oil

eoal

Motor gasoline

Electricitya

Energy price
index

Producers'
prices

Unit labour
costs

User cost b
of capital

-0.5

OeS

0.0

7.6

3.0

3.8

8.9

-0.5

0.0

0.8

1.0

-3 3

0.6

1.9

10.4

1.0

4.3

4.4

1.7

0.9

1.4

2.2

9.7

3.2

11.5

0.4

7.5

6.2

5.8

5.2

11.8

2.2

26.0 5.4

26.0 3.5

11.2 2.9

16.2 5.3

21.4 4.9

12.8 4.6

16.4 10.7

a Average price/kWh for a supply of 20-40 kV, 2 000 kW,
4 000 hrs (Vattenfall) plus electricity tax.

b The user cast of capital is .calculated
consideration taxes and subsidies. Thus the
tuatians.

taking
large

inta
fluc-

c To 1976. The large decline in the user cast of capi
tal in 1976 reflects investment subsidies.

velopment of the prices of manufaeturing output,

labour and capital services. We see that the

priees of eoal and motor gasoline inereased slight

ly up until the mid 60 I S, while the nominal priee

of fuel oil fell somewhat. Although the relative

priees of oil and eoal changed only marginally,

the relatively high labour requirements in the

handling of solid fuels in combination with rapid-

ly rising wages tended to aeeentuate this price

differenee. As shown in the figure, this period is

eharaeterized by the eontinued substitution of oil

for solid fuels.
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After 1965, the nominal prices of both of these

fuels began to rise, with the most dramatic in

crease occurring a.fter 1973. It can also be noted

that the price of coal clasely followed that of

oil during the larger part of the period. The

comparatively small price inceases for motor gaso

line, particularly after 1973, can be explained by

the fact that gasoline ta.xes and refining costs

account for a large proportion of the price to

consumers. The effect of crude oil price increases

has therefore been of less significance than for

other oil products.

The price of electricity, however, shows qui te a

different development: a considerable rise during

the 50' s was followed by a sharp fall in the early

60's. After the mid 60's, the nominal price began

to rise gradually. The price development of elec

tricity relative to fuels reached a turning point

in the early 60's, after which relative electrici

ty prices began a downward trend, the price gap

between electricity and fuels widening substantial

ly during the 70 I s. The reduction in oil and in

crease in electricity usage noted for this period

may weIl reflect these relative price changes.

The development of the energy price index in manu

facturing is also shown in Table l. l We see that

aggregate energy prices fall only slightly in rela

tion to the producers ' price index during most of

the pre-1973 period. This is explained by the fact

that the falling real fuel prices of the 50's were

counterbalanced by rising real electricity prices.

After 1973, howev~r, a significant increase in

real energy prices is evident.

l The energy price index is calculated as a cost
share weighted average of the prices of electrici
ty, oil products and, solid fuels.
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The general tendency towards falling specific

energy use cannot, therefore, be explained in

terms of these relative price changes, nor can the

rapid increase in electricity use during the 50's.

Energy is, however, only one of many inputs in the

production process. Changes in energy utilisation

patterns may also reflect a substitution between

energy and other factors of production. As is

evident from Table l, labour costs have risen far

more rapidly than the prices of both energy and

capitaIover the period as a whole. Only after

1973 do oil and aggregate energy prices increase

more rapidly, while electricity prices rise less

rapidly throughout. Considering these changes in

relative factor prices, one could expect a trend

towards decreasing labour intensity and an in

crease in the relative use of energy and capital.

To explore the development in factor use, the

inputs of labour, capital and energy per unit

output are shown in Figure 2. It is apparent· that

the decline in specific energy use during this

period is rather minimal in comparison to the

dramatic fall in labour intensity. Energy and capi

tal, on the other hand, follow very much the same

path up until 1970, after which the continuing

decline in specific energy usage is coupled with

an increasing capital intensity. An ongoing rise

in the capital/labour and energy/labour ratio is

apparent, particularly from 1950-73, which is

clearly a reflection of the continuous substi

tution of capital and energy for labour in produc

tion. The availability of relatively cheap energy

has led to the introduction of less labour-inten

sive capital equipment.

Further, we note

labour and energy

that the inputs of capital,

increased at a s lower rate than
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I ts of ,"""-'Ul.l&. capi 1 and en

per un o t in ufacturi g. l 52-1 71

Index 1965 100
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1952

Labour: Hours worked.

Capital: Capital stock~ constant prices.

Energy: k\~ electricity, petroleum products and solid
fuels.

Output: Gross production, constant producers' prices.

~~~~ce: National Accounts of Sweden; ~1anufacturing

annual reports 1952-1977.
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output during the 50's and 60's. Technological

development has thus led to an increased efficien

cy in the use of all production factors~

After 1973 the developrnent is somewhat different.

Specific energy use fell more rapidly than the

labour /output ratio, while production appears to

have become more capital intensive. These observa-.

tions, and particularly the noted rise in the

capital/output ratio must, however, be interpreted

with caution. The period after 1973 is one of

economic recession. Manufacturing output decreased

between 1974 and 1977, and plants have not been

operating at full capacity. Long-run changes in

factor usage at full capacity utilisation

are most certainly quite different from those ob

served here.

3 EHERGY USAGE MAJm!~ACTURIRGSUBSECTORS

The noted decline in the energy/output ratio in

manufacturing reflects not only an increased effi

ciency in energy usage but also the changing compo

sition of manufacturing output. During the 50's

and 60's energy-intensive industries, such as pri

mary metals, pulp and paper f chemicals and rubber

products, increased their shares of manufacturing

output as did the less energy-intensive. engi

neering industry. During the 1970's, however, pro

duction grew less rapid1y in the energy-intensive

sectors than in total manufacturing. The relative

decline of these industries in manufacturing pro

duction has played a major role in the observed

decrease in specific energy usage after 1973. 1

l Östb10m (1980, 1981).
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According to a recent studyl of the factors influ

encing energy usage in Sweden, approximately 1/3

of the reduction. in specific energy usage in the

prod~ction system2 from 1973 to 1980 can be attri

buted to structural ch.ange. For the manufacturing

sector alone, the influence of structural change

accounts for 1/4 of the observed decrease in

energy intensity.3

In order to distinguish between the influences of

cha~ges in product composition and changes in spe

cific energy usage it is essential to study the

development of energyjoutput ratios on a more dis

aggregated level. In the following we shall exam

ine 12 subsectors of the manufacturing industry.4

The specific ene-rgy usage - subdivided inta elec

tricity and petroleum products is calculated

for each sector for ·th·e period 1965-1977 and dis

played graphically in Figures 3 and 4. All series

are normalised to l in 1965. It should be held in

mind that the measure of specific energy usage

reflects a combination of many divergent factors:

both long- and short-term changes in energy utili

sation as weIl as differences in capacity utilisa

tian and clirnatic conditions over the period.

Before we examine these figures a few comments

shauld be made concerning the development of speci

fic energy use prior to 1965. During this period,

Sohlman, Stillerud and Östblom (1982).

2 Besides manufacturing, this includes mining,
agriculture, fishing, forestry, transport and com
munication, commerce, utilities, private services
and construction.

3 Calculated from the figures given in Sohlman et
al.

4 Only the sector miscellaneous manufacturing is
excluded.
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the energy/output ratio rose appreciably only in 3

sectors: Printing, chemicals and shipbuilding. A

rapid replacement of solid fuels with oil products

is also apparent in all industries, as is a signi

ficant increase in specific electricity use

brought about by the rapidly increasing mechaniza

tion of production. Further, all industries dis

play a continually increasing capital/labour and

energy/labour ratio weIl into the 1970's.

Total energy usage (electricity, petroleum prod

ucts and solid fuels) per unit output is shown in

Figure 3 for the 12 manufacturing subsectors. l A

downward trend in specific energy usage is discern

ible in the majority of industries. Only in the

printing industry do we find an increasing energy

intensity over the entire period. In the food

industries, the large fluctuations make it impos

sible to distinguish any long-term changes in spe

cific energy usage.

Of the remaining industries, all, with the excep

tion of rubber products, exhibit a clear reduction

in energy intensity during the period prior to

1974. The most significant decreases have occurred

in chemicals, engineering, textiles and shipbuild

inge Of the most energy intensive sectors, only

wood, pulp and paper shows a decline in specific

use of much less than 10 % during this period.

This has to do mainly wi th our aggregation of two

vastly different sectors: The energy intensive

pulp and paper industry and the low-energy, wood

qnd wood product industry. Disaggregating these

two sectors, Sohlman-Stillerud-Östblom find a 7 %

decline in the energy/output ratio in the pulp and

l Electricity and fuels produced and used at the
same plant are not included.
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paper industry and a 35 % increase for wood and

wood products over the period 1965-1973.

The development after 1973 is somewhat more diffi

cult' to interpret. In all sectors, with the excep

tion of primary metaIs, the specific energy usage

fell rapidly during 1974 and 75. After 1975, how

ever, we find a tendency towards increasing energy

usage in many subsectors. The most notable excep

tions are 4 of' the 5 most energy intensive sec

tors: non-metallic mineral products, wood, pulp

and paper, chemicals, and rubber products. As

noted earlier, the apparent increase in energy

intensity may, in fact, reflect the low capacity

utilisation of the post-1974 period.

The specific use of electricity and petroleum prod

ucts in the twelve subsectors is shown in Figure

4. Regarding petroleum products we find agradual

decline from 1965 to 1973 in over half of the

subsectors, and a significant increase anly in the

printing industry. During the two years following

1973, a considerable reduction in oil usage is

apparent in all sectors. After 1975, the tendency

is similar to that found for total energy, i.e. a

trend towards increasing specific use in a number

of industries. All but 3 of the subsectors, how

ever, have a lower specific oil use 1977 than

1973. From· these resu1ts, it would appear that the

events of 1973-74 have had a 1ohg-term effect on

oi1 usage. It is, of course, impossible to draw

any defini te conc1usions regarding the effects of

the 1974 oi1 price increases on the basis of the

data presented here. The observations after 1974

are too few and the inf1uence of differences in

capacity utilisation and climatic conditions have

not been taken into consideration.
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As mentioned previous ly, the increased mechaniza

tion of industry has resulted in a steady increase

in electricity consumption in all sectors during

the 50 I S and early 60 I s. We see that this trend

towards rising electricity intensity has continued

in the majority of subsectors during at least some

part of the post-1965 period. The only exception

is the chemical industry in which a sharp and

more-or-less continuous downward trend is evident.

Between 1965 and 1973 we find that specific elec

tricity use increased markedly in 6 of the re

maining Il subsectors. Most of these are indus

tries with relatively low energy intensity. After

1973, however, the electricity/output ratio rose

substantially in all 11 industries.

Al though this appears to suggest a tendency to

wards increasing electricity intensity, it may

also to some extent be a reflection of under ca

pacity utiiisation. As noted earlier, the price of

electric power relative to oil products fell some

what during the 60 I S and considerably after 1973.

The general trend towards increasing electricity

and decreasing oil use seems to reflect these

relative price changes.

SUBS RS

In Section 2 we traced the development of average

fuel and electricity prices to industrial consum

ers and the aggregate energy price index in manu

facturing. The individual subsectors of the manu

facturing industry have, however, faced slightly

different price trends. As we have seen, the

prices of individual energy forms have not necessa-
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riIy followed the same path·s. After 1965, the

priees of electrieity and motor fuels I for exam

pIe, increased less rapidly than cQal and consider

ably less than fue1 oil. Thus, the development of

the . I price of energy I f<;>r a particular industry

depends large ly on the compos i tion of i ts energy

eonsumption. As the relative use of electricity

and fue1s varies greatly among industries, we

would expect significant differences in aggregate

energy price development.

In the following, we shall investigate energy

prices in manufacturing subsectors. These are ca1

culated from yearly data on expenditures for and

quantities of energy eonsumed in the various indus

tries. The energy forms included are eIectricity,

motor fuels, fuel oils, gas oil, eoal, eoke and

wood fuels. Electricity and fuels produeed and

used at the same plant are exeluded from the data

The effeet of the omission of these fuels on aggre

gate energy prices is most serious in the pulp and

pape.r industry, where internal supplies of wood

fuels eonstitute an important energy souree.

The average annua1 pereentage ehange in the energy

priee index, and the prices of petroleum products,

heavy fuel oil and eleetricity for the period

1968-1975 are shown in Table 2.

Aggregate energy price indices for each sector are

calculated as eost-share weighted average of the

implicit prices of electricity, petroleum products

and solid fuels. On average we find that the priee

of energy .in.cr.eased at a .rate of 10 % per annum

during this period. There are, however, marked

variations among the subsectors. Energy prices

rose more substantia11y in the energy-intensive

industries, at an average rate of 12.4 % per annum
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le 2 rgy prices in 'lIIiUluf cturing sobsectors an
average ann 1 perce tage change. 1968-1975

Petro- . Heavy fuel olla Electrlclty
Energy leum

SEK/m3 Price öre/kWhprice prod- Price

index uctsa % %

% % 1968 1975 change 1968 1975 change

Energy-intensive
sectors

Pulp and paper 12.3b 20.1 b
80 333 2207 3.0 5.8 9.9

Chemicals 10.8 16.3 84 340 22.2 ·3.4 6.1 8.4

Non-metallic
mineral products 13.1 17.0 88 348 21.7 5.4 9.0 7.6

Primary metals 13.3 19.8 88 344 21.6 3.3 5.9 8.7

Average 1204 1803 85 341 2201 3.8 6.7 8.7

Other sectors

Sheltered food 8.5 9.4 6.7 10.7 6.9

97 348 20.1
Import-competing
food 9.5 13.4 7.6 11.3 5.8

Beverages and
tobacco 7.9 9.1 107 359 18.9 7.8 10.9 4.9

Textiles 10.0 15.3 95 364 21.2 7.8 11.9 6.2 ~~...

Wood products 101 337 1R.7 7.7 11.3 5.6

Printing 7.3 11.0 107 396 20.6 8.7 12.1 4.7

Rubber products 10.4 16.8 95 343 20.2 6.4 10.2 6.7

Engineering 8.4 13.9 94 363 21.2 7.0 10.2 5.5

Shipbuilding 8.0 15.4 94 360 21.1 7.5 10.3 4.6

Average 8.8 13.0 99 359 20.3 7.5 1100 5.7

a Excluding energy tax.

b industry.Includes wood product
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as compared to less than 9 % in other sectors. Of

the high-energy sectors, the chemical industry has

experienced the smallest price-rise, mainly as a

result of the large proportion of electricity

usage in this sector.

The differences in the development of energy

prices are explained not only by differences in

electricity intensity, but also by the composition

of fuel ~sage. This can be seen by comparing the

price development of petroleum products for the

subsectors. Again, we find that prices increased

more rapidly in the energy intensive sectors than

in others, 18 % per year as opposed to 13 %. This

discrepancy is explained mainly by the relatively

high proportion of motor fuels in the less energy

intensive industries. As seen in Section 3, the

price of these fuels increased considerably less

than that of heavy fuel oil.

Implicit prices for heavy fuel oil (No. 4) in the

different industries for the years 1968 and 1975

are also shown in Table 2. We find considerable

differences in average prices, particularly for

1968. The lowest prices are noted for the largest

consumers, the energy intensive industries. On

average we find a price reduction of 14 %. In

conjunction with the dramatic oil price increases

of 1973-74 and thereafter the prices tend to con

verge. In 1975 we find the large consumers still

paying less, but only 5 % less on average.

The differences in prices reflect price reductions

to large consumers, for example, in the form of

long-term contractsi or even the possibility for

these consumers to purchase oil- when prices are

most advantageous. The rising uncertainties on the

oil market since the 1st major OPEC crude oil
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price increase ought to have led to shortened

contract 1engths as weIl as reduced the signifi

cance of rebates to large consumers. In any event,

the result appears to have been that large consum

ers have experienced a somewhat higher than aver

age percentage price increase.

Finally, average electricity prices for 1968 and

1975 and the average annual percentage change

during this period are given in the last three

columns of the table. For both years vIe find that

electricity prices ·vary considerably amongst indus

tries These ·price variations are primari1y ex

plained by differences in supply voltage. Also,

because electricity' tariffs are composed of a

fixed charge and a kWh charge, the averag-e price

per kWh decreaseswith increasing consumption.

Energy-intensive industries such as primary

metals, pulp and paper etc. generally purchase

electric power at 130 kV, whereas srna1ler consum

ers printing, textiles and most less energy

intensive industries - contract at a lower volt-

age, i .. e .. 6-40 kV. In 1968, the average price for

a large industrial consumer . (130 kV, la 000 k~v,

5 000 hrs) was about 4:öre/kWh and for a small

consumer (la kV, 500 kW, 3 000 hrs) was slightly

less than twice this .. l

We note also that average electricity prices in

creased more rapidly for energy-intensive sectors

than for others. This, too, corresponds quite weIl

to the average annual price changes 1968-75 of

9 .. 6 % and 6.1 % for the large and small industrial

consumers aboveo Changes in e1ectricity tariffs

and the introduction of the fue1 price supplement

l Vattenfall.
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have led to a price increase of approximately 4

öre/kWh for both types of consumer during this

periode The result has thus been a proportionally

higher price increase for large consumers with

lower average prices.

In conclusion, it appears evident that the energy

price increases of the mid 70's have been a double

burden for energy-intensive industries. The impact

on production costs has been greater for these

industries not only because of their relatively

high energy dependence, but also because of a

diminishing price advantage on energy marketso

Sohlman, Ä., K. Stillerud and G. Östblom, 1982,

Energianvändning i Sverige 1965-1980, rapport

till OECD1s expertgrupp för uppföljning av

oljeersättningsprogrammet. The Energy System

Research Group at the University of Stockholm.

Östblom, G., 1980, Energianvändningen i Sverige

1965-1975. FFE-rapport No. 4. The Energy

System Research Group at the University of

Stockholm.

Östblom, G., 1981, "Energy Use and Structural

Changes II, Energy Economics, i, No o l o
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JUalI JL .E~J1LBU'~.JL I

Understanding the role of energy in the structure

of production is an essentiai prerequisite for

many energy and industrial policy decisions. The

formulation and evaluation of energy conservation

measures, the analysis of the effects of energy

price rises or the question of reducing dependence

on imported oil require knowledge of the character

istics of energy demand and the interaction be

tween energy utilisation and economic relation

ships.

A fundamental feature of energy demand is its

derived nature. Energy demand arises from the uti

litY derived from its use as light, heat and

motive power. In industry, energy is essentiai for

the operation of capital equipment -- machines and

plant o In pr<?duction, capital and energy are com

bined with the inputs of labour, raw materials

etc., all of these being inputs in the production

process. The demand for energy can be explaine~ by

the same mechanism that determines the demand for

other factors of production: by production level,

relative factor prices and the substitution possi

bilities amongst inputs.

Analysis of industrial energy demand must, there

fore, simultaneously consider the complexity of

reIationships among all inputs in the production

process. This study represents a first attempt to

estimate these relationships for Swedish manufac

turing. \"le exarnine the substi tution possibilities

between energy and other factors of production as

weIl as interfueI substitution possibilities. Our

approach, similar to that employed in a number of

recent studies of energy demand, is to consider
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energy as one of a series of inputs in the produc

tion process o The theoretical basis of our study

stems from Neoclassical production theory: the ex-

istence of a production function relating output

to various inputs, cost-rninimising behaviour on

the part of 'firms and duality between product-ion

and east functions.

We begin by specifying a cost function which re

lates production costs to the prices of aggregated

production factors: energy, capital, labour and

intermediate goods. For a given level of produc

tion and given factor prices, it is assumed that

firms choose that input-mix which corresponds to

minimum production costs. The theory of duality

between production and cost allows us to derive

demand equations for energy and the remaining

inputs from the cost function and assures that

these are consistent with the substitution possi

bilities inherent in the underlying technology.

Energy demand is thus mode led as a part of an

interrelated system of equations relating factor

demand to production level and relative factor

prices. Estimation of the Inodel results in esti

mates of price elasticities of demand for each

production factor as well as estimates of the

substitution relationships amongst them.

Our approach allows us not only to study the

price-sensitivity of energy demand but also to

explain this response in terms of the substitution

relationships between energy and other production

factors. If these possibilities for substitution

are substantial, higher energy prices could be

absorbed with minimal effects on production. On

the other hand, if substitution possibilities are

limited, adjustment by industry to higher energy

prices will be difficult.
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The nature of the substitution relationships has

obvious implications for economic growth and em

ployrnent. If energy is a substitute for bo~h capi

tal and labour, then higher energy prices will

tend to accelerate investment and increase employ-

ment. In this case, the effects on economic growth

will be minimal. If on the other hand, a complemen

tary relationship exists between energy and capi

tal and/or labour, then higher energy prices will

reduce investment and/or increase unemployment.

The effects on individual industries and on the

economy could be serious indeed.

The need for distinguishing between effects in

different time perspectives is evident. The sub

stitution passibilities between energy and other

inputs or arnong different energy forms are certain

ly greater in the long run than in the short rune

In the short run, physical capital machinery

and plant - is given and only limited possibili

ties exist for reducing energy usage. In the long

er run, industry is no longer bound to a given

production process or product-mix. Energy conserv

ing production processes can be introduced, there

by reducing energy utilisation by the additional

inputs of other factors of production. Shifts can

occur towards less energy-intensive products. The

introduction of alternative technologies and chang

es in product composition entail investment in new

capital equiprnent. The time that is required for

the complete adjustment is thus dependent on the

technical life-span of physical capital, relative

factor prices and the competitive conditions and

technological development within the particular

industry.

A thorough analysis of energy demand should, then,

not only describe factor substitution relation-
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ships, but should also distinguish between short

and long-run factor demand responses" Our study,

as the majority of others to date, falls short of

this. Our model is not dynamic in the sense that

i t distinguishes between short- and long-run

demand relationships" The resuIts presented here

should therefore be viewed as only a first step

towards a consistent analysis of industrial energy

demand ..

A teehnieal deseription of our model is presented

in Seetion 2. This incIudes a brief summary of the

underlying economie theory of eost and production,

a presentation of the translog cost function and

the derived faetor demand funetions as weIl as

formal definitions of elasticity measures employed

in the rernainder of the paper. The statistical

model and estimation procedure are presented in

Seetion 3. Both these sections are highIy summaric

and readers not familiar with production theoryor

eeonometric methods may wish to move directIy on

to Seetion 4, where a rather detailed and hope

fully accessible diseussion of the empirical

results is presented. In Seetion 5, we campare our

findings with those of other energy demand studies

in different countries. A discussian of the ques

tions raised by our anaIysis and sugge~tians for

further research concludes the paper.
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2

Our study of energy demand begins with an analysis

of the total demand for energy in various manufac

turing subsectors. A derivation of the model for

the demand for aggregate inputs is given in Sec

tion 2.1 below. In the next phase of our study, we

extend our model to include the demand for indi

vidual energy forms electricity, oil products

and solid fuels. The two-stage model used in this

analysis is presented in Section 2.2.

2 .1 The DeIIIaD for Aggregate lapats

In order to explore the substitution possibilities

between energy and other production factors cer

tain assumptions must be made regarding the struc

ture of production. We begin by assuming that

technology can be represented by a production func-

tion which relates gross production (Q) to the

input of aggregated production factors: energy

(E), capital (K), labour (L) and intermediate

goods (M).

Q q (E,K,L,M). (l)

This specification implicitly assurnes that the pro

duction function is weakly separable in the E, K,

L and M aggregates I that is to say I the margina;t

rates of substitution between individual energy

forms (or types of K, L and M) are independent of

the quantities of the remaining inputs demanded.

Further we assume that the producers minimise the

costs of production and that factor prices and

output level are exogenously determined. According
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to the theory of dua1i ty between produetion and

eost, the produetion strueture (l) can, under eer

tain regu1arity eonditions, alternatively be de

scribed by a east funetion' relating total produc

tion eosts (C) to the level of output (O) and

factor priees (P.):
1.

(2 )

For purposes of empirica1 implementation it is

neeessary to speeify an explicit -funetional form

for e. It is desirable to ehoase a functional form

whieh places minimal a priori restrietions on the

characteristics of the production function, and in

particular on the e1asticities of substitution.

Several funetional forms fu1fi1ling these require

ments have been proposed recently; among these are

the translog, generalised Leontief, generalised

Cobb-Doug1as and generalised square root quadrat-

ic. 1 All of these forms provide a loeal approxima

tion to an arbitrary eost function~ but their

global properties are not generally known and

there are no theoretical grounds for ehoosing

among them. 2 In the present study we have chosen

the translog form because it reduees to fairly

l The generalised Leontief, Cobb-Doug1as and
square-root quadratic forms have been introduced
by Diewert (1971, 1973, 1~74) and the translog by
Christensen, Jorgenson and tau (1973).

2 The choice of flexible funetiona1 forms has been
the subject of a number of recent artieles. Berndt
and Khaled (1979) and Appelbaum (1979) estimate a
generalised Box-Cox functional form whieh provides
a statistical basis for ehoosing among the trans
log, generalised Leontief and the square-root qua
dratic forms. Estimating cost functions for U. S •
manufacturing, Berndt and Khaled find the general
ised Leontief form to be the preferred whereas the
Appelbaum study supports the square-root. quadrat
ie.
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simple demand relationships which are comparative

ly easy to work with. l

The trans log cost function can be interpreted as a

second-order approximation to an arbitrary eost

function. Denoting factor prices as

surning Hicks neutral technical change,

log function has the following form

P. and as
J.
the trans-

In C a + a In Q + L: a. In P. + I y (In Q)2 +
o q i l. l. qq

(3 )
+ I L: L:y •• In P. In P. + L Yqi In Q In P. +AT,

i j J.J J. J i l.

where y. . = y ..• 2 The time trend T is
J.J JJ.

the cost function to allow for the

included in

effects of

neutral technical change on total productian

costs. This specification assumes that technologi

cal change affects the demand for all factors

equally without altering cost-minimising factor

proportions. 3 In order to assure that the under-

lying production function is weI1-behaved, the

cost function must be homogeneous of degree one in

input priceso That is, for a given level of output

a proportionate increase in all factor prices re

sults in a proportionate increase in total produc-

l A recent Monte Carlo study by Guilkey and Lovel1
(1980) indicates that the translog model provides
adequate estimates of quite complex technologies o

The accuracy of the estimates decreases, however,
when the elasticities of substitution differ great
ly from uni ty.

2 y. . and y.. are
J.J JJ.

o21nc/olnP.olnP.
J. J

necessarily equal.

the cross partial

and o2lnc / o l nP.olnP ..
J J.

derivatives

These are

3 The model can be extended to the
case of biased technological change.
ample, Stevenson (1980).

more general
See, for ex-
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tion eosts. This implies the following relation

ships among the parameters: l

L: a. l (4 )
i 1

L: Y· . L: Y· . O
i 1J j 1J

l: Yiq o.
i

without any further restrietions on the parame

ters, the eost funetion as speeified in (3) allows

for non-homothetiei ty and non-eons tant returns to

seale. The trans log approximation is homothetie' if

it eould be written as a separable function of

output and faetor priees, that is if y. = O for
lq .

all i. In terms of the eost funetion, homothetiei~

ty implies that the cost-minimising input-mix is

determined solely by input p~iees and is indepen

dent of the level of produetion. Further, a homo

thetie eost funetion is homogeneous if the elasti

eity of eost wi th respeet to output is eons tant ,

i.e. if y o. Given the above restrietions, the
qq

degree of homogeneity of the eost function is

determined by the eoefficient uq - Thus, if aq l,

the eost funetion is linearly homogeneous and the

underlying teehnology is eharaeterised by constant

returns to seale.

Although it is, in prineiple, possible to analyse

the strueture of production byestimating the eost

funetion direetly, the number of parameters to be

estimated is quite large and multicollinearitr

among exogenous variables may be a problem, result

ing in impreeise parameter estimates. It is common

l See, for example, Berndt and Christensen (1973).
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practice, therefore, to base empirieal studies of

substitution possibilities not oq the eost fune

tion itself, but on the derived demand equationso

The input demand funetions are derived from the

eost funetion using a result first noted by Hotel

ling and formally established by Shephard. l This

result, eornrnonly known as Shepard I s lemma, states

that the eost funetion is related to the eost

minimising demand funetions through its partiaI

derivatives with respeet to input priees. Further,

since total eost (C) is equal to the sum of the

eosts for the individual faetor inputs (~X.P.), we
1. 1.

have olnc/olnP. = P.X./C = S., where S. is the
1. 1.1. 1. 1.

share of the ith input in total eosts. Thus, the

faetor demand funetions in terms of eost shares

follow from partiaI logarithmie differentiation of

the eost function (3) with respeet to faetor

prieeso We have

S.
1

a. + ~ y. . In P. + y. In Q
1. j 1. J J 1.q

i,j=E,K,L,M

(5 )

l ..

Comparing the eost share equations with the eost

funetion (3) we see that the majority of the para-

meters of the eost funetion can be determined by

estimation of the system of equations given in

(S), with the constraints Yij = Yji and restrie

tions implied by (4) .. The parameters "o' "q' Yqq
and A, and thus the returns to seale of the eost

funetion and the influenee of teehnieal ehange

are, however, not identified unIess the eost fune

tion is estimated directly.

Our partieular interest, however, lies in the

strueture of faetor substitution and priee respon-

l Hotelling (1932), Shephard (1953).
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sivenesso The most eommonly used measure of faetor

substitution is the Allen partial elastieity of

substitution. l This measures the pereentual change

in the relationship between two produetion faetors

which results from a l % ehange in their relative

prices, all other inputs being allowed to adjust

to their eost minimising levels. For the east

funetion, the Allen partial elastieities of sub

stitution between inputs i and j are given by 2

eJ· •
1J

C(a 2 C/ap.ap.)
1 J

(aC/aP. ) (oC/aP .) o

1 J

(6)

For the translog east funetion these measures can

be ealeulated as 3

s.) /s. ""
(J. • (y .. + S. s. i*j
1J 1J 1 J 1 J

(7 )

(j •• (y ii + s?/s. )/s~
11 111

'"
where Si are the p~edicted eost shareso

As shown in Allen l , the partial elastieities of

substitution are related to the priee elastieities

of demand for faetor inputs (~ .. ) according to
1J

1') •• = S. 0"".
1J J 1J

(8 )

It should be noted that the translog funetion does

not eonstrain these elastieities to be eons tant .

As functions of the eost shares, they are depen

dent on the level of faetor priees, and for the

Allen (1959) o

2 Uzawa (1962).

Berndt and Wood (1975)0
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non-homothetie eost funetion, even on produetion

level. Thus, the estimated elasticities are allow

ed to vary over the observation period.

A disadvantage of the translog function is that

one cannot test for zero substitution between

factor pairs direetly from the estimated demand

functions. It is clear from expression (7) that

the elasticity of substitution between factors i

and j is equal to uni ty if y .. = O.. Thus if all
1.J

y . . 0, the translog eost function corresponds to
1J

a Cobb-Douglas production structure. We can test

this hypothesis 1 using a simple likelihood ratio

test. The appropriate test statistic is

(9 )

where L and L are the maximum likelihood values
R U

for the restricted and unrestricted models respee-

tively. This statistic is asymptotically distri

buted as Chi-square under the null-hypothesis of

the more restrietive model with degrees of freedom

equal to the number of parameters being tested.

2 2 eD D fo I E er F

e e1

Next we extend our model to encompass the substi

tution possibilities among individual energy

types .. Ideally, we would like to estimate a model

that places minimal a priori restrictions on the

substitution relationships not only between indi

vidual energy forms but also among th~ individual

energy forms and other production faetors. In prin-

l or similarly
Yiq = ° for all

the
i.

hypothesis of homotheticity,
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ciple, this can be achieved by specifying the pro

duction function (l ) with total energy, E, disag

gregated into its constituent fuel types and deriv

ing the corresponding cost function. Estimation of

the many-input case, however, poses computational

problems. Not only do the number of share equa

tions increase, but multicollinearity among the

price variables is likely to be a problem. In

order to minimise estimation problems, we chose a

somewhat more simplified model.

Our approach, similar to that introduced by Fuss,l

is to specify the demand for energy as a two-stage

process. First, the structure of energy demand is

determined by ehoosing the fuel-mix that minimises

energy costs. This provides an analysis of inter

fuel substitution and allows us to construct a

consistent aggregate price index for energy. Sec

ondly, overall energy demand is optimised in con

junction with the inputs of capital, labour and

intermediate goods, providing estimates of substi

tution possibilities between aggregate energy and

each of the three non-energy inputs.

Although the two-stage procedure facilitates esti

mation of a cost function with many inputs, it

does impose restrictions on the structure of pro

duction. Specifically, it requires that the cost

function is weakly separable in the energy aggre

gate, that is to say, that the cost-minimising

energy-mix is independent of the prices and level

of capital , labour and intermediate goods. 2 Thus

Puss (1977).

2 This assumption is als o implied by the aggregate
model presented in Section 2 .1. Weak separability
is in fact a prerequisite for the existence of
aggregateso
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the re1ationship between the individual energy eom

ponents and the remaining produetion faetors are

determined solely through the energy aggregate.

-The first stage of the analysis involves the speei

fieation and estimation of an energy submodei for

eleetrieity (e), oil (o) and solid fuels (s). The

total eost of energy, C
E

, is represented by a

translog eost funetion with eonstant returns to

seale. Under these eonditions, the unit eost fune-

tion

from

for

the

the

east

energy aggregate follows

funetion, providing an

direetly

aggregate

priee index for energy:

C

lnP
E

In E = aO+~ lnP
Ei

+ l
1:1: lnPEilnPEjQ a. "2 y ..1. ij 1.J

l.

i, j = e,o,s (la)

where P . represent the priees of the energy eompo
El.

nents.

As in the previous seetion, we derive the share

equations implied by this eost funetion

a. + 1: y .. 1nPE .
1. j 1.J J

i,j e,o,s· (11 )

Again, the properties of produetion

restrietions y .. =y .. , L:a.=l and L:y ..
1.J J1. 1. i 1.J

all i, jo

require the

L:y .. = O for
j ~J

Estimation of the system of eost shares allows us

to ealeulate the partial own- and eross-priee elas

tieities for the three energy forms o These elasti

eities are partiai in the sense· that they refleet

substitution among the fuel types within the

energy aggregate, given that total energy utilisa-

tion remains eonstant.
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By substituting the estimated eoefficients a:. and
1.

y .. , i,j = e,o,s into (10) we are able to con-
1.)

struct a price index, p E' for the energy aggre-

gate . l This index is then used as an instrumental

variable for the price of energy in the second

stage of the analys is, which entails estimation of

the translog east share equations (5) for the E,

K, L and M aggregates. In addition to providing

information concerning the substitution relation

ships between the energy aggregate and the re

maining inputs, this permits calculation of the

total price elasticities of demand for eaeh energy

formo Since a change in the price of an energy
"component also changes P

E
, it results in a substi-

tution between energy and other inp'uts, affecting

the demand for aggregate energy and thereby the

demand for each energy component. This effeet com

bined wi th those of interfuel substitution form

the total price elasticity of demand for each

fuel. This is given by

T
Yl. ,

1.J

dlnxEi = ~('O lnxEi ) + öXEi oXE aPE ] aPEj
dlnP E' olnPE · oXE aPE oPEJ· oXEi '

J J x
E

i,j e,o,s (12)

where the X
Ei

are the quantities of each fuel

demanded, X the total quantity of energy demanded
E

and P is the price index for energy. Since p is
E E

given by (10) and since the energy east function

is homogeneous this reduces to

T
T). •

1.J
i,j e,o,s (13)

l Since the price indiees for the individual
energy forms are normalised to l for 1975, a simi
larly normalised price index for the energy aggre
gate is calculated by setting a O to O in (la).
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p
where the ~ij are the partial price elasticities

obtained from the energy submodei and 1) is own
EE

priee elasticity for the energy aggregate.

Finally a few words should be said about the pro

perties of the translog eost function in relation

to neoclassical produetion theory. In general, a

cost function is weIl behaved, that is, satisfies

the requirements of cost-minimising demand theory,

if it is concave in input prices and if i ts input

demand functions are strictly positive. The trans

log function does not satisfy these requirements

globally,l that is to say, for all possible values

of factor prices. It is therefore necessary to

test for positivity and concavityat eaeh observa

tion. Positivity is satisfied if all fitted eost

shares are positive. A necessary conditian for

concavity is that all own-price elasticities are

negative,

tian is

while a necessary and sufficient condi

the negative semidefiniteness of the

Hessian matrix 2 based on the estimated parameters.

l Nor do any of the other generalised functional
forms mentioned earlier.

2 The matrix
of the cost
prices o

of second-order
function wi th

partial
respect

derivatives
to factor
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3

Characterisation of the structure of production

entails estimation of the input demand equation!?

(~) subject to the restrictions imposed by linear

homogeneity in prices (4). l The stochastic model

incl~des t~e svecification of additive disturb

ances for each of the share equations. These dis

turbances may be interpreted alternatively as

random errors. in cost-minimising behaviour or· as

tn~ random influence of unspecified explanatory

variables. In either case, it is probable that

these factors are related for the share equations,

and allowance should be made for non-zero con

temporaneous corre~ation across equations.

Tpe stochastic. specification of (5) takes the fol

lowing form

S.
l

a· + Ly .. lnp
J
. + y. lnQ + E·

l i lJ lq 1
i,j=E,K,L,M

(14)

Letting Et denote the vector of error terms for

the four share equations we assume that Et is

joint normally distributed with zero mean and vari

ance-covariance matrix E, that is

such that

for all t (14a)

l Since the input shares must sum to uni ty, these
restrictions are equivalent to y. . = y .. i i*j.

1J J1
.Thus the validity of the assumption of homogeneity
of degree one in input prices is directly testable
through the symmetry conditions.
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l if t=s
O if t:#s (14b)

This specification implies that the error terms E.
1

have a constant variance-covariance matrix and

allows for non-zero correlation between contempo

raneous error terms of the share equationso In

(14b) we assume zero intertemporal correlations

between all error terms. l

~imilarly, the

energy submodei

stochastic specification of the

(10) includes additive disturb-

ances for each e~ergy component share equation

a. + L: y.. In P . +
1 j 1J EJ

where, as above,

U.
1

i,j=e,o,s (15 )

for all t (ISa)

and

l if t s
O if t :# s ( 15b)

Estimation of the two-stage model requires specifi

cation of the relationship between error terms in

(14) and (15). For the sake of simplicity we

assume that the error term vectars ~t and Ut are

uncorre1ated so that the distribution for

l Ideally one would like to estimate a stochastic
specification which in addition a110ws for non
zero int~rtemporal corre1ations. This, however,
would further complicate the estimation procedure
and could not easi~y be done with the programs
availab1e.
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( ~.t) .._ lS gi ven by
Ut

(16)

Further, since the share equations must sum to

unity, the estimated disturbance covariance matrix

is singular. The most common method of dea1ing

with this problem is to delete one equation from

the system and choose an estimation to which equa

tion is deleted. In this study we employ a full

information maximum like1ihood estimation proce

dure. l

l The computer program was written by L. Jansson,
and entails maximisation of the concentrated like
lihood function. For a formulation of this, see
Barten (1969).
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4

Various versions of the models described in the

previous sections were estimated for total manufac

turing, excluding energy production sectors, and

for 12 rnanufacturing subsectors. The subsector mis

cellaneous manufacturing is excluded from indi

vidual analysis, but is included in total manufac

turing. The sector divisions and sector numbers

correspond to those used in the long-term economic

surveys prepared by the Swedish Ministry of Fi-

nance. 1 Comparison with ISIC nomenclature is given

in the appendix. A deseription of data sources and

the construction of the eost and price series is

also contained in the appendix.

First, we analyse the demand for aggregate inputs

-- energy, capital, labour and intermediate goods.

This gives us information regarding the substi

tution possibilities between energy and other fac

tors of production and the price elasticity of

demand for aggregate energy. The resul ts are pre

sented and discussed in Sectian 4.1 below.

The second stage of our study, presented in See

tion 4. 2, involves an ana lys is of interfuel sub

stitution. Three energy forms are considered: elee

tricity, oil products and solid fuels.

e Ag ega e DeIIIa.D fo Ener

The demand

analysed by

for aggregate

estimating the

production

system of

faetors is

share equa-

l so called LU-(långtidsutredningen)sectors.
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tions given in (14). In accordance with the discus

sion in Section 3 the equation for intermediate

goods is dropped from the estimation procedure,

and the coefficients for that equation are calcu

lated from the identities given in (4) The data

for each sector include annual observations on

costs and prices for labour, capital, energy and

intermediate goods and production volume for the

period 1952-1976. All price indices and production

volume are normalised to unity for 1975.

Both homothetic and non-homothetic versions of the

eost function are estimated. This allows us to

statistical1y test for the more restrictive assump

tion of separability between prices and produetion

level (homotheticity) and to compare the estimated

elasticities for the two specifieations.

Homothetie specification

The first results presented here are based on the

assumption that the cost-function is homothetic,

that is, we estimate equation system (14) under

the constraints that y. O for all i K,L,E,M.
lq

The estimated parameters for the fitted translog

share equations along wi th their estimated stand

ard errors, R2 and the maximum likelihood value

for each system of equations are shown in Table Al

in the appendix.

The majority of slope-coefficients (Y .. ) are signi-
1J

ficantly different from zero at normal confidence

leveis, suggesting that the variation in eost

shares is at least partially explained by changes

in relative factor prices. As mentioned in Section

2 above, we can test the hypothesis that all eorre

sponds to a Cobb-Douglas produetion structure. The
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likelihood ratio test statistics, which are given

in the first column of Table A3 in the appendix',

fall in the interval 96-217. For all branches, the

test statistic is clearly significant at the l %

level, so that the hypothesis of unitary elastici

ties of substitution between all factor pairs can

be rejected.

In order to analyse priee-responsiveness and

faetor substitution possibilities we compute the

Allen partial elastieities of substitution (eJ .. )
1J

and the price elasticities (n .. ) for all eost
1J

share observations according to equations (7) and

(8). Although the resulting elastieities vary

somewhat over the time,period analysed, no signifi

cant trends are diseernable. We therefore present

the elasticities ealeulated at the mean values of

the exogenous variables as representative results.

The ovvn-price elastieities of demand for energy,

capital, labour and intermediate goods are shown

in Table l along with their asymptotic standard

errors l These elasticities measure the percentage

change in the use of a given input resulting from

a l % change in its. price. In aecordanee with eost

~inimising prineiples we would expee~ these elasti

cities to ._be negative. For example, a rise in the

price of energy in relation to other produc:tion

factors should lead to a substitution away from

energy and thus decrease its use in produetion.

From Table l we see that the majority of the

estimated own-price elasticities of demand are

l Approximate standard errors are ealculated at
mean input shares under the assumption that these
are non-stoehastic.
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OUn-price e1asticit" es for

boor and termedi te g

Hornothetic eost funetion

Eoer·qv, Capita1,

Sector Energy Capital Labour Intermediate
goods

4 Sheitered food

5 Import-competing
food

6 Beverage and
tobacco

7 Textiles and
clothing

8 Wood, pulp
and paper

9 Printing

10 Rubber products

11 Chemicals

13 Non-metal1ic
mineral products

14 Primary metals

15 Engineering

16 Shipbuilding

Total manu
facturing

-.13
(0.16)

-.47
(0.09)

-.15
(0.20)

-098
(0016)

.02
(0.11)

-054
(0.11)

-052
(0.17)

-.26
(0.12)

-041
(0.10)

.33
(0014)

-.64
(0.12)

-.56
(0.09)

-.25
(0.09)

-.14
(0.02)

-.16
(0.04)

-.26
(0.05)

-.28
(0.03)

-.40
(0.06)

-.18
(0.09)

-.24
(0.03)

- .. 29
(0.05)

-.24
(0.05)

-.28
(0.01)

-.54
(0.02)

-066
(0.02)

- .. 74
(0 .. 04)

-053
(0001)

-.63
(0.03)

-.43
(0.01)

-.43
(0.01)

-.54
(0.02)

-.65
(0.03)

-.57
(0.01)

-.65
(0003)

-.06

-.24

-.19

-.48

-.21

-.66

-.28

-.41

-.33

-028

Note: Approximate asymptotic standard errors are in parenthesis •
As the share equation' for intermediate goods was excluded from
the estimation, standard errors are not readily available.
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negative l and with few exceptions significantly so

at least at the 5 % level. Furthermore, the esti-

mated own-price

than unity for

indicating that

elasticities of demand are less

all inputs and for all sectors,

input demand is inelastic. Al-

though the elasticities do vary somewhat for the

individual industries, a few general trends are

apparent. First, we find that the own-price elasti

cities for capital and labour are rather similar

for the majority of branches. For total manufac

turing, as weIl as for at least half of the subsec

tors, labour appears to be the most price-sensi

tive production factor with an elasticity general

lyan the order of -O. 5 . Capital, on the other

hand, exhibits the most inelastic demand, with an

average elasticity around -0.25. Although the re

sults for intermediate goods show somewhat more

variation, the elasticities are generally rather

low.

Our prime concern, however~

sensitivity of energy demand.

is with the price

Here, the elast~ci-

ties showa far wider range of variation. Although

the own-price elasticities for energy generally

fall in the interval -0.4 to -0.6, the extremes

range from non-significance to nearly -1.0. It is

worth noting that of the four subsectors that show

positive and/or non-significant energy price elas-

ticities two of these - Wood, pulp and paper (8)

and Primary metals (14)

intensive Swedish industries.

are the most energy

l The fitted shares were positive for all observa
tions and all sectors insuring the positivi ty of
the cost function. Although the estimated own
price elasticities are negative for the overwhelm
ing majori.ty of observations, a few sign reversals
did occur in some sectars, indicating a local
departure from concavity. More rigorous tests for
concavity have, however, not been carried out.
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In the case of Wood, pulp and paper (8) the large

standard errors of the estimated elasticities make

it impossible to reject the null hypothesis that

energy demand is insensitive to price changes.

This result may partially be due to a misspecifica

tion of the cost share for energy in this sector .

Our measure of energy costs ineludes only expendi

tures for fuels purchased from outside the esta

blishment so that the use of internai energy sup

plies - for example, of wood fuels - is omitted

from the eost function. Wood fuels constitute an

important energy source in paper and pulp produc

tion, and the omission of a large proportion of

these fuels may have some effect on the estimated

elasticities. In view of this speeification error,

i t would be rash to draw any conclusions concern

ing the price elastieity for energy in this

sector.

For the Primary metal industry, on the other hand,

we find a significant positive energy price elasti

ci ty. l This, of course, is economic nonsense and

must be rejected. A possible explanation to this

spurious relationship may lie in the model formula

tion, and particularly in its inability to capture

the effects of technological development. This is

of utmost importanee in the Primary metal industry

where factors such as the development of blast

furnaces and the increased use of oxygen convert

ers have lead to a considerable decrease in speei

fic energy usage since the beginning of the 60's. 2

The gradual introduetion of new techniques has

been eontemporaneous with falling real energy

prices. One can thus suspect that the positive

l The calculated own-price elasticities were posi
tive for nearly all the observations.

2 Carling, Dargay, Dettinger, Sohlman (1978).
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elasticity reflects an energy

~hange that has not been speci-

The resul ts for these two highly energy intensive

industries illustrate the weakness of our model

and suggest the need of further model development,

particularly towards an explicit specification of

non-neutral technological change.

Finally, our results indicate that energy is less

price-elastic for aggregat e manufacturing than it

is for 8 out of 12 of the manufacturing subsec

tors. This is perhaps not surprising considering

that two of the industries with positive elastici

ties account for nearly 2/3 of energy utilisation

in the manufacturing sector. Tt should be pointed

out, however, that estimates based on aggregate

manufacturing partially reflect the changes in re

lative productian shares among the individual in

dustries that have occurred under the 1952-1976

time period. l These elasticities therefore are not

directly comparable with those obtained for the

disaggregated sectors.

Next, we turn to an examination of the substitu

tion possibilities amonginputs. For this purpose

the Allen-Uzawa elasticity of substitution is cal

culated for each input pair. For a given factor

pair, this elasticity measures the percentage

change in the input ratio that results from a l %

change in their relative prices .. A negative value

denotes that the factors are complements, that is

l A description of the development of the composi
tian of industrial production in Sweden under the
period 1965-75 and a discussion of the effects of
changes in branch structure on energy utilisatian
can be found in Östblom (1980).
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to say, that a relative increase in the price of

one factor leads to a decrease in the use of the

other. A positive value denotes substitutability:

a relative increase in the price of one factor

leads to a relative increase in the use of the

other.

These elasticities are shown in Table 2 together

with their asymptotic standard errors. Of particu

lar interest· for energy policy are the substitu

tion possibilities between energy-capital and be

tween energy-labour. In six subsectors (5,7,8,

9,15,16) we may conclude that energy and capital

are complements. l Only one sector , sheltered food

(4), exhibits capital-energy substitutability. In

the remaining sectors, all of which show negative

elasticities, the standard errors make it impossi

ble to reject the hypothesis that the elasticity

is o. The predominance of energy-capital complemen

tarity in the individual industries is consistent

with the results obtained for total manufacturing.

We see, however, that the aggregate measure over

estimates the degree of complementarity for all

but 2 subsectors. The results for the substitution

relationship between energy and labour are quite

the opposite. In 6 of the Swedish manufacturing

industries (4,5,7,9,10,16), the elasticities are

significantly positive, indicating substitutabil

ity, while only two sectors (6,13) exhibit energy-
\

labour complementarity at normal significance

levels. Finally, in the remaining two sectors the

high standard errors preclude any conclusions con

cerning energy-labour relationships. The statisti

cally significant elasticities between energy and

labour fall in a rather wide region, ranging from

l These parameters are significant at the 5 %
level.
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2 ti e s .. cities for EDer

)" Capit r (L) an Inter-
.. at

Hamathetie east funetian
./

Sector E-K E-L E-M K-L K-M L-M

4 SheItered food 2.81 0.33 -0.03 1.60 -0.09 0.56
(1.27) (0.01) (0.14) (0.12) (0.03) (0.03)

.5 Import-competing -2.11 1.06 0.62 0.28 0.22 0.80
food (0.64) (0.19) (0.14) (0.14) (0.05) (0002)

6 Beverage and -0.18 -1.26 0.84 1.50 -0.36 1.00
tobacco (0.48) (0.21) (0.27) (0.26) (0.06) (0003)

7 Textiles and -3.73 0.31 2.08 1.11 -0.06 0.75
clothing (0.99) (0.14) (0.34) (0.07) (0.12) (0.02)

8 Wood, pulp -0.59 0.02 0.08 1.19 0.06 0.79
and paper (0.28) (0.10) (0.19) (0.08) (0.06) (0.03)

9 Printing -1.82 1.06 0.74 0.42 0.56 0.90
(0.48) (0.15) (0.39) (0.10) (0.19) (0.06)

10 Rubber products -0.07 0.46 0.75 0.78 -0017 0.63
(0.87) (0.14) (0.43) (0.08) (0.21) (0.04)

Il Chernicals -0.11 -0.21 0.55 -0.08 0.46 0.96
(0.20) (0.19) (0.16) (0.07) (0.06) (0.05)

13 Non-metallic -0.32 -0.24 1.34 0.31 0.50 1.41
mineral products (0.36) (0.12) (0.34) (0.10) (0.14) (0004)

14 Primary metals -0.66 -0.61 -0.17 0.61 0.29 1.10
(0.42) (0.21) (0.29) (0.10) (0.14) (0.06)

15 Engineering -0.91 0.02 1.30 0.21 0.34 l 02
(0.47) (0.06) (0.26) (0.09) (0.10) (0.02)

16 Shipbuilding -0.60 0.37 0.85 0.54 -0.02 1.02
(0.32) (0.09) (0.20) (0.10) (0.10) (0.06)

Total manu- -1.43 0.12 0.66 0.66 0.24 0.84
facturing (0.49) (0.10) (0.20) (0.09) (0.08) (0.01)

Nate: Approximate asymptotic standard errors are· in parenthesis.
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strong complementarity near1y -1.3 in sector

(6) to a degree of substitutability somewhat

greater than +1.0 in sectors (5) and (9). Because

of these di vergences in the sign and magnitude of

the elastieities of substitution aeross the indi

vidual industries, the estimates based on aggre

gate manufacturing could be quite misleading. Our

results for total manufacturing indicate that

energy and labour are rather weak substitutes.

The relationship between energy and materials is,

in all statistically significant cases, positive,

indieating that these factors are substitutes. The

elastieities range from about 0.6 to somewhat over

2.00

With regard to non-energy inputs, we see that

capital and labour are substitutes in all but the

Chemieal industry (11) where the elasticity is not

statistically significant. In four sectors

(4,6,7,8) we find the elastieity to be somewhat

greater than unity while in others (5,13,15) the

substitution possibilities are rather small (okl =
+0.2 to +0.3).

Finally, we see that capital and intermediate

goods are statistically significant, but weak sub

stitutes in six industries, while a weak complemen

tary relationship exists in two. The large stand

ard errors of the remaining three estimates do not

allow rejection of the hypothesis of zero substi

tution between these inputs. In general, the re

sults are indicative of a more or less independent

relationship between capital and intermediate

goods. This is strikingly contrary.to the results

obtained for labour-materials. As is seen, all

industries exhibit a high degree of substitut

ability between labour and intermediate goods.
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Non-homothetic specification

The resul ts presented above are based on the as

sumption that the cost function is homothetic,

that is to say that the cost-minimising input

shares are independent of the level of production.

For the sake of comparison, we nowexamine what

happens when this restriction is relaxed, by esti

mating equation system (14) with the y. no longerlq
constrained to zero. This allows us to empirtcally

test for homotheticity by the likelihood ratio

test.

The estimated coefficients for the non-homothetic

specification along with their asymptotic standard

errors, R2 and maximum likelihood values are given

in Table A2 in the appendix. In particular, two

results are worth noting. First, we find that

production volume generally has a significant in-

fluence on the factor demand shares, which sug

gests that the cost function is non-homothetic.

This is also supported by the likelihood ratio

test statistics which are given in the seeond

eolumn of Table A3 in the appendix. The null-hypo

thesis of hornotheticity is strongly rejected for

all seetors, wi th the exception of the Non-metal

lic mineral products industry (13). Secondly, a

strong negative relationship exists between la

bourls eos t share and production level for the ma

jority of the industries. Aceording to the assump

tions of our model this is indicative of an output

elasticity of labour demand that is less than

unity.l However, as production volume increases

l The output elasticity of demand for factor i is
given by

~. = y. /8.+0: +y lnQ+~ y. lnP. i=K,L,E,M.
lq lq l q qq j Jq J

It can be cOlnputed only if ex and y are known,q qq
that is, byestimating the eost function directly.
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over time, it is exceedingly difficult to separate

scale effects from, for example, the effects of

biased technological change. It may be that the

output variable is partially capturing the effects

of a labour-saving technical development, l which

is not specified in our model. We therefore con-

sider it unwarranted to attempt to interpret our

resu1ts in terms of scale effects, until an expli

ci t al10wance is made for non-neutral technologi

cal progress.

The own-price elasticities and the elasticities of

substitution for energy, capital, labour and inter

mediate goods implied by the non-homothetic cost

function are shown in Tab1es 3 and 4. We see that

resu1ting own-price e1asticities are quite similar

to those obtained from the homothetic specifica

tion (compare Table l). In seven out of the twelve

subsectors the own-price e1asticity for energy

falls in the interval frorn -0.4 to -O. 7. For the

remaining sectors, the large standard errors do

not a110w us to ,reject the hypothesis of zero

price-responsiveness. Again, we find positive,

a1though non-significant, price e1asticities in

the two most energy intensive branches: Wood, pulp

and paper (8) and Primary metals (14).

Further, we find that the own-price elasticities

for capital are more or less identical to those

presented earlier. The major differences between

the homothetic and non-homothetic specifications

lie in the resulting price elasticities of demand

for labour and intermediate goods. In nearly all

l Evidence of a labour-saving techno1ogical devel
opment in Swedish industria1 sectors is noted in
the capital-labour production function studies of
Bergström and Melander (1979) and Eriksson, Jakobs
son and Jansson (1976).
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f E e qy,

C pita1, I termediat s

Non-homothetie east funetion

Sector

4 SheItered food

S Import-competing
food

6 Beverage and
tobacco

7 Textiles and
clothing

8 Wood, pulp
and paper

9 Printing

10 Rubber products

11 Chemicals

13 Non-metallic
mineral products

14 Primary metals

15 Engineering

16 Shipbuilding

Total manu
facturing

Energy

-0.16
(0.12)

-0.44
(0.03)

0005
(1.68)

-0.67
(0014)

0.08
(0.08)

-0.55
(0.12)

-0.63
(0.18)

-0.19
(0.12)

-0.46
(0.11)

0.29
(0 .. 16)

-0.57
(0.15)

-0.47
(0.14)

-0.10
(0.08)

Capital

-0.15
(0.02)

-0.19
(0.02)

-0.11
(0.04)

-0.15
(0.04)

-0024
(0.03)

-o 25
(0.05)

-0.26
(0.06)

-0.23
(0.03)

-0.30
(0.06)

-0.26
(0.03)

-0.24
(0.05)

-0.16
(0.05)

-0.21
(0.03)

Labour

-0.15
(0.06)

-0.18
(0.02)

-0.05
(0.01)

-0.54
(0.02)

-0.02
(0.08)

-0.16
(0.05)

-o 14
(0.03)

0.06
(0.02)

-0.50
(0.05)

-0.22
(0.11)

-0.18
(0.07)

-0.28
(0.07)

-0.25
(0.09)

Intermediate
goods

-0.00

-0.01

-0007

-0.21

-0.08

-0.15

-0.09

0.03

-0.52

-0.06

-0.12

-0.12

-0.12

Note: Approximate asymptotic standard errors are in parenthesis •
As the share equation for intermediate goods was excluded from
the estimation, standard errors are not readily available.
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branches, these elasticities decrease considerably

when the homotheticity constraints are relaxed.

The estimated priqe elasticity of demand for

labour is under -0.2 for all but three sectors 

Textiles (7), Non-metallic minerals (13) and Ship

building (16). This result is quite different from

that implied by the homothetic model, which indica

ted labour to be the most price-sensitive produc-

tion factor with an average elasticity on the

order of -0.5. Finally, intermediate goods show

very little price-responsiveness with e1asticities

of demand very near zero in the .majority of indus

tries.

Regarding the substitution re1ationships among

inputs, our estimates show the same general pat

tern as that obtained for the homothetic specifica

tion. A few changes in s ign do occur, but these

estimates are genera1ly non-significant in both

cases. The most notable exception is the relation

ship between energy and capital in total manufac

turing, where the relationship switches from

strong cornplementarity (aEK = -1.4) to a positive,

but non-statistically significant value .. Again, en

ergy and capital are seen to be complements in

most significant cases, while substitutability

predominates between energy and labour and between

energy and intermediate goods. The magnitudes of

these relationships are, however, somewhat differ

ent than those obtained when homotheticity is

imposed. The general trend seems to be towards

weaker energy-capital complementari ty and greater

energy-labour substitutability. The most substan

t_ial difference between the two specifications is

the e1asticity of substitution between labour and

intermediate goods. With the assumption of homothe-

ticity, this elasticity is greater than +0.5 for

all sectors, whereas relaxing this assumption re-
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e ast-ci ies

e

Non-homothetie eost funetion

Sector E-K E-L E-M K-L K-M L-M

4 SheItered food 1.9R 4.88 -0.59 0.66 0.0f) 0.08
(0.91) (1.28) (0.12) (0.40) (0.06) (0.07)

5 Imp ort-competing -1.70 4.18 0.03 1.19 0.07 0.05
food (0.64) (1.57) (0.30) (0.37) (0.04) (0011)

6 Beverage and 0.27 -3040 1.32 0.57 -0007 0.14
tobacco (0.45) (1.06) (0.28) (0.24) (0.08) (0.13)

7 Textiles and -0.66 0.65 0.91 1.34 -0.48 0.72
clothing (0.85) (0.10) (0.31) (0.06) (0.10) (0.03)

8 Wood, pulp -0.06 -0.36 0.01 0.71 0.14 0.01
and paper (0.15) (0.52) (0.21) (0.12) (0.06) (0.10)

9 Printing -1.23 0.65 1.05 0.40 0.19 0.25
(0.38) (0.61) (0.91) (0.08) (0.11) (0.14)

10 Rubber products -1.22 0.06 1.57 0.68 -0.13 0009
(0.73) (0.56) (0.57) (0.18) (0.08) (0.01)

11 Chemicals 0.14 0.38 0.14 0.52 0.15 -0.23
(0.20) (0.25) (0.04) (0.08) (0.05) (0.04)

13 Non-metal1ic -0.52 -0.17 1.47 0053 0.39 1.01
mineral products (0.49) (0.40) (0039) (0.18) (0.14) (0.14)

14 Primary metals 0.14 -0.20 -0.47 0.51 0.25 0028
(0.46) (0.90) (0.32) (0.26) (0.10) (0018)

15 Engineering -0.70 0.48 0.85 0.42 0019 0.26
(0.47) (0.49) (0.51) (0.24) (0010) (0.12)

16 Shipbuilding -0.93 1.07 0.36 0.53 -0.00 0.37
(0.42) (0026) (0.23) (0.30) (0.15) (0.11)

Total manu- 0.33 0.17 0.03 0.26 0.21 0.36
facturing (0.52) (0.82) (0.45) (0.21 ) (0.08) (0.14)

Note: Approximate asymptotic standard errors are in parenthesis.
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duces it to insignificance in weIl over half the

cases.

In conclusion, our results indicate that the majo

rity of the elasticities are at least slightly

sensitive to the specification of homotheticity" l

Some of these, and especially those pertaining to

labour, are highly so. The discrepancies are

mainly in the magnitude of the estimated elastici

ties, whereas the pattern of substitution possibil

ities is largely in agreement for the two specifi

cations. Of most relevance for the purposes of our

study, however, is the resul t that the own-price

elasticities for energy and the substitution rela

tionships between energy and other production fac

tors are qui te robust to differences in homothet

icity assumptions.

4: Interfue1 S IItution

Thus far our analysis has concentrated on aggre

gate energy and the substitution relationships be

tv/een total energy and other factors of produc

tion. Our next task is to extend our analysis to

encompass the substitution possibilities among in

dividual energy types.

Three energy subgroups

(e), oil products (o)

are considered: electricity

and solid fuels (s). 2 Oil

l The sensitivity of the elasticities to the speci
fication of homotheticity was also observed by
Denny, May and Pinto (1978) for Canadian manufac
turing. They found that the imposition of homothe
ticity decreases the elasticities of substitution.
In particular , energy-capital complementari ty was
reduced and strong energy-labour substitutability
was reversed to complementarity.

2 Because of their limited usage, gases are ex
cluded from the analysis.
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products include fuel oil, gas oil and motor gaso

line while solid fuels include coal, coke and wood

fuels. We have chosen to aggregate all oil prod

ucts and all solid fuels because of the similar

price development of the individual fuels within

each group. A further disaggregation of fuel types

would only increase multieollinearity problems and

reduce the precision of the estimates . Tt should

be noted that fuel oils account for the greatest

part of the oil aggregate for all industries.

Regarding solid fuels, eoal predominates in all

but the Wood, pulp and paper industry (8) and

Primary metals (14) where the major solid fuels

used are, respectively, wood fuels and coke.

In addition to total manufaeturing, we limit our

analysis to five subsectors that account for ap

proximately 90 % of energy usage in manufaeturing

and 70 % of manufaeturing produetiono Four of

these are the most energy intensive Swedish indus-

tries: Wood, pulp and paper (8), Primary metals

(14), Chemieals (11) and Non-metallie mineral prod-

uets (13)0 The last, Engineering (15), is the

largest in terms of produetion and employment.

The share equations for the two-stage model are

estimated using annual data over the period 1962

1976. The pre-1962 time period is exeluded from

the estimation to eliminate the remaining effeets

of the substitution away from solid fuels that had

begun in the previous decade. This substitution of

liquid for solid fuels eannot be explained solely

in terms of the energy priee relationships speei

fied in our model.

The energy submodei

The first stage of our analysis involves the esti

mation of the energy submodei given in equation
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under the eonstraints implied by

linear homogeneity in priees. The equation for

solid fuels is deleted from the estimation proce

dure.

The estimated coeffieients for the energy sub

model, along with their estimated standard errors,

R2 and maximum likelihood values are given in

Table A4 in the

that the slope

i.e., that the

appendix. We test the hypothesis

eoeffieients (y .. ) are all zero,
1J

eost shares for the individual

fuels are independent of relative fuel prices. The

likelihood ratio test statistics, whieh are given

in the last eolumn of the table, are significant

at the 0.5 % level, so that this hypothesis can be

rejeeted.

The partial price elasticities and elastieities of

substitution corresponding to these parameter esti

mates are shown in Table 5. 1 It should be held in

mind that these elasticities are derived under the

constraint that total energy input remains con-

stant. Thus they represent only the effeets of

interfuel substitution, i.e.
p

in (13) •1). •
1J

One observes a high degree of similarity in the

resul ts for the different industries. Firstly, we

see that the own-priee elastieities for oil and

electrieity elearly fall in the inelastic range.

Of all energy components, eleetricity appears to

be the least sensitive to price ehanges. This

elastieity is less than 0.2 in absolute value for

all industries, but nevertheless is found to be

l The elastieities are ealeulated at the mean
values of the exogenous variables. Little varia
tion was found over the 62-76 time period. Fitted
shares were positive and own-price elasticities
negative for all observations included in the
sample.
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signifieantly different from zero. Oil products

are somewhat more price-sensitive, with an elasti

city on the order of -0.25. On the other hand, we

find solid fuels to be highly price-sensitive,

with elasticities of demand greater than l. O in

absolute value in four out of the five manufactur

ing subsectors. The most signifieant exception is

the low price elasticity obtained for solid fuels

in the Primary metal industry ( 14). This can be

attributed to the faet that the solid fuel compo

nent in this sector is primarly eornprised of eoke,

whieh is used not ·as a souree of energy but as a

reduction agent. 'The limited passibility of re

plaeing eoke with other fossil fuels is similarly

refleeted in the eomparatively low e1astieity of

substitution between solid fuels and oil produets

in this seetor.

-r e 5 Part- 1 pr-ce s titution elasticit-es

for EDer s nents: E1ectric-ty

) i p oouct.s (o) aD S 1i fuels (a)

Sector Own-price Substitution
elasticity elasticity

e o s e-o e-s o-s

8 Wood, pulp -0.12 -0.24 -1.39 0.22 1.00 2.28
and paper (0.03) (0.34) (0.08) (0.21) (0.33)

11 Chemicals -0.09 -0.15 -1.80 -0.23 1.54 3.29
(0.04) (0.17) (0.17) (0.33) (1.44)

13 Non-metallic
mineral -0.12 -0.25 -1.42 -0.24 1.40 1.91
products (0.03) (0.06) (0.10) (0.41) (0.46)

14 Primary -0.12 -0.26 -0.14 0.24 0.18 0.39
metals (0.06) (0.07) (0.12) (0.29) (0.20)

15 Engineering -0.20 -0.27 -1.02 0.36 1.11 1.05
(0003) (0.06) (0.07) (0.42) (1.07)

Total manu- -0.16 -0.26 -0.60 0.21 0.5.5 0.96
facturing (0.03) (0.06) (0.06) (0.17) (0.30)
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of the remaining subsectors I as

manufacturing, we find that the

most important substitution possibilities exist

between oil products and solid fuels. These elasti

cities are particularly high for those industries

in which solid fuels account for a significant

proportion of total energy supply, e.g. Wood, pulp

and paper (8) and Non-metallic minerals (13).

Regarding the relationship between oil and electri

city, our results suggest marginal, but generally

non-zero, substitution possibilities. The only ex

ceptions are two cases of complementarity between

electricity and oil products in the Chemical indus

try (11) and the Non-metallic mineral products

industry (13). Although a strict comp1ementary re

lationship is highly unIikely, there are reasons

for expecting minimal substitutability between oil

and electricity in these industries. In the Chemi-

ca1 industry, a large proportion of electricity is

used for electrolysis and as such is indispensi-

ble. In the production of non-metallic mineral

products cement, lime, etc. - oil is the domi-

nant source of thermal energy whereas electricity

is chiefly a source of motive power.

Fina1ly, our results suggest a surprisingly high

degree of substitutability between electricity and

solid fuels. Considering the nature of the usage

of these energy forms, this result seems high1y

unlikely. Although there is some scope for substi

tution between e1ectricity and solid fuels, we

hardly expect these possibilities to outweigh

those between electricity and oil products. One

explanation for these results may be that the

trend towards increased mechanization and there-

by electricity use - has coincided with the sub

stitution away from solid fuels.
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Aggregate energy demand

The estimates of the energy cost function for each

of the subsec~ors are now used to generate the

corresponding aggregat e price indices for energy.

These, in turn, serve as instrumental variables

for the price of energy in the estimation of the

total (E,K,L,M) eost functions. The estimated para

meters and the resulting priee and substitution

elasticities are shown in Tables A5-6 in the appen

dix. As homotheticity is clearly rejected for all

sectors, only the resul ts for the non-homothetic

speeifieation are presented.

The estimated demand relationships provide little

information in addition to the results discussed

in Seetion 4. l, so only a few eomments need to be

made. Firstly, we find that the elastieity esti

mates for capital, labour and intermediate goods

are in agreement with those presented earlier

(Tables 1-4) for the 1952-1976 time period. There

are, however, considerable discrepancies in the

estimated own-price elasticities for energy,' as

weIl as in the magnitude of substitutability/com

plementarity between energy and the remaining pro

duction factors. As noted previously, an overall

pattern of energy-capital eomplementarity and

energy-labour substitutability is suggested, but

again, the high standard errors of the estimates

do not allow rejection of the null-hypothesis in

the majority of cases.

A comparison of the aggregate energy price elasti

eities obtained from the two-stage estimatian with

those presented in Section 4.1 for the non-homo

thetie model is given in the first two eolumns of
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Table 6. l We find that for Primary metals (14) the

elasticities are in agreement, but these must be

rejected on the basis of sign in both cases,

whilst for Wood, pulp and paper (8) and Total

manufacturing the elasticities are not statistical

ly significant. It is apparent, however, that the

resulting elasticities for the remaining three sec

tars (Il, 13 and 15) differ considerably for the

alternative estimations.

The explanation for these discrepancies cannot be

faund solely on the basis of these results since

the estimates are based not only on different time

periods, but also on different price indices for

aggregate energy. Although a thorough sensitivity

analysis has not yet been carried out, our find-

ings thus far seem to suggest that choice of

observation period is the determining factor for

the resulting estimates, while construction of the

price index is of minor importance. 2

A plausible explanation for the sensitivity of the

estimates of the energy elasticities to estimation

period may be the drastic energy price-rises from

1974 onwards. These have agreater influence on

the estimates based on 1962-1976 than on those

based on the longer time period. It is not obvious

precisely what effects the relative up-weighting

of the post-1974 time period has on the estimates

and it is possible that the mere inclusion of this

l The elasticities are calculated at the mean
values of the exogenous variables for each sample.
This, however, has no relevance for the camparison
since the calculated elasticities vary only slight
ly over time in both cases.

2 The aggregate energy price indices based on the
energy submodei estimates are, in fact, nearly
identical to those constructed as simple weighted
averages of the individual energy forms.
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Non-homothetie total eost function

Aggregate energy (nEE ) E1ectricity Oi1 products Solid fue1s

Two Stage
p T P T P TSector 1952-76 1962-76 S T'J ee nee

S noo noa S nss nsse o s

8 Wood, pulp 0.08 -0.13 .62 -0.12 -0.20 .34 -0.24 -0.28 .04 -1.39 -1.40
and paper (0.08) (0.08)

Il Chemica1s -0.19 -0.57 .68 -0.09 -0.48 .23 -0.15 -0.28 .09 -1.80 -1.85
(0.12) (0.11)

13 Non-meta11ic
mineral -0.46 -0.05 .32 -0.12 -0.14 .51 -0.25 -0.28 .17 -1.42 -1.43 \.O

\O
products (0.11) (0.05)

14 Primary
metals 0.29 0.29 .38 -0.12 -0.12a .18 -0.26 -0.26a .44 -0.14 -0.14

(0.16) (0.11)

15 Engineering -0.57 -0.17 .57 -0.28 -0.30 .37 -0.27 -0.33 .06 -1.02 -1.03
(0.15) (0.14)

Total manu- -0.10 -0.09 .51 -0.16 -0.21 .33 -0026 -0.29 .16 -0060 -0.60
facturing (0808) (0.07)

a Calculated with the price elasticity for aggregate energy set to O.
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period has a signifieant inf1uenee on the estimat

ed parameters. l As mentioned earlier, the translog

funetion provides on1y a loeal approximation to

the underlying eost funetion. It is possible that

the validity of this approximation may be weakened

by fitting a single eost funetion to a period that

is eharaeterised by so vastly divergent faetor

priees. The effeets, if any, of including the

post-1974 time period eould be determined by re

estimating the model exeluding this data and eom

paring the resulting parameter estimates with

those obtained when the post-l974 data are inelud-

ed. Until a thorough investigation into the eauses

of the sensitivi ty of the elasticity estimates is

earried out, our results must be interpreted with

utmost caution.

With this in mind, we proceed, mainly for illustra

tive purposes, to ealeulate the total priee elasti

cities for the individual energy components on the

basis of the two-stage model. The results are

presented in Table 6 along with the mean cost

shares for eaeh fuel type. The partia1 priee elas

ticities for the energy components presented pre

viously are also given for the sake of compariso~.

We recall that aecording to the assumptions of our

model the total priee-sensitivity (n~.) of an indi-
1.J

vidual fuel is determined in a bi-level adjustment

process. Firstly, a ehange in the price of an

energy component results in interfuel substitu

tion. This effeet on demand is measured in the

price elasticities n~j. Secondly, the price change
partial affects the aggregate price index for

l The sensitivity of the estimates to the inclu
sion of years with rapid priee ehanges (1972-74)
is also noted by Berndt, Fuss and Waverman (1979).
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energy, resul ting in substitution between energy

and other production faetors. The resultant ehange

in aggregate energy demand in turn affeets the

demand for the energy component. The magnitude of

this effect is determined by the energy compo

nents' share of total energy costs (S.).
1

From Table 6 we see that for the majority of the

subsectors, as weIl as for total manufacturing,

the total priee elastieities are only marginally

greater than the partial. This clearly follows

from the "inelasticity" of aggregate energy demand

in these sectors. The total price-sensitivity of

the individual fuels is therefore attributed pri

marly to the effects of interfuel substitution.

For the Chemical industry (11), on the other hand,

substitution between energy and other production

factors plays a substantial role. The effect on

electricity demand is particularly large due to

electricity's high east share. For solid fuels,

which account for a very small part of total

energy costs, the effects are minimal.

These results are meaningful, of course, only if

we accept the estimates of the two-stage model. It

is obvious that the estimates of aggregate elasti

cities based on the 1952-76 time period (column l)

would lead to somewhat different conclusions for

at least three subsectors (Il, 13, 15).
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s .......... _

As mentioned in the introduction, the ana1ysis of

energy demand and of the re1ationships between

energy and other production factors has been the

topic of a 1arge number of econometric studies. It

can be of interest to compare our results for

Sweden with those of other studies of energy

demand o For this purpose, we present in the fol-

lowing tables a survey of estimates of energy

demand e1asticities obtained by other authors and

for other countries. The estimates shown in the

tables are all based on cost-minimising multifac-

tor demand models similar to those estimated for

Sweden. Choice of functional form, separability

assumptions, observation period and data construc

tion vary, however, from study to study. The majo-

rity of these studies, as our own, are based on

static models some using time-series data for indi

vidual countries, others using a combination of

time-series and cross-section data for a number of

countries or regions. The study by Denny, Fuss and

Waverman (j) is based on a dynamic adjustment

model which allows estimation of both short- and

long-run elasticities.

In Table 7 we present a camparison of estimates of

the own-price e1asticity for aggregate energy and

the elasticities of substitution between energy

and other aggregate production factors: capital

(K), labour (L) and intermediate goods (M). Esti

mates of the elasticity of substitution between

capital and labour are also shown. It is not

within the scope of this paper to thoroughly dis

cuss this enormous wealth of results, much less to

analyse the apparent discrepancies amongst thern.



aD1e 7 C~ri.son of esti.ma.tes of the ovn-price el.asticity for energy and the e1a.st.ici:ties of
substitution beb8een energy (E) and capita1 (K), 1abour (L) and intermedi.ate goods (II)

Key to table follows after Table 8, p.lOS

30urce Country Data Energy own-price Elasticity of substitution
elasticity E-K E-L E-M K-L

a) USA 1947-71 TS TM -0.47 -3.22 0.65 0.70 1.01

b) Canada 1941-70 TS TM H - 0.60 -1.28 0.37 2.26
NR -0.50 -11.91 4.86 0.12 5.46

c) Canada 1961-71 CSTS TM -0.49 - + - 0.80 to 0.86

d) Nether-
lands 1950-76 TS TM -0.16 -2.30 1.25 ... 0.30

This Sweden 1952-76 TS TM H -0.25 -1.43 0.12 0.66 0.66
study NH -0.10 0.33 0.17 O.O? 0.26

I--'
o
w

e) 9 coun-
tries 1955-69 eSTS TM -0.77 to -0.82 1.02 to 1.07 0.80 to 0.87 ... 0.06 to 0052

f) 10 coun-
tries 1963-73 eSTS TM -0.83 to -0.87 0.36 to 1.77 0.03 to 1.23 .0. 0.64 to 1.43

g) USA 1971 es lOMS -0054 to -1.65 -3.80/2.09 1 + •• o +

h) Belgium 1960-75 TS 4MS -0.08 to -0.15 - + - 0.99

This Sweden 1952-76 TS 12MS H o to -0098 -3.73 to 2.,81 -1.26 to 1.06 -0.17 to 2.08 o to 1.60
study NH o to -0067 -1.70 to 1.98 -3.40 to 4.,88 -0.59 to 5.08 0.42 to 1034

i) USA 1948-71 TS l8MS SR o to -1.09 -6.,28 to 3.,54 na
LR -0.01 to -1.10 -22.40 to 8.04 -6.40 to 10.,93 -22.40 to 8.05

j) Canada 1962-75 CSTS 18MS SR O to -1.46 -2.16 to 5.86 na -9.00 to 18 .. 6
LR -0.03 to -2.86 -9.00 to 18.60 -4.71 to 5.08

l Dt............ .: ........ 1 .......... _-1 ...... 1 "''0'''...:1 y...,.._l,..f"",~ ..... ,,~.ff-'"'1 ..... o ... "".o ..... f-.f~y.ol,y
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Our comments will only be brief and the interested

reade r is referred to the original articles for a

complete description of model forrnulation and em

pirical results.

Studies (a-d) analyse factor demand relationships

in total manufacturing for individual countries.

Studies (a, b, d) are based on national time

series data, while (c) is based on time-series

data for Canadian provinces. These results can be

compared wi th our own for total Swedish manufac

turing. Our estimates based on the homothetic spe

cification (H) seem in closest agreement with

those of the other studies, which, with the excep

tion of (b), all assume homotheticity. We see that

the results of the Canadian study (b) show a sub

stantial sensitivity to homotheticity assumptions.

As in' the case with Sweden, the homothetic model

is rejected on the basis of the statistical tests.

Further, we find that our estimate of the own

price elasticity for energy is lower than in stud

ies (a-c), but quite similar to that obtained for

the Netherlands (d), which also includes post-1973

data in the estimation.

Studies (e, f) are based on a combination of time

series and cross-section data for total manufac

turing in a sample of industrialised countries.

The most striking difference between the results

of the international studies, and those for indi

vidual countries is that the former find energy

and capital to be substitutes in total manufac

turing rather than compleruents. The resulting own

price elasticities for aggregat e energy are alsa

somewhat higher in the international studies. The

authors argue that observations across countries

capture long-run adjustments whereas time-series

data reflect short-run effects. Thus, they con-
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clude that although energy and capital may be

complements in the short run, they will be substi

tutes in the long run. These results should, how

ever, be interpreted with care, as there may be

other explanations for the contradictory findings

regarding energy-capital relationships. Berndt and

vvood (1979) suggest that they may be due to the

fact that different elasticities are being meas

ured. The international studies, in contrast to

studies (a-c) and to our own study, omit interrned

iate goods (M) from the estimation, thereby as

surning that interrnediate goods are weakly separa

ble from the remaining (KLE) inputs. As shown by

Berndt and Wood substitution between energy and

capital in the three factor (KLE) subset does not

necessarily rule out overall energy-capital comple

mentari ty when the substitution relationsh.ips

arnongst all factors (KLEM) are considered. Even if

the assumption of separabilit,y is valid, these two

elasticities are equivalent only if the substi

tution possibilities between intermediate goods

and the rernaining inputs are zero. 1

Study (g) is an attempt to resolve the ,controversy

regarding the relationship between energy and capi

tal. The authors maintain that an explanation to

the contradictory results noted in previous .stud~

ies lies in the differences in definition of capi

tal. Studies b, e and f use a value-added approa~h

in estimating the cost of capital, in which capi

tal costs are defined as value-added minus labou.r

costs. Studies a and c - as weIl as our own 

use a service price approach, in which capital

costs are defined as physical capital x service

price. The value-added definition includes more

l This is the case because the Allen elasticity of
substitution is a partial elasticity and is depen
dent on factor grouping.
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than the cost of physical capital, and the authors

argue that it is the difference between them,

which they term the contribution of "working capi

tal", that is the cause of the divergent results.

To investigate this, the authors disaggregate the

"capitaiII component of value added into costs for

physical and working capital. The results obtained

for ten manufacturing subsectors suggest that phy

sical capital and energy are complements whereas

substitutability exists between energy and working

capital.

The remaining studies are also based on disaggre

gated manufacturing subsectors. The Belgian study

(h) covers only the most energy-intensive indus

tries: Primary metais, Non-ferrous metais, Chemi-

cals and Building materials. The low energy price

elasticities obtained for these industries are not

vastly different from our own findings . As in the

majority of the other studies, they find that

capital-energy complementarity and energy-labour

substitutability predominate.

The final study (j) employs a dynamic partial-ad

justment model to explain the intertemporal rela

tionship between factor prices and input-mix.

Briefly, the firm is assumed to minimise the pres

ent value of future production costs. Lags in

adjustment to factor price changes are explained

by the increasing marginal costs that would be

incurred during rapid adjustment of the capital

stock. By specifying the adjustment mechanism,

both short- and long-run responses are estimated.

It is difficult to adequately summarise their re

sults. As shown in the table, both the short- and

long-run elasticities fall in a wide range for the

industries studied. The results indicate that, on

average, in the first year after a factor price
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rise, firms adjust about 30-40 % of the difference

between their new desired stock and the existing

capital stock at the beginning of the period. The

price elastici ty of energy demand is less than l

in absolute value even in the long run and differ

ences between short- and long-run price elastici

ties of energy demand are generally rather small.

Regarding the substitution relationship between

energy-capital and energy-Iabour , they find a wide

variety of respanses across industries within each

country as weIl as across the two countries stud

ied.

Table 8 gives a comparison of partial price elasti

cities for individual energy forms. With the excep

tion of study (j) I which is based on a dynamie

model formulation, all of the elasticity estimates

shown are based on static models similar to the

energy submodei employed in this study. The elasti

cities are thus partiai and represent the price

response due to interfuel substitution only. The

breakdown of total energy differs somewhat in the

various studies. Many include gases and sorne fur

ther disaggregate oil products and/or solid fuels.

Al thou.gh the magni tude of the price-responses

varies from study to studyas weIl as across indi

vidual industries , a number of conclusions are

evident. The general consensus seems to be that

solid fuels are most sensitive to relative price

changes , whereas oil and electricity are considera

bly less responsive to changes in relative prices.

Secondly, although the results are not shown here,

all studies indicate substitution possibilities

between the majority of energy forms, with the

most substantiai substitution generally existing

between solid and liquid fuels.



Tab1e 8 ca.parison of partia1 price el.a.sticities for indi.vidoa1 fue1

Souree Country Data Eleetrfeity Oil Solid fuels Gas

e) Canada 1961-71 eSTS TM -0.52 -1.22~ -1.56 1 -1.41 -1.21

f) 10 eountries 1959-73 eSTS TM -0.07 to -0016 -0.08 to -0.72 -1.04 to -2.17 -0.33 to -2.31

h) Belgium 1960-75 TS 4MS -0.33 to -1.07 -0.57 to -1.19 -0.66 to -5.19 2 -o o 9 l t o - 2 • 10
-0.33 to -2.91

i) USA 1974-75 eSTS TM -0.13 to -0.88 -0.08 to -0.70 -0.34 to -1.91 -0.13 to -0.88

j) Canada3 1962-75 CSTS lRMS LR -0.01 to -1.77 -0.05 to -1.26 -0064 to -2.18 -0.81 to -1.97

This Sweden 1962-76 TS TM -0.16 -0.26 -0.60
study 1<}62-76 TS 5MS -0.12 to -0.20 -0.15 to -0.27 -().14 to -1.80 ... f-I

o
ro

l fuel oil and motor gasoline respeetively
2 eoal and eoke respeetively
3 total elastieities based on a dynamie model

Key to Tables 7 and 8

TS = time-series data
es = eross-seetion data
TM = total manufaeturing
x MS = x manufaeturing seetors
••• = not ineluded in the estimation

Sources

a) Berndt and Wood (1975)
b) Denny, May and Pinto (1978)
c) Fuss (1977)
d) Magnus (1979)
e) Griften and Gregory (1976)

na = ineluded but estimates not available
H = homothetie speeification
NR = non-homothetie specification
SR = short run
LR = long run

t) Pindyek (1979)
g) Field and Grebenstein (1980)
h) Bossier, Duwein and Gouzee (1979)
i) Uri (1979)
j) Denny, Fuss and Waverman (1980)
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sm~l.RY ABD CORCLUSIORS

In the preeeding seetions we have presented demand

models designed to study the interaetion between

energy and other aggregate production faetors and

to analyse interfuel substitution possibilities

Empirieal implementation of these models has re-

sulted in estimates of priee and substitution elas

tieities for individual energy forms, aggregate

energy and other aggregate production faetors for

total Swedish manufaeturing and disaggregated manu

faeturing seetors. It is impossible to adequately

summarise the resul ts; there is a variety of re-

sponses aeross industries and a number of ques

tions eoneerning the sensitivity and interpreta

tion of the estimates remain unanswered. A few

tentative eonelusions are, however, evident. Those

most relevant to energy demand are the following:

It is important to disaggregate manufacturing

into its component industries. The magnitude

and even the nature of the demand and substi

tution responses vary aeeording to the produc

tion structure of the individual industry.

Energy demand is at least somewhat sensitive to

ehanges in its own price. The own-priee elasti

city is less than unity but the magni tude of

response varies from industry to industry.

Complementary relationships prevail between

energy and capital, while substitutability pre-

dominates between energy-labour and energy

intermediate goods.

Regarding the partiai elastieities of the

energy subeomponents, solid fuels appear to be
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highly price-sensitive, while the demands for

petroleum products and electricity seem to be

less sensitive to price variations.

The elasticities between energy types generally

indicate substitution possibilities, with the

most substantial substitution existing between

petroleum products and solid fuels.

Although the results presented in this study pro

vide an insight into the complicated relationships

that govern energy demand, they also illustrate

the difficulties involved in estimating and inter

preting these relationships. For example, the ex

periences with varying the homotheticity assump

tions and the observation period for the aggregate

demand estimations produce a number of interest

ing, although in some cases disconcerting, re

sults. Regarding hornotheticity, we find, on the

basis of statistical tests, that the non-homothe

tic specification is the preferred. Although this

suggests that the cost-minimising input-mix is de

pendent on the level of production, we feel that

our model is far too simplified to justify inter

preting these resul ts very strictly. The resul ts

indicate that the estimated elasticities and

particularly those pertaining to labour are

sensiti ve to the specification of homothetici ty.

We find, however, that ·the price elasticities for

energy' and the nature of substitution relation

ships between energy and other aggregate produc

tion factors are, with few exceptions, quite

robust to homotheticity assumptions.

Far more problematic for the analysis of energy

demand is the sensitivi ty of the estimated energy

elasticities to choice of observation period. Sig

nificant differences are found particularly for
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the own-price elasticity of energy as estimated on

the basis of the 1952-1976 contra the 1962-1976

time periods. These resu1 ts clearly emphasise the

need of analysing the sensitivity of the estimates

to variations in sample periods and in particular,

of investigating the effects of including the dras

tic energy price-rises of the post-1973 period in

the estimation.

Another question which requires further investiga

tion, and which has only been touched upon in this

study, is that of technological development. Al

though our model does allow for neutral technical

change, its influence on production costs and

factor demand has not been estimated. This can be

done byestimating the cost function siJnultaneous

ly with the share equations, thus identifying the

effects on production costs of increased efficien

cy of factor use.

A further improvement would be to extend our model

to allow for biased technical change. This is most

likely a more realistic specification in view of

the long time-period under consideration, and

would be more consistent with the results of other

Swedish production function studies which indicate

a significant labour-saving technical change.

The most serious shortcoming of the majority of

multi-factor demand studies is the inability of

the models to distinguish between short- and long-

run responses and to specify the adjustment path

over time o As discussed in the previous section

these studies have traditionally been based on

static cost-minimisation modeis, which are derived

under the assumption that production technique is

fully optimised with respect to the prevailing

factor price relationships. Estimation of the
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model requires I therefore, a data sample that in

cludes combinations of production techniques and

factor prices which represent long-run equilibria.

Historie data on actual techniques and prices

hardly fulfil this requirement o Because of this I

the results obtained by estimation of static

models ' based on such data are exceedingly diffi

cult to interpret. A strict implementation of

static models on the basis of time-series data is

equivalent to assuming that all inputs fully

adjust to their long-run equilibrium levels within

one time period (in our case, one year). As this

nearly "instantaneous II adjustment is highly unrea-

listic particularly in the case of physical

capital the resulting elasticities can hardly

be considered to represent long-run relationships.

The necessity of incorporating intertemporal ad

justment mechanisms in energy demand models is

apparent. Only on the basis of such dynamie models

can the adjustment process from short- to long-run

be determined. The recent advances in the specifi

cation and estimatian of dynamie interrelated

factor demand models form an obvious point of

departure for further research into the character-

istics of energy demand in Swedish industry.
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Appendix

Data Sources

~ SOURCES s

(l) Energy variables

Quantities and costs of energy consumed in Swedish

manufacturing subsectors are taken from the Offi

cial Statistics of Sweden: Manufacturing, annual

reports 1952-58 (Board of Trade) and 1959-1976

<Swedish Central Bureau of Statistics-SCB). The

data inc1ude quantities (1952-1976)' and costs

(1962-1976) for individual fue1s: motor gasoline,

fuel oils, gas oil, coal, coke and wood fuels,

costs (1952-1976) for aggregate fuels and quanti

ties and costs (1952-1976) for e1ectricity. Fue1s

and electricity produced and used at the same

plant are not included. Most data pertain to esta

blishments with five or more persons employedo

The following subsector classification is used.

LU Sector

4 Sheitered food

5 Import-competing
food

6 Beverages and
tobacco

7 Textiles

8 Wood, pulp and
paper

9 Printing

10 Rubber products

11 Chemicals

13 Non-metallic
mineral products

14 Primary meta1s

15 Engineering

16 Shipbuilding

Swedish industry
nomenclature
1952-1967

7a-c, e, f

9a-d, f-r
10a-d, i

4, 5

6

lOg, h

ge, Ila-d, g-m

3d-k

2a, b

2c-e , g-i, l, ro

2k

ISIC (SNI).

3111-3112,
3116-3118

3113-3115,3119
3121-3122

313-314

32

33, 341

342

355

351,352,356

36

37

38 excl.3841

3841
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Expenditures for electricity and total fuels con~

sumed, in current and constant prices, were also

supplied by the National Accounts Department of

the Swedish Central Bureau of Statistics. These

are based on the Manufacturing statistics above,

but in addition include information on establish

ments with less than five employees.

Prices for electricity and each fuel are calculat

ed for each subsector on the basis of the costs

and quantities obtained from the manufacturing sta

tistics. Since costs for individual fuels were not

available for the pre-1962 time period, the subsec

tor fuel prices -for these years were constructed

using average fuel prices for industrial consum

ers . This was done assuming that the relationship

between sector price and average price for' each

fuel noted for the 1962-1970 time period was the

same for 1952-1961.

Sources for average energy prices are:

Oils and motor gasoline - Swedish Petroleum Insti

tute: En bok om olja (1970).

Coal, coke and wood fuels - implicit import prices

calculated from the Official Statistics of Sweden:

Foreign Trade, annual reports 1950-1976 (SCB).

The prices for energy aggregates in each sector

are calculated as a weighted average of the prices

of the individual energy forms.

(2) Non-energy variables

Data on labour I capital, material inputs and pro

duction volume were provided by the Industrial

Institute for Economic and Social Research (IUI).
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Labour

Total labour costs are taken from the National

Accounts of Sweden (SCB). Total labour costs in

clude wages plus social security charges, wage

fees paid by employers, etc. The price of labour

is taken as the total wage cost, including the

above benefits.

Capital

Data on capital stock in current

prices are taken from the National

Sweden (SCB) . The user cost of capital

lated 1 as

and constant

Accounts of

pK is calcu-

where

pI price of investment goods (branch specific)

r expected rate of return

ö depreciation rate (branch specific)

Capital costs are obtained by rnultiplying capital

stock by the user price of capital.

Intermediate goods

Data on costs for goods and services in each

sector in current and constant prices are taken

from the National Accounts of Sweden (SCB). Costs

for intermediate goods are obtained by subtracting

energy costs. Implicit price indices for intermed

iate goods are formed by using the current and

constant price data adjusted for energy inputs.

l A detailed discussion of procedures used in con
structing the expected rate of return is found in
Bergström (1976).
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Production volume

Data on gross production in producers' prices for

each sector are obtained from the National Ac

counts of Sweden (SCB). Output indices are defined

as proquction in constant prices.
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Homothetie eost funetion. Estimation period 1952-19760
2 2 2

Sector a
E YEE YEK YEL YEM

a
K

y . YKL YKM ~ YLL YLM ~ YMM Pr: ~ ~ LogL
KK

4 Sheitered food .0150 .0110 .0010 -.0010 -.0110 .0469 .0350 .0030 -.0390 .1544 .0400 -.0420 .7837 .0920 .80 .97 .87 372.36
(.0005) (.0020) (.0007) (.0005) (.0015) (.0007) (.0009) (.0006) (.0014) (.0033) (.0030) (.0030)

Import-competing .0139 .0062 -.0029 .0001 -.0036 .0583 .0572 -.0073 -.0471 .1549 .0278 -.0206 .7729 .0711 .71 .94 .86 343.11
food (.0003) (.0012) (.0006) (.0003) (.0013) (.0015) (.0027) (.0014) (.0030) (.0022) (.0022) (.0020)

6 Beverage and .0207 .0242 -.0042 -.0171 -.0029 .1183 .0856 .0152 -.0966 .2520 .0025 -.0006 .6090 .1001 .90 .93 .20 283.20
tobacco (.0008) (.0058) (.0017) (.0016) (.0048) (.0026) (.0046) (.0025) (.0045) (.0061) (.0063) (.0050)

Textiles and .0153 .0001 -.0072 -.0041 .0111 .0819 .0551 .0031 -.0510 .3639 .0483 -.0473 .6349 .0871 .58 .90 .79 315.41
c10thing (.0007) (.0029) (.0015) (.0008) (.0035) (.0018) (.0044) (.0019) (.0056) (.0046) (.0049) (.0036)

8 Wood, pulp .0467 .0431 -.0086 -.0098 -.0246 .1061 .0731 .0053 -.0699 .2443 .0330 -.0285 .6029 .1230 .84 .94 .51 296.50
and paper (.0007) (.0048) (.0015) (.0010) (.0052) (.0018) (.0036) (.0021) (.0044) (.0047) (.0057) (.0044)

9 Printing .0073 .0034 -.0029 .0002 -.0008 .1040 .0627 -.0355 -.0243 .4827 .0540 -.0187 .4061 .0484 .27 .78 .91 319.76
(.0024) (.0008) (.0005) (.0005) (.0012) (.0047) (.0081) (.0063) (.0106) (.0026) (.0061) (.0112)

10 Rubber products .0250 .0116 -.0038 -.0047 -.0038 .1279 .0955 -.0104 -.0812 .4037 .0775 -.0624 .4434 .1468 .46 .85 .93 273.66
(.0011) (.0042) (.0031) (.0012) (.0031) (.0039) (.0124) (.0039) (.0145) (.0045) (.0045) (.0061)

11 Chemicals .0454 .0320 -.0059 - .0142 -.0120 .0854 .0753 -.0321 -.0371 .2882 .0527 -.0371 .5810 .0550 .82 .96 .68 293.15
(.0005) (.0057) (.0011) (.0022) (.0043) (.0019) (.0039) ( ..0020) (.0044) (.0055) (.0060) (.0072)

13 Non-metallic .0675 .0389 -.0174 -.0321 .0106 .1264 .0929 -.0401 -.0354 .3505 .0151 .0570 .4556 -.0311 .72 .80 .55 262.40
. mineral products (.0030) (.0078) (.0047) (.0032) (.0106) (.0053) (.0083) (.0056) (.0099) (.0044) (.0046) (.0060)

14 Primary meta1s .0830 .0949 -.0185 -.0273 -.0491 .1178 .0891 -.0128 -.0578 .2366 .0275 .0126 .5626 .0942 .. 72 .94 .43 260.10
(.0027) (.0106) (.0047) (.0034) (.0123) (.0024) (.0072) (.0033-) (.0114) (.0052) (.0073) (.0071)

15 Engineering .0129 .0053 -.0025 -.0052 .0025 .0582 .0570 -.0236 -.0308 .3736 .0258 .0031 .5553 .0252 .92 .91 .60 319.50
(.0025) (.0019) (.0006) (.0003) (.0021) (.0023) (.0041 (.0026) (.0050) (.0040) (.0049) (.0043)

16 Shipbui1ding .0103 .0047 -.0015 -.0022 -.0010 .0535 .0653 -.0124 -.0514 .3275 .0110 .0036 .6087 .0487 .85 .95 .01 316.69
(.0003) (.0010) (.0003) (.0003) (.0013) (.0022) (.0027) (.0027) (.0052) (.0074) (.0096) (.0109)

Total Manu- .0296 .020-9 -.0071 -.0076 -.0062 .0819 .0610 -.0086 -.0452 .3006 .0420 -.0263 .5879 .0777 .70 .95 .81 332.10
facturing (.0009) (.0026) (.0012) (.0009) (.0035) (.0018) (.0029) (.0021) (.0039) (.0033) (.0039) (.0024)

Note: Asymptotic standard errors are given in parenthesis. As the equation for intermediate goods was excluded from the estimation. standard errors
for aM and YMM and R2

M are not readily available.



'ab1e A2 Trans10g east function parameter estimates
Non-homothetie eost funetion. Estirnation period 1952-1976

Sector (IE YEE YEK YEL YEM (IK YKK YKL YKM ~ YLL YLM ~ YMM YQE YQK YQL YQM

2

~ ~ ~ LogL

4 Sheitered food .0155 .0107 .0005 -.0057 -.0170 .0463 .0348 -.0017 -.0336 .1589 .0843 -.0884 .7793 .1390 -.0330 .0210 -.2100 -.2220 .93 .98 .95 391.36
(.0003) (.0015) (.0005) (.0019) (.0013) (.0006) (.0009) (.0020) (.0020) (.0021) (.0073) (.0067) (.0078) (.0093) (.0339)

5 Import-competing .0144 .0066 -.0025 .0050 -.0091 .0595 .0564 .0020 -.0559 .1615 .0904 -.0975 .7645 .1624 -.0070 -.0135 -.0877 .1082 .89 .94 .76 247.17
food (.0004) (.0012) (.0006) (.0025) (.0028) (.0055) (.0028) (.0038) (.0025) (.0159) (.0115) (.0116)' (.0034 (.0055) (.0166)

6 Beverage and .0218 .0303 -.0026 -.0333 .0056 .1208 .0926 -.0130 -.0762 .2382 .1764 -.1302 .6192 .2008 .0301 .0589 -.3526 .2636 .92 .94 .57 298.61
tobacco (.0009) (.0072) (.0016) (.0078) (.0056) (.0026) (.0050) (.0074) (.0057) (.0043) (.0024) (.0204) (.0134) (.0156) (.0474)

7 Textiles and .0180 .0056 -.0025 -.0021 -.0010 .0878 .0643 .0094 -.0711 .3612 .0448 -.0521 .5331 .1241 -.0216 -05379 .0174 .0579 .90 .97 .76 329.07
c10thing (.0005) (.0025) (.0013) (.0006) (.0032) (.0014) (.0036) (.0017) (.0048) (.0067) (.0074) (.0065) (.0033) (.0107) (.0444)

Wood, pu1p .0464 .0458 -.0058 -.0137 -.0264 .1060 .0777 -.0081 -.0639 .2448 .1585 -.1367 .6029 .2271 .0054 .0204 -.1819 .1561 .86 .95 .85 321.53
and paper (.0007) (.0035) (.0013) (.0052) (.0058) (.0017) (.0036) (.0033) (.0048) (.0028) (.0180) (.0147) (.0071) (.0076) (.0247)

9 Printing .0073 .0033 -.0023 -.0019 .0001 .1064 .0842 -.0370 -.0449 .4889 .1747 -.1365 .3974 .1813 .0040 .0576 -.2241 .1625 .44 .87 .94 338.19
(.0002) (.0009) (.0004) (.0021) (.0028) (.0033) (.0072) (.0051) (.0060) (.0024) (.0234) (.0264) (.0030) (.0177) (.0386)

10 Rubber products .0242 .0089 -.0079 -.0081 .0072 .1284 .0834 -.0151 -.0605 .4215 .1764 -.1533 .4259 .2066 .0062 .0143 -.1401 .1197 .25 .82 .94 296.00
(.0014) (.0047) (.0026) (.0049) (.0072) (.0041) (.0079) (.0086) (.0058) (.0042) (.0115) (.0123) (.0068) (.0122) (.0162)

11 Chemica1s .0441 .0349 -.0046 -.0072 -.0230 .0823 .0770 -.0142 -.0581 .2641 .2028 -.1814 .6095 .2626 -.0090 -.0207 -.1695 .1992 .88 .96 .99 340.57
(.0006) (.0057) (.0011) (.0029) (.0053) (.0019) (.0036) (.0023) (.0035) (.0014) (.0051) (.0063) (.0026) (.0030) (.0057)

13 Non-meta11ic .0673 .0353 -.0200 .0302 .0150 .1281 .0909 -.0272 -.0437 .3569 .0560 .0014 .4477 .0273 -.0052 -.0213 -.0522 .0787 .72 .81 .45 266.19
mineral products (.0034) (.0085) (.0064) (.0104) (.0123) (.0055) (.0111) (.0105) (.0102) (.0044) (.0182) (.0202) (.0163) (.0206) (.0273)

14 Primary meta1s

15 Engineering

16 Shipbui1ding

Total Manu
facturing

.0823 .0918 -.0096 -.0202 -.0620 .1197 .0869 -.0160 -.0613 .2466 .1250 -.0888 .5514
(.0029) (.0125) (.0052) (.0152) (.0135) (.0024) (.0051) (.0089) (.0083) (.0038) (.0256) (.0227)

.0127 .0063 -.0022 -.0028 -.0013 .0577 .0574 -.0176 -.0376 .3620 .1638 -.1435 .5676
(.0004) (.0022) (.0006) (.0026) (.0042) (.0020) (.0046 (.0073) (.0050) (.0039) (.0242) (.0237)

.0100 .0057 -.0018 .0003 -.0041 .0519 .0648 -.0126 -.0504 .3065 .1290 -.1166 .6316
(.0003) (.0015) (.0004) (.0009) (.0015) (.0023) (.0042) (.0083) (.0078) (.0055) (.0229) (.0209)

.0301 .0256 -.0019 -.0067 -.0170 .0827 .0683 -.0197 -.0466 .3009 .1309 -.1046 .5863
(.0006) (.0026) (.0015) (.0065) (.0080) (.0013) (.0027) (.0056) (.0047) (.0027) (.0240) (.0236)

.2121

.1824

.1711

.1682

-.0053 .0031 -.1058 .1080
(.0152) (.0095) (.0257)

- .0024 - .0059 - .1350 .1433
(.0026) (.0078) (.0244)

-.0030 -.0021 -.1424 .1475
(.0011) (.0100) (.0272)

- •0008 •O175 - • 1291 • 1124
(.0092) (.0081) (.0334)

.99 .94

.92 .91

.92 .95

.80 .96

.74,

.71

.62

.89

276.99

330.77

328.49

343.96

Note: Asymptotic standard errors are given in parenthesis. As the equation for intermediate goods was exc1uded from the estimatlon, standard errors
for (IM' UMM and YQM and R2

M are not readily available.
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e 3 L· e ihood ratio test s1:.atistics

Hypothesis

Cobb-Douglas
Sector Production Structure Homotheticity

H·y =0 K,L,E,M H : y =0 K,L,E,Mo· ij o iq

4 SheItered food 217.66 38.00

5 Import-competing 143 82 28.70

6 Beverage and
tobacco 129.44 10.82

7 Textiles and
clothing 137.98 27.32

8 Wood, pulp
and paper 142.92 50.06

9 Printing 96.02 36.86

10 Rubber products 143.94 44.68

Il Chemicals 150.80 94.84

13 Non-metallic 122.04 7.58
mineral products

14 Primary metals 116.12 33.78

15 Engineering 126.10 22.54

16 Shipbuilding 134.12 23.60

Total manu-
facturing 171.78 23.72

Degrees of
freedom: 6 3

X2 values

Degrees of
freedom: 6 3

Significance
level:

.005 18.55 12.84

.01 16.81 11.34

.05 12.59 7.81



ab1e A4 Tti'o-stage tra.ns1og east fUlllction lDa.raJ!teter

Estimation period 1952-1976

Sector u Yee Yeo Yes a Yoo Yos a Yss
R2 R2 LogL -2(L

R
/L

U
)

e o s e o

8 Wood, pulp .5349 .1627 -.1627 - .. 0001 -.4183 .1438 -.0192 .0468 .0193 087 .82 102.93 46.68
and paper (.0090) (.0152) (.0180) ( .. 0055) (.0107) (.0217) (.0064)

Il Chemicals .6154 . .1585 -.1925 .0340 .3055 .1430 .0495 .0791 -.0835 .82 .84 86.36 33.22
(.0110) (.0249) (.0261) (.0206) (.0114) (.0408) (.0309)

13 Non-metallic
mineral .2439 .1811 -.2030 .0218 .5982 .1243 .0787 .1579 -.1005 .97 • BB B9.70 64.44
products (.0037) (.0071) (.0141) (.0157) (.0089) (.0384) (.0434)

......,

14 Prirnary .2970 .1885 -.0513 -.1373 .2086 .OQ90 -.0477 .4944 .1850 .86 .90 93.92 51.70 tv......,
metals (.0103) (.0216) (.00B2) (.0233) (.0038) (.0129) (.0164)

15 Engineering .5111 .1315 -.1351 .0035 .4322 .1340 .0011 .0567 -.0040 • B7 .B2 B6.92 31.34
(.0077) (.0136) (.0155) (.0123) (.0081) (.0325) (.0263)

Total .4346 .1692 -.1326 -.0366 .3878 .1347 -.0021 .1776 .0387 .94 .91 96.76 47.88
manufacturing (.0058) (.0120) (.0106) (.0132) (.0052) (.0216) (.0204)

Note: Asymptatic standard errors are given in parenthesis. As the equation for solid fuels was excluded from the
estimation, standard errors for as' Yss .and R2 are not readily availahle.

s

Likelihood ratio test statistics for Ho: Y.. = O for all e,o,s.
1J

X2 = 12.84 for significance leve! 0.005 and 3 degrees of freedom.



Sector

5 ~o-sta.ge t:rcans1og eost function parar=:eter esti.1:=ates: tota.!. cos
Non-hornothetic specification. Estirnation period 1962-1976

YQE YQK YQL YQM
2 2 2

u
E YEE YEK YEL YEM

U
K YKK YKL YKM ~ YLL YLM ~

Y
MM

.
~ ~ 1). LogL

Wood, pulp
and paper

11 Chemicals

.0482 .0350 -.0064 -.0108 -.0179 .1070 .0732 -.0034 -.0633 .2394 .1444 -.1301 .6055 .2110 .0090 .0181 -.1972 .1701 .97 .96 .83 212.76
(.0004) (.0039) (.0011) (.0032) (.0069) (.0018) (.0038) (.0039) (.0029) (.0019) (.0094) (.0092) (.0051) (.0078) (.0135)

.0445 .0171 -.0065 -.0109 .0003 .0809 .0712 -.0143 -.0504 .2664 .1832 -.1580 .6082 .2080 -.0022 -.0195 -.1543 .1760 .94 .96 .98* 214.11
(.0004) (.0049) (.0011) (.0026) (.0056) (.0017) (.0044) (.0036) (.0029) (.0074) (.0013) (.0095) (.0024) (.0041) (.0068)

13 Non-metallic .0802 .0575 -.0127 .0031 -.0479 .1361 .0706 -.0465 -.0465 .3592 .0526 -.0444 .4245 .1388 -.0008 -.0152 -.1194 .1354 .92 .74 .16 191. 32
mineral products (.0011) (.0041) (.0023) (.0049) (.0066) (.0021) (.0075) (.0043) (.0043) (.0029) (.0134) (.0126) ( •0099) (. 0321) (. 0379 )

14 Primary metals .0888 .0848 -.0063 -.0134 -.0651 .1235 .0760 -.0327 -.0369 .2382 .1009 -.0549 .5496 .1569 .0084 .0410 -.1444 .0950 .93 .96 .91* 202.15
(.0017) (.0077) (.0034) (.0077) (.0078) (.0020) (.0041) (.0037) (.0054) (.0113) (.0025) (.0173) (.0093) (.0075) ( .0130)

15 Engineering .0133 .0113 -.0015 -.0018 -.0080 .0654 .0499 -.0225 -.0259 .3525 .1303 -.1060 .5688 .1399 - .0023 .0186 -.1474 .1311 .96 .97 .91 237.15
(.0002) (.0019) (.0005) (.0021) (.0041) (.0011) (.0023 ( •0035) (. 0037) ( •001 9) ( •0158) (. Ol 74 ) (.0018) (.0042) (.0151)

Total Manu- .0321 .0242 -.0032 -.0098 -.0112 .0859 .0628 -.0190 -.0407 .2927 .1400 -.1113 .5892 .1632 .0090 .0329 -.1829 .1410 .99 .98 .95 244.72
facturing (.0002) (.0008) (.0005) (.0023) (.0028) (.0009) (.0021) (.0032) (.0036) (.0012) (.0152) (.0159) (.0033) (.0054) (.0021)

* R2 for equation for intermediate goods.

:MQ.!.~: A~ymptotic standard errors are given in parenthesis. As the equation for labour in sectors 11 and 14 and that for intermediate goods in the
remaining sectors were excluded from the estimation, the respective standard errors and R2 are not readily avai1able.



1e A6 Own-pr~ce e1asticiti.es and e1~sticitiesof substitution for enerqv (E)" calDi.tal.

)" 1abour (L) and intermediate goods (II)

Two-stage non-homothetic specification

Own-price Elasticities Elasticities of substitution

Sector E K L M E-K E-L E-M K-L K-M L-M

8 Wood, pulp -0.13 -0.28 -0.16 -0.05 -0.24 -0.08 0.29 0.88 0.14 0.09
and paper (0.08) (0.03) (0.02) (0.21) (0.34) (0.26) (0.12) (0.04) (0.06) .

Il Chemicals -0.57 -0.,23 -0.,06 -0.,06 -0.35 0.11 1.01 0.51 0.18 -0.01
(0.11) (0.04) (0.01) (0.21) (0.24) (0.23) (0.14) (0.05) (0.04) ~

t'V

13 Non-metallic UJ

mineral -0.05 -0.3R -0.50 -0.25 -0.28 1.14 -0.69 0.78 0.30 0.71
products (0.05) (0.05) (0.04) (0.20) (0.17) (0.20) (0.17) (0.07) (0.08)

14 Primary 0.29 -0.32 -0.32 -0.16 0.35 0.17 -0.68 0.58 0.53 0.58
metals (0.11) (0.03) (0.03) (0.31) (0.50) (0.21) (0.08) (0.60) (0.08)

15 Engineering -0.17 -0.26 -0.28 -0.20 -0.48 0.64 -0.06 O.lR 0.37 0.47
(0.14) (0.04) (0.05) (0.47) (0.42) (0.28) (0.13) (0.09) (0.07)

Total -0.09 -0024 -0023 -0.13 -0.23 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.27 0.35
manufacturing (0.03) (0.02) (0.05) (0.29) (0.29) (0.17) (0.11) (0.06) (0.09)

Note: Approximate asymptotic standard errors are given in parenthesiso As the share equation for labour
in sectors Il and 14 and the share equation for intermediate goods in the remaining sectors were excluded
from the estimation, standard errors are not readily available.
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~ab1e 7 L· e ihood ratio tes statist · cs

Two-stage model. Total east funetion

Hypothesis

Seetor

8 Wood, pulp
and paper

11 Chemieals

13 Non-meta1lic
mineral
products

14 Primary
metals

15 Engineering

Total manu-
facturing

Degrees of
freedom

X2 values

Significanee
leve1

.005

.01

.05

Cobb-Douglas
production strueture

H
o:Yij=O K,L,E,M

41.87

44.58

45.76

38.71

52.07

57.55

6

18.55
16.81
12.59

Homotheticity

Ho:yiq=O K,L,E,M

22.53

30.05

11.87

34.13

17.39

23.14

3

12.84
11.34

7.81
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The ISAC (!ndustrial ~tructure ~nd ~apital Growth)

is a multisectoral macro model of the Swedish

economy designed to simulate botll short-term re

sponses and long-term adjustment to sudden price

changes. 1 The impact of past investments, deprecia

tions and choices of technique on future produc

tian and substitution possibilities is therefore

of particular interest . The industrial sector in

the ISAC consists of 15 subsectors. Avintage

model has been set up for each subsector in order

to analyze the dynamics of growth.

So far, paucity of data has so far set narrow

bounds on the possibilities for empirical work on

the industrial production structures. However, spe-

cial efforts have been made with respect to one

subsector -- the iron and steel industry.

The iron and steel industry was chosen because it

is very energy intens i ve and thus a ma jor energy

consumer. As a result, this subsector is a very im

portant part Qf the energy studies now in progress

l. The ISAC model was developed on the basis of
earlier macro models used at IUI. The first model
of this kind developed at the Institute was de
signed for medium-term forecastingi . see Jakobsson,
Normann and Dahlberg (1977). This model was devel
oped further for the next IUI economic survey in
1979 by inc1uding i.a. investment functions and
price formation equationsi see Jansson, Nordström
and 'Ysander (1979).

Since then the model has undergone major restruc
turing. It now incorporates adjustment mechanisms
for wage rates, prices, industria1 capital, local
government actions, etc. and some of the deve1op
ment of industrial productivity is endogenously
explainedj see Jansson, Nordström and Ysander
(1981) .
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using the ISAC. It is also a highly capital inten

sive industry, which makes a vintage approach par

ticularly attractive since it is very unlikely

that the technique already installed could be ad

justed to rapid price changes.

Another reason for using avintage model rather

than a less complicated putty-puttY approach, with

one homogeneous production structure, is that the

new techniques introduced during the estimation

period are distinctly different from the average

existing production structure in this subsector.

One problem associated with using vintage models

in empirical studies involves specifying the eco

nometric equations so as to match the avai1able

data. If observations on individual production

units are availab1e, quite general models can be

used which allow, e. g. , for substitution between

factors of production both ex ante and ex post, as

in Fuss (1977, 1978).

When only aggregate data are available, it is

difficult to test such a general approach empiri-

cally. More stringent assumptions have to be im

posed. Earlier studies tended to assume fixed fac-

tor proportions both ex ante and ex post - the

so-called clay-clay type of vintage model. This

approach is used in studies by Attiyeh (1967),

Smallwood (1972) and Isard (1973). But the effects

of changes in relative prices on the input factor

mix cannot be studied using a c1ay-clay model.

This, however, is one of the main interests in

this paper, as well as in many other studies.

The other main group of vintage models, the putty

c1ay version, allows for price substitution ex

ante and assumes fixed factor proportions ex post.
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This approach is used here and was earlier adopted

by Bischoff (1971), KLng (1972), Ando et al.

(1974), Mizon (1974), Sumner (1974), Görzig

(1976), Hawkins (1978), Bentze1 (1977) and Malcom

son and Prior (1979).

with the exception of Hawkins (1978), earlier

putty-c1ay studies considered only two factors of

production, labor and capital, and used a Cobb

Douglas production function. In this paper energy

is also included and a translog east function is

used to derive ex ante demand functions for the

input factors.

A constant or infinite lifetime of capital equip

ment was assumed in most of the above putty-elay

studies. Exceptions are Görzig, Bentzel, and Mal

cornson and Prior. In this study the depreeiation

rate is a funetion of gross profitability, thereby

allowing the average life span of capital equip

ment to vary over time.

2 OVER I o TBE OD

The decision to invest in new produetion capaeity

is assumed to be divided inta two stages: one

where the new technique is determined and one

where the amount of new capacity is decided. It is

also assumed that there is a three-year lag from

the year of decision to the first year of opera

tion of a new vintage. This choice of time lag is

based on same initial estimatians deseribed in

Appendix l.
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The new technique is chosen to minimize produetion

eost with respect to input priees. The ex ante pro

ductian structure is represented by a trans log

eos t function (see Sectian 2.1).

The amount of new produetion eapaeity depends on

the net increase in total capacity and the serap

ping of old units. The net increase in eapaeity is

assurned to depend on expected demand, utilization

of existing eapaeity and the profitabili ty situa

tion. The capacity growth model is deseribed furth

er in Seetion 2.2.

All vintages are assumed to have the same depreeia

tion rate, which varies over time as a funetion of

the gross profit margin of the subsector. Serapped

capacity is replaeed by a new cost-minimizing tech

nique. We expeet a priori the depreciation rate to

be negatively corre1ated with the profit margin.

There is also reason to believe that the depreeia

tion rate might vary across vintages due to differ

ences in individual profit margins. But this as

sumption would cornplicate the econometric model

considerably.

The utilization rate is assumed to be the same for

all vintages . This approach can to some extent be

justified as follows. 'In a process industry such

as the iron and steel industry, there is aseriai

dependence between different units since output

from, i.e., blast furnaces is used as input in

steel manufacturing. These vertically linkedpro

duction units are run mostly under one company, so

that their production levels are jointly dimension

ed. The impact of differential profitability on

the utilization in each unit is diminished in the

short run by the fact that the subseetor consists
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Pigure l

Input l

B
t

o
Input 2

mainly of large production units, each of which is

often the major employer in its geographical vici

nity. As a result, the production of unprofitable

companies is often maintained by subsidies from

the central government.

Changes in technique and capacity between two pe

riods are outlined in Figure 1, where for simplici

ty only one old vintage is included. The arrow

OB l is the input mix which corresponds to the
t-

capacity available at t-l. The old unit. is then

partially scrapped, which decreases the maximal

input demand from Bt _l to B~_l. The new vintage Bt
is then added, whi.ch moves the maximal input mix

to OB t .

The putty-clay description of th.e model. cannot be

distinguished from a putty-puttY interpretation

since the same technique is used for both net

investments and replacement. In other words, by

means of the combined scrapping/reinvestment acti-
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vity, the given capacity is modified from B to
t-l

B~ and then extended by the addition of net invest-

ment to B
t

. In the following, however, we continue

to express our arguments in terms of the putty

clay assumption.

It should also be emphasized that the role of the

investment model in this study differs from that

in other aggregate growth studies of production.

Interest is usually focused on the model of invest-

ment. The development of production capacity is

not observed directly and therefore has to be ex

plained indirectly via investments and the capi

tal/output ratio. The investment model then be

comes the key to explaining the dynamic growth of

production.

In this study, we have benefited from observations

of capacity development which enable us to esti

mate a model that explains capacity growth direct

ly. Thus, the equations which explain the net in

crease in production capacity "replace the strate

gic position usually held by the investment model.

The investmen~ equation is discussed 'further in

Section 2.3.

2. Ex Ante Choice of Tecbnique

In the ISAC model there are substitution possibil'i

ties between the following four aggregate inputs

in each industrial subsector: energy, other inter

mediate 'goods, labor and capital. The time-series

for the input/output ratios for intermediate goods

in the iron and steel industry is extremely stable

over the whole observation' period. This suggests

that they are perfect complements to the aggregate
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of the other inputs. As a result, the input share

of intermediate goods, in both new and old plants,

is eonstant and independent of priee ehanges.

with eonstant i/o shares of intermediate goods and

separability between energy, labor and capital,

produeers are assumed to minimize the east of pro

ductian of new vintages . The minimal east funetion

for energy, labor and capital is assumed to be re

presented by a translog form. The technology is

restrieted to be linear homogeneous, and embodied

technical ehange to be neutral and an exponential

function of time. The minimal east function 1 for

new units of produetion can now be written as

e = A-q-eXPLL:a.·lnp.+l:L: ~ .. 1np.lnp.+At] + Profi, (l)
l l ij 1J l J

where

q value added including energy

rn interrnediate goods

i, j = e, k, l (energy, capital and labor, respec

tively).

l A well-behaved eost funetion can be derived from
a well-behaved production function by taking the
input mixes whieh minimize east of production at
given prices and output. Denote these inputs
x. . (p,y) and, then calculate the total eost for
1,mln

the input combination:

c = L:p. x . . (P I y) ·
i l 1,Inln

This minimum cost funetion corresponds to c in
(l). However, when c takes the form as in (l), an
algebraic expression for the produetion function
related to (l) cannot be given. However, a well
behaved production structure exists for every
well-behaved east function, and vice versa, as
proved by Shephard (1953).
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l:a. l
1

o, l:~ .•
j J1

0, ~ ..
1J

~ ...
J1

(la)

The trans10g part of the above eost funetion is a

seeond order 1oea1 approximation of any regular

east funetion and its fle'xible form p1aces few a

priori restrietions on the production strueture.

However, it might not be a proper eost funetion in

all instanees. The questions of if and where ( l)

is a proper eost function have to be eheeked after

the parameters have been estimated. Unfortunately,

this is generally not an easy task and it has to

be earried out for every set of input priees (see

Berndt and Christensen, 1973). Other known flexi

ble forms sueh as the generalized Leontief func

tian also have these disadvantages.

From Hotelling1s Lemma (Hotelling, 1932) , it is

known that

cC

cPi xi'

where x. is the cost-minimizing input of good i.
l

If we incorporate the assumption of a three-year

lag between the date of decision to invest in a

new unit and the first year of operation, we get

Et · (p,t)
, 1.

Pq(t-3) q• (a. + l: ~. . 1np . (t- 3 ) )- ,
Pi(t-3) l j 1.J J Y

(2 )

where the subscript t refers to the initial year

of avintage , t in parentheses denotes current

time, E. is the i/o share x./y, and the aggregate
1 1

i/o ratio q/y is calculated from the observations.
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However, there are no observations of the unit

cost of production p for separate vintages . The
q

only index' that can be observed is the average

uni t price for the whole subsector . Therefore,

for the new vintage which oceurs in ( 2) is

unit eost index obtained from the translog east

funetion. Thus

At et. ~ .. lnp .
e IIp.l rrp.l] J

. 1 . 1
1 J

i,j=e,k,l (3 )

Expression (2) now beeomes nonlinear in the parame

ters, although the ealculation east remains mod

est. The price variables should express expected

prices. Moving average priee variables were tried

as proxies. However, since the use of actual

prices at time t-3

this alternative was

simple as possible.

did not ehange the resu1ts,

chosen to keep the model as

The i/o ratios of installed vintages are assumed

to be independent of the utilization rate. Some

correlation between the cyclical changes in the

utilization våriable and the i/o ratios can indeed

be observed. But this dependence does not appear

too strong to prevent the above assumption from

serving as a fairly good approximation. However,

this' approximation will probably not hold for the

years after 1975 (whieh are not included in the

observätion period), since the utilization rate

then dropped to its lowest level since 1950 and

several disturbances occurred in the iron and

steel industry.
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e of et Growt:h

We assume that firms base their decisions to

expand or contract production capacity on expecta

tions of future demand for their products. Since

the iron and steel industr'y is. a process industry

with large units of production, several years

elapse between the date a decision is made and the

date of installation. With an assumed construction

period of three years, today' s investment plans

will be influenced by the expected change in de

mand three years from now. The expected change

in demand at year t+3 is assumed to be ca1culated

at year t as

3 3

YPt(3) =.L Yt-1 / . L Yt-i-1'
1=1 1=1

where

YPt(3) = expected change in demand at time t+3

y = total production level.
t

That is, the expected change in demand is the

ratio between the two most recent three-year

moving averages of production.

If firms base their decision to expand solely on

expected growth in demand, the desired level of

production capacity in three years' time would be

ycaPt+2·

But if firms consider both adjustment costs such

as costs for internal education of personnel,

etc., and the costs of their inability to meet

demand fully, they might partia11y adjust to the

desired capacity level, see e.g. Griliches (1967).
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In multiplicative form, the adjustment is given

by:

ycaPt +3
l-y

ycaPt +2

or, in growth terms:

(4)

However, firms are certainly aware of the business

cycle and it is therefore likely that predictions

of growth by simple extrapolation are adjusted to

take expected recessions and booms into account.

One way of predicting the upswings and downswings

around some long-term growth trend is to look at

past utilization rates. We assume that past growth

in capacity has been more smooth than demand devel

opment. This has definitely been the case during

the estimation period. Capacity growth does vary

with short-term swings in production, but to a

lesser extent. This indicates that capacity growth

has been affected similar to the business cycle.

The above argument suggests that the past utiliza

tion rate should also be included in the capacity

growth model. Since we do not know with certainty

the length of time involved until past utilization

rates begin to influence investment decisions, the

observed values for year t and the two preceding

years are included. The new variables are included

in such away that the model remains log-linear in

the estimated parameters. We then get

ycaPt+3/ycaPt+2
2 Yi+l

• fl urt .
i=l -].

( 5 )
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where the utilization rate is simply the ratio of

production level to total installed capacity. Thus

The development of profi tabili ty is probably also

an important factor in explaining past growth in

the Swedish iron and steel industry. Increased com

petition on foreign rnarkets during the past few de

cades has caused a declining trend in profitabil

ity during the 19605 and 1970s by way of decreas~

ing world market prices relative to domestic pro

duction costs ..

Profitability might also have other effects on de

cisions in addition to the formation of expecta

tions of future profits. High profitability often

seems to have a rapid positive effect on invest-

ments, even if prospects in a longer perspective

appear gloomy. There are several explanations for

such behavior, e.g., institutional inertia and tax

legislation in Sweden which tend to "lock" profits

inside a company"

There are then reasons to include a measure of

both past and current profits in the growth model.

The next problem is then the choice of profit meas

ure. One is the gross profit margin, i. e., the

ratio of value added minus wages to value added.

Since the iron and steel indus~ry is highly capi

tal intensive and has undergone rapid technical

change it is preferable, however, to use a measure

that captures possible changes in the cost of ca

pitalover time. Therefore, we have chosen an "ex

cess" profit variable defined as
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where

pVv = value added (current prices)

wL = total wages

pi(r+dr)K = user cost of capital

r = discount rate l

dr = depreciation rate.

The way in which depreciation rates are determined

in the model is described in the next section. The

capital stock is a function of depreciation and

consistent with the estimated depreciation ratei

see Appendix l.

The excess profit variable is

same way as the utilization

estimated growth model then

. form.

incorporated in the

rate variable. The

has the following

ycaPt+3/ycaPt+2

.3 Depreciatio

A •

(6)

All vintages in the industry have the same depre

ciation rate, but this rate varies over time as a

function of the aggregate gross profit margin . As

for net investments, a time lag of three years is

also assumed between the time of scrapping and the

time of replacement. The replaced capacity of vin

tage v at time t is assumed to be the following

function of the gross profit margin gp at time

t-3:

l Calculations of the discount rate are given in
Bergström (1979).
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where

gp i=l,e,m.

Thus the term 1-gp is equal to unit operating cost

oc and we can write:

det) 6·oc(t-3}·ycap(t-3). ( 7 )

erage Sh esadI

So far, only the net growth function can be esti

mated on the basis of avai1able aggregate data.

But owing to the assumed eguivalence of deprecia

tion and utilization rates across vintages and the

assumed independence of the input shares of the

utilization level, the average i/o ratios can be

expressed in a form which can be estimated using

aggregate data. The aggregated i/o ratio becomes

l More correctlYI depreciation at time t should be
calculated with respect to earlier depreciation
decisions according to the following formula:

d (t)
v

ö [ 1-gp ( t - 3 )] • [ ycap (t - 3) -
v

5
ö L (l-gp(t-l») • ycaPv(t-l)],

i=4

(a)

i.e. the depreciation calculated at time t-3
should be made on the capacity of vintage v, minus
the capacity decrease already decided at time t-4
and t-5, which is represented by the sum in (a).
However I this last term will be of minor impor
tance for likely values of ö since it is multi
plied by the squared value of ö. Thus (6) is
likely to be an acceptable approximation of (a).
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{~ycap (t) + d (t) }/ycap (t) • E • (p, t) +
t,l

(8)

{ycap(t-l) - d(t)}/ycap(t) • E. (t-l),
1

where ~ycap(t) is the net increase in capacity.

Thus, the aggregated i/o ratio is the weighted sum

of the i/o ratio of the new vintage, which is a

function of past prices, and of the fixed i/o

ratio of the old vintages.

Investments are related to the net growth in cap

acity, the replacement of scrapped capacity and

the capital output ratio of the new technique im

plemented. But the fact that construction time ex

tends over four years - the year of decision and

the remaining three construction years - compli

cates matters. The investments observed at year t

should refer to all plants under construction, in

cluding all projects started during the years

(t-3) to t. This can be exemplified by the follow-

ing formula

inv(t)
3
~ b, • Et +· k ycapt+,

i=O 1 1, 1

3
L b. Et+, k[~ycaPt+' + d(t-3)],

i=O 1 1, 1

where Et+i,k is the capital output ratio of the

capacity to be installed at year t+i o The term

b,-E I k • ycap I expresses the amount of invest-
1 t+l, t+l

ments caused by the construction of vintage t+i

during year t.

Different variations of the coefficients in the

investment function have been tried, but a simple
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weight scheme with the same weight on each element

seems to work weIl. We then get

inv(t) b •

3

i~O€t+i,k ycapt +i · (9 )

3

Avintage model of the type used here is a hypothe

tical construction which cannot compete with stud

ies that use data on actua1 firms and production

units such as Johansen(1972), F~rsund and Hjalmars-

son (forthcoming) and Fuss (1977, 1978).

However, a special feature of vintage models is

recognition of the fact that new production capaci

ty might use technologies quite different from

those of the old uni ts. This property makes it

possible, eeg., to describe developments which

might otherwise seem odd such as the decrease in

energy use per unit of output during a period with

falling relative energy prices. An aggregate model

must either describe energy as a complement to one

or more of the other inputs and/or include energy

saving technological change. Avintage model can

depict such a situation by adding uni ts which are

less energy intensive while in the ex ante produc

tion function, energy might still be a substitute

for the rest of the inputs and technical change

neutral, as in this study.

3 eve.J..opment c ei

Perhaps the most striking feature of the increase

in capacity in the Swedish iron and steel industry
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is the fouf~year cycle encountered during the esti

mation period. Since the utilization rate variable

has the same frequency, reflecting the internatio-

nal trade cycle, this variable is important in

predicting the swings in capacity growth. As indi

cated in Figure 2, the time lag between the upward

pressure of the business cycle and the responding

increase in capacity growth is five years. This

response pattern could be interpreted to mean that

the decision-makers recognize a trade cycle and

take i t into account. The reoccurrence of a boom

in demand at the expected time confirms the im

pression of a cyc1e and triggers the decision to

expand capacity to meet the next peak in demand.

Past and current profits and expected dernand a1so

explain the short-term swings in growth, but their

impact differs over time. Thus, the level of the

first and largest peak around 1961 is mostly due

to a rapid increase in profitability during the

years 1957-59. On the other hand, the size of the

second peak is to a large extent explained by an

expected increase in demand . Past growth also has

a positive effect on the explanation for the two

remaining peaks.

The regularity of the growth pattern might, of

course, be accidental. The strong correlation with

the utilization rate is then spurious and shou1d

not be expected to continue in the future.

Figure 2 also indicates a slow decline in the

growth trend over time. The average growth rate

for the first nine years is 6.2 percent, after

which it decreased to 5 o 5 percent . This drop in

average growth is exp1ained mainly by the decrease

in profits over time. The average decline in the

profit variable a10ne would have caused growth to
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decrease by 1.4 percent. The decline due to a

s lowdown in expected demand is only .4 percent .

However, an increase of 1.1 percent due to a

higher average utilization rate counteracts these

declining tendencies and in fact lirni ts the de

cline in capacity growth to .7 percent.

The short-term growth pattern is thus highly depen

dent on the upswings and downswings of the utiliza

tion rate. Profit and growth expectations, how

ever, do have an effect, but in different ways

during different time periods. On the other hand,

the long-term decline in average growth is due

mostly to a fall in profitability.

ed. Inp t Shares a.nd Inves nts

The price elasticities for the input shares of new

vintages, calculated at the mean value of the

exogenous variables, are presented in Table l

along with the Allen partiai elasticities of sub

stitution (AES) at the same point. Since the varia

tions in these elasticities over time are slight,

the mid-point elasticities give a fair indication

of how the model prediets that new techniques will

respond to prices during the observation period.

All inputs are estimated to be substitutes and the

factor relation most sensitive to changes in rela-

tive prices on the margin is energy and labor,

which had the highest elasticities of substitu

tion. Capital and labor are estimated to be almost

perfeet complements on the margin~

Tt should be emphasized, however, that it is diffi

cult to campare the properties of the ex ante func

tian estimated in this study, which describes how
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1 e AES aD price e1 sticities

o th e e function

2.63.82

The Allen
elasticities
of sUbstitutionaPrice elasticities

'T') ., e 'T') .,k n .,1

'T'le, . -.98 .43 .55

nk, . .08 -.10 .02

nI, . .35 .06 -.41

a The Allen (partial) elasticity of substitution
measures, for a constant output leve1 the percent
age change in the input mix between two produetion
factors due to a l percent change in their rela
tive prices when all other inputs adjust optimally
to the price change.

technique is chosen on the margin, with the pro

duction struetures usua1ly estimated, where a

whole subsector is regarded as a single homoge

neous produetion uni t. The reason is tha,t in the

latter approach, price changes and other explanato

ry variables affect the average teehnique of an

entire subsector in exact1y the same way. In a

vintage model, new vintages are distinguished

which generally have different properties than al

ready installed capacity.

The only aspect of changes in technique over time

wl1ich is not explained by changes in input prices

and the implementation of new vintages, is the em

bodied trend faetor in the unit output eost of new

vintages . This trend factor, which is the inverse

of the neutral technieal change faetor in the pro

duetion function, is important in explaining the

development of the ex ante function, i.e., the

marginal input shares. However, the dominant fac-
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tor in explaining the development of average input

shares is the addition of new productian units.

This may be il1ustrated by separating the effect

of adding new productian from the embodied techni

ca'l change and price adjustment of the new vint

age. The percentage change in the average input

share can be split into two terms accordingly:

Ei(t) - Ei(t-l)

Ei(t)

ycapt(t)

ycap(t)

(Et/i(p/t) - Et _ l/i )1,2

Ei(t)

The first term describes the effect which results

from including a vintage of the optimal technique

at time t-l. The second term describes the effect

of adjusting the technique of the new plant to

today' s prices and embodied trend changes. The

effects of these two causes of change are listed

in Table 2 I along with the total predicted and

observed pereentage change for each input share.

The distinction between vintage and marginal ef

feets is illustrated in Figure 3. For simplicity,

embodied teehnical ehange is omi tted. An assumed

positive priee substitution moves the input mix of

E l . should be written Et l . (p(t-l)/t-l)o
t- 11 - I l

2 If the term ycaPt(t)/ycap(t) Et-I,i is added and

subtraeted from Ei(t) it can be written:

Ei(t) ycaPt(t)/ycap(t). Et-I,i +

(l-ycapt(t)/ycap(t)) • Ei (t-l) +

yeaPt(t)/yeap(t)(Et/i(P/t) - Et - l/i )-



Changes in input shares" 1960-75

Energy Capital Labor

Pre- Ob- Pre- Ob- Pre- Ob-
Marginal Vintage dicted served Marginal Vintage dicted served Marginal Vintage dicted served
effect effect total total effect effect total total effect effect total total

1960 -.6 -5.1 -5.7 1.6 -.4 - .0 -1.0 - -.3 -5.9 -6.2 -6.7

63 .f> -1.7 -1.1 -5.7 -.4 - .3 - .7 - -.4 -3.3 -3.7 -8.9

66 .4 -2.0 -1.6 - .9 -.5 - .7 -1.2 - -.7 -5.6 -6.3 - .2
r-'
U1

69 .4 - .3 •1 -l . -.5 -2. -2.5 - -.6 -6.6 -7.2 -6.3 f\.)

72 -.3 - .0 - .3 -1. -.2 -1.2 -1.4 - -.3 -3.8 -4.1 -7.3

75 .8 -1.6 - .8 5.8 -.3 -1.4 -1.7 - -.4 -4.2 -4.6 8.9
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the new vintage from A to A . If the vintage
t-l t

with a technique optimal at time t-l is added to

the old production capacity surviving in period

t-l, the" aggregate input mix will move from B
t

_ l
to B~_l. This illustrates the "vintage effect II in

Table 2. The substitution due to a relative price

increase for input l will then move the aggregate

mix from B~_l to B
t

, which illustrates the "margi~

nal effect" in Table 2.

The "vintage Il effect explains most of the decrease

in the i/o ratios for both energy and labor. The

vintage effect of the changes in the capital share

depends on the assumed initial capital stock

value. The hypothetical average capital input

share happens to be similar to that of new vin

tages. So, in this instance, the two effects are

of the same magnitude.

The vintage effect is a function of the differ

ences between the i/o ratios of the new vintage

Figure 3

Input l

B~_l

/ Bt,
I B

I t-l

Input 2
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and the total aggregate. This fact may help to

explain (wi thout introduction of elaborous time

dependent nonneutral technical change) why an ag

gregate input share decreases at the same time as

its own price falls, relative to prices of the

other input factors. This is illustrated in Figure

3, which shows a positive elasticity of substi

tution on the margin, i.e., a relative incease in

the price of input l will cause the ratio of input

l to input 2 to decrease. But the aggregat e effect

of adding new production is the opposite, since

the intensity of input l, relative to input 2,

increases. In a two-factor input case, a regular

production model cannot reflect such an increase

without the introduction of nonneutral technical

change. In a case with more inputs this situation

can be modelled by making the input wi th the de

creasing input share a strong complement to an

other input with increasing own prices.

The preceding issue of complementarity or substi

tutability between inputs has lately been discus

sed a great deal, particularly in connection with

energy due to its important policy implications

(see Berndt and Field, 1981.) Suppose the aggre

gate model describes energy and labor to be comple

ments. This would indicate that an increase in

energy prices caused, e. g. I by an extra tax would

lead to a reduction in employment per unit of out

put. Avintage model, however, can describe the

simultaneous decrease in the input share of energy

and in the relative energy price by adding a new

unit which is less energy intensive than the aver

age. Still, energy might be a substitute for the

other inputs in the ex ante production function.

Even if the new vintage has a higher energy share

than it would have had without a decrease in
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prices, the average use of energy might weIl de

crease per unit of output, after the introduction

of the new plant. This situation occurred for in

stance during the period 1960-64, where the price

of energy relative to output and capital was al

most constant, whereas its price relative to labor

fell drastically by approximately 9 percent per

yearo As shown in Figure 4, this leads to an in

crease in energy intensity per uni t of output on

the margin, but since the marginal capaci ty has a

lower level of energy use, total energy use still

decreases.

The ratio of the labor share of a new vintage to

the average value fluctuates between 45 and 50 per

cent during the estimatian period (Figure 5). This

high labor productivity, predicted for new produc

tian capacity, might well be biased upward because

of the rigidity of the model specification, which

does not allow for any increase in labor productiv

ity for already installed units.

The model predicts the upswings and downswings of

the investments poorly (Figure 6). This is not too

troublesome, however, since this study has focused

mainly on the model for capacity growth.
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It is difficul t to obtain a proper empirical base

for the dynamic structure of the model. The max

imum number of observations is 27 and long time

lags are to be expected. This is because the con

struction time for new productian uni ts might be

several years and the decisian to build a new

plant is likely to depend on economic results

several years in the past. These factors can add

up to quite long lags between an event and its

impact on the installation of new capacity. Esti

matian of all the coefficients of all lagged va

riables without constraints would leave too few

degrees of freedom.

One way of reducing the number of parameters is to

specify, e.g., a quadratic Almon lag structure.

But it is difficult a priori, to believe in a

specific lag distribution, since the observed ag

gregate dynamic structure depends on several eco

nomic agents who might weIl have different reac

tion patterns. On the other hand, the amount of

new production capacity installed by each economic

agent is expected to be positivly dependent on the

explanatory variables, e il g o, an increase in prof

i ts should lead to an increase in new capacity.

If this is true on the micro level, then the varia

bles will also be positively correlated on the

macro level. Since a constant elastic functional

form is used, the above

the coefficients should

reasoning suggests

be estimated under

that

the

restriction that they all are greater than or

equal to zero. These restrictions are imposed on

the estimated elasticities. The following two con-
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straints are also added in order to increase the

degrees of freedom further: economic events during

the construction period, which is f years long,

will not affect either the size or technique of

the new production plant, and only the two preced-

ing years plus year t are assumed to influence

the construction of a new plant.

The model of capacity growth was then estimated

for different construction times of one to four

years under the above assumptions and coefficient

restrictions. A three-year construction period

g i ves the highest R2 and the largest number of

significant coefficients.

These initial runs were based on the profit varia

ble deri ved from the capital stock data reported

by the SCB. l Since a construction time of three

years seems reasonable, it has been used through

out the study.

The equations

labor and the

for the input shares of energy and

investment function were estimateO.

simultaneously, using anonlinear FIML procedure.

A new capital cost variable was then calculated

using the estimated depreciations. The growth

rnadel could then be estimateO. with a capital cost

variable which corresponds to the rest of the

model.

The model equations which are explained in Section

2 are listed below, along with the statistical

assumptions.

l seB is the Swedish abbreviation for National
Central Bureau of Statistics.
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Aggregate input share (see 2.4)

E.(t) = ycapt(t)/ycap(t} • Et .(p/t) +
1 ,1

[ycap(t-1)-d(t)]/ycap(t).E. (t-1)+v
t

" (Al)
1. ,1.

i = 1,2

where

E,t . (Pit)
I 1.

d(t)

P (t-3)q

P (t-3}/p. (t-3).[0:.+l:~.. lnp.(t-3)]
q 1. 1. l,J J

6 • oc(t-3) • ycap(t-3)

A(t I _ 3) 0:. ~ · .1np ·
e rrp. 1.rrp . 1., J J

1. j 1

Investments (see 2.4)

3
inv(t) = b. 1: E •• ycap t +

J
. (t) + vt/3 (A2)

j=O t+J,1.

Capacity growth (see 201)

ln[ycap(t+3)/ycap(t+2)] a + y1ln(yp} +

v t denotes the vector of error terms and is as

surned to be normally distributed with zero mean

and the fo11owing covariance matrix

V "-J N(O/Q),
t

where

l t'=t-1975. This
to set the price
base year 1975.

transformation is made in order
index p equal to unity in the

q



estimated con-

equations, the

estimates will

that the link
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and

E(v Vi) 6
tst s

and

6'to { l if t=s
O if t*s

where L: is the covariance matrix corresponding to

the equations ( l) and o is the· variance of the

error term for the growth model.

There are no constraints on the parameters in

equation (A3), which connects it to the first

three equations for the input shares (Al) and

investment (A2). This implies that the estimation

of all four equations can be divided into two

parts one which simultaneously estimates the

first three equations and one which estimates the

single equation for capacity growth. This follows

from the structure of the covariance matrix and

the fact that no endogenous variables from the

upper block of equations appear in the fourth

equation. Since depreciation is

sistently in the first block of

capital eost derived from "these

also be consistent. This ensures

between the blocks will not affect the consistency

of the single equation estimate of the growth

model. Efficiency, however, will be lower than in

an estimate which would incorporate all four equa

tions simultaneously.

The estimated parameters are listed in Table 3.

The restrictions which constrain the cast function

of new vintages to be linear homogeneous are im

posed on the estimates.
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* Not significantly different from O on the 5 percent level.

a The d reported is o multiplied by the average unit eost of production. This implies that
the average depreciation rate during the observation period is 6.4 %.
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DESCRIPTIOJI OF THE DATA

One strategic variable was not explained in the

text, namely the data used for capacity growth.

Observations of production capa~ity are seldom

available, although time series on the d~velopment

of capacity and production of crude iron were made

available through the kind cooperatian of the Swed

ish Ironmasters' Association.

Under the assumption that the utilization rate is

the same for the sector as a whole as for crude

iron production, a capacity variable for the en

tire iron and steel industry can be constructed

as:

ycaPIS'

where the index Idenotes crude iron, IS iron and

steel, ycap productian capacity and y actual pro

duction.

Since all crude iron produced in Sweden is proces

sed further in the domestic steel industry, it is

likely that the steel industry has developed in

close connection with the crude iron industry. The

assumption of the same utilization rate in the two

subsectors therefore seems justified. However, if

e.g. the amount of special steel produced has in

creased relative to other steel products, then a

trend shift might occur between the output of

crude iron and the aggregate measure of steel.

This would also cause the calculated capacity meas

ure to depart from the observed capacity of crude
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iron production over time. Such a departure has

not occurred, as indicated in Figure 7.

All but two of the variables used in this study

are the same as those in Dargay (1983), where a

further description can be found. The exceptions

are the capital eost eomponent in the excess

profit variable and the capital priee variable

used to estimate the input shares. In the first

case, the calculated depreeiation and rate of

return for each year have been inferred, since the

excess profit variable might be regarded as an ex

post cash flow variable rather than an ex ante

planning variable. The capital stock which appears

in the profit variable also has to be aecumu1ated

using the estimated depreeiation rate o The value

of the initial stock is not known, howeveri it is

ealeulated under the assumption that the eost of

capital, reported by the SCB, is equal to the eost

given by the different depreciation models used in

this study, i.e.,

and

The eapital stock

accordingly

series has then been caleulated
:

K = I + (l-dr )K .
t t t-l t-l

In the seeond case, on the other hand, it seems

more natural to regard capital price as an ex ante

planning variable. Therefore, the depreeiation

rate and internal rate have been considered as

constants. Since all prices are in index form, the

capital price will be equal to the investment

price index.
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DO OR

The iron and steel industry is a large user of

energy. Iron and stee1 production accounts for 20

percent of the total energy used for industrial

purposes in Sweden. The pulp and paper industry is

the only sector which has alarger share and these

two industries combined account for almost two

thirds, or 60 percent , of total industrial energy

consumption. For energy demand forecasting pur

poses as weIl as analysis and evaluation of energy

policy in general, it is c1early important to know

the flexibility of the energy input in these two

industries. Common measures of such flexibility

are the partial elasticity of substitution between

various inputs or input demand price elasticities.

In this paper, estimates of the flexibility of

energy input are reported for the iron and steel

industry. These estimates are obtained through a

model of iron and steel production. The model is

of the activity analysis type, based on engineer

ing information on the technological possibilities

of producing a certain amount and composition of

steel output. This approach has certain advantages

as compared to the more traditional method of eco

nometric estimation of time-series or crossection

data. Such data are often of rather poor quali ty

due to limited sample variation and multicollinear

ity. Also, in econometric estimatian based on

historical data, effects of new techno1ogy which

has recently come inta use or is expected to be

used in the near future cannot be taken inta consi-

deration.

Energy consumption in the Swedish iron and steel

industry is about 30 TWh annually. eoal and coke

account for 50 percent , oil approximately 30 per-
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cent and electricity 15 percent . The coal and coke

input in this case is not primarily an energy in

put but is necessary for metallurgical purposes .

The demand for coal and coke, oil and electricity

and the interrelations between these demands are

estimated from the model. The results are pre

sented in Section 3.

2 MODEL

2. I a Steel factoring

Before presenting the model, a brief introduction

to iron and steel manufacturing may be useful to

the reader. Steel is produced in a variety of

shapes and quali ties al though the main steps in

the production process are quite similar. The flow

chart in Figure l. shows the main technological

processes used in steel manufacturing.

e l schesati viev -of iron a

ufacturin

s eel

Iron ore

Scrap

Convention
ai casting

Ingot casting
heating & bloorning

Continuous
casting
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The dominant technology for producing raw iron is

the blast furnace. Co'k'e is required as both a

source of energy and a reduction agent in order to

reduce iron ore to raw iron in the blast furnace.

The coke is usually produced by the ironworks' own

coking plants. In addition to coke, the coking

plant produces valuable by-products such as tar,

ammonia, light oil and coke-oven gas. The coke-

aven gas may be reused as a fuel in other parts of

the iron and steel mill. Iron are can be charged

directly inta the blast furnace if it is of a cer-

tain minimum size. Nowadays, however, most are is

enriched and has therefore been crushed inta very

small particles, so that it has to be agglomerated

before charging. Agglomeration is carried out in

sinter plants where enriched iron are, limestone

and coke are mixed and then subjected to heating.

The result is sinter, a porous mass suitable for

charging inta the blast furnace. Alternatively,

sinter may be purchased in the form of pellets

direct from iron mines.

Al though the blast furnace is the dominant iron

making technology, other methods so called

direct reduction exist. The raw iron produced

in direct reduction processes, often called sponge

iron, is not molten and thus has to be melted in

connection wi th steel refining. This makes sponge

iron more of a substitute for scrap than molten

raw iron from blast furnaces. There are recent

indications of a possible commercial breakthrough

for a third type of iron-making technologies.

These are smelting reduction methods for producing

malten raw iron similar in quaIity to that manufac

tured in blast furnaces. This technology uses coal

and iron are directly, without the intermediate

coking and sintering processes. Smelting reduction
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may weIl become a very important competitor to the

blast furnace within the next two decades.

Raw iron is refined into steel in steel furnaces o

Three major types of steel furnaces are still in

use. The basic oxygen furnace (BOF) is currently

the most modern and cert~inly the most important

in terms of installed capacity. The BOF is charged

with malten raw iron and oxygen is blown into the

furnace as the refining agent. The BOF depends

heavily on mol ten raw iron since melted raw iron

supplies ·most of the energy needed for refining.

The maximum cold charge (scrap or sponge iron) is

30 percent of the total charge. In contrast , the

older open hearth furnace (OHF) is very flexible

in i ts input mix. It can take· mol ten raw iron

only, cold charge only or same combination of the

two. Energy is supplied by fuel, often oil, but

flexibili ty is also considerable in the choice of

fuel. In' spite of these advantages I the OHF is

becoming obsolete. The OHF has much lower producti

vity than the other types of steel furnaces and

the energy cost is considerably higher. Further

more, the environmental impact of the OHF is

severe and continued operation of these furnaces

would require increased efforts to control emis

sions. The third 'type of steel furnace is the

electric arc furnace (EAF). It is mainly a smelt

ing device and thus only employed .in steel-making

wi th scrap or sponge iron as raw materials. The

heat required to melt ,the eold charge is supplied

by high-voltage electricity and refining can take

place in ei ther the EAF or' an au.xiliary refining

furnace (so ealIed duplex operation).

The output from steel furnaces, raw steel, is cast

inta semifinished shapes which are then hot and
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eold rolled into tne various final shapes of, the

finished steel output o Raw steel is" east int'o'

semifinished shapes either through continuous cast

ing, which means that molten raw steel is cast

directly into semifinished shapes, or through the

older method of first casting the raw steel into

ingots, and then, after cooling, rolling the

ingots into semifinished shapeso

2.2 eP octi Mode1

The activity analysis model of the iron and steel

making processes described in the preceding sec

tion has three elements. The first is a rule of

behavior which states the objeetive the iron and

steel industry is assumed to pursue. The second

element is a representation of iron and steel

making teehnology and the third is. a representa

tion of the structure of ,the industry.

The behaviorial assumption of the model is qpite

simple. The industry is assumed to minimize its

costs for an exogenausly specified level and mix

of final steel output. Thus, the model is con

cerned only with decisions on input mix and capaci

ty utilization.

In order to model iron and steel-making technolo

gy, the complete production cycle is divided inta

seven processes: coking, sintering, iron-making,

steel-making, production of semifinished shapes,

hot and eold rolling and the auxiliary process of

internal.electricity and steam generation. The pro

duction technology for each process is modeled by

a set of activity vectors, defined at the unit

production level of the principal output of the
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process. Thus, for each process, the possibilities

of producing one unit of output are given by a

n x ro technology matrix, A I where n is the total
p p

number of commodities in the model and m the
p

number of activities in process P, p = 1,2, ... ,7.

There are twenty-seven commodities in the model.

Eight of them are primary goods which cannot be

produced by the technology included in the model,

but must be purchased externally by the industry.

There are eleven intermediate goods produced and

used by the industry itself (same of the intermed

iate goods, e.g., scrap, can also be purchased

externally). The final steel output of the indl1s

try is divided inta eight different commodities

according to shape and steel quality. This means

that a rather crude disaggregation is used in the'

model. Only two different steel qualities are dis

tinguished: commercial steel and alloyed ·steel. 1

Three groups of steel shapes are distinguished:

plate, strip and other shapes. All three are pro

dl1ced in both qualities. Only strip steel is assum

ed to be cold rolled, thus making a total of eight

(2x3+2) final steel co~nodities. All of the prima-

ry, intermediate and final commodities in the

model are summarized in Table l.

The total technology matrix is the n x m matrix

7
A L ffi •

p=l P

The technical options for each process in the

model are listed in Table 2. Although three iron~

l Alloyed steel in the model incll1des nonalloyed
high-carbon steel. This quality corresponds to
what is alsa known as special steel.
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Final steel output: plate, comrnercial

plate, alloyed

strip, commercial, hot rolled

strip, alloyed, hot rolled

strip, comrnercial, cold rolled

strip, alloyed, cold rolled

other, commercial

other, alloyed

Intermediate goods: coke

sinter

raw iron, mol ten

sponge iron

raw steel, comrnercial

raw steel, alloyed

sernifinished shapes, cornmercial

semifinished shapes, alloyed

scrap

steam

internally generated fuels (mainly

coke-oven and blast furnace gas)

Primary inputs: labor

capital

ferroalloys

iron ore

pellets

coal

oil

electricity
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P Process

l Coking

2 Sintering

3 Ironmaking

4 Steelmaking

5 Production of
semifinished
shapes

6 Hot and cold
rolling

7 Generation of
electricity
and steam

Available technical options

l. Wet slaking
a) choice of fuel

2. Dry slaking
a) choice of fuel

l. Choice of fuel

l. Blast furnace
a) choice between sinter and pellets
b) choice of auxiliary fuel addition

2. Direct reduction
a) two available process designs

3. Smelting reduction
a) two available process designs

l. BOF
a) choice of amount and type (scrap

or sponge iron) of cold material
b) choice of fuel
c) recovering of waste gas

2. EAF
a) choice of charge composition (scrap

or sponge iron)
b) choice of· fuel
c) installation of oxyfuel equipment

3. OHF
a) choice of charge compositian (molten

raw iron, scrap or sponge iron)
b) choice of fue1
c) oxygen addition

l. Conventiona1 casting
a) choice of fuel

20 Continuous.casting
a) choice of fue1

lo Choice of fuel

lo Cogeneration of steam and electricity
a) choice of fuel

2. Electricity generation only
a) choice of fuel

3. Steam generation only
a) choice of fuel
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making technologies are included, smelting reduc

tion has been omitted from this study. This techno

logy is a future option as there is still uncer

tainty as to when it can be introduced commercial

ly and what its exact characteristics would be.

There are three steel-making technologies, corre

sponding to the three types of steel furnaces

discussed above. The choice between conventionaI

casting and continuous casting is also listed.

These are the strategic decision alternatives in

the model technology. Other decision alternatives

for each technology include the share of scrap in

the steel furnace, the amount of pellets in the

blast furnace and the fuel mix in heating ovens in

the rolling milIs.

The third and final element of the model is a

representation of the industry structure. The in

dustry in the model consists of two representa

tive plants.. Iron and steel is produced in two

main types of steel milIs.. Most of the output is

produced in large integrated plants which general

ly carry out all processes, from coking and sinter

ing through iron reduction and steel furnaces, to

rolling milIs.. .About 30 percent of annual produc

tion comes from scrap-based milIs. Their produc

tion facilities are limited to steel-making and

hot and ~ cold rolling, and their demand for iron

raw materials is satisfied mainly by scrap.. In an

energy analysis context, it is important to main

tain this distinction in the model. The scope for

e.g. generation, and thus utilization, of internal

energy is much more limited in scrap-based plants.

Of course it can be argued that the model should

contain a more realistic industry structure. An

ambitious strategy would be to identify the subset
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of teehnology in use for eaeh existing plant and

distinguish eaeh plant aceording to its input re-

quirementso This plant strueture eould then be

introdueed explicitly into the model. Sueh data

are not readily available, however. Although the

Swedish iron and steel industry is not overwhelm

ingly large in terms of number of plants (around

30), eonsiderable effort would be required to com

pile this set of data. In addition, the model was

eonstructed to be used on a rather small computer,

whieh also limits the degree of detail in the

model. More importantly, the benefits of greater

detail wi th respect to industry structure are un

likely to outweigh its eosts. There are two funda

mental benefits: energy demand issues could be

related to questions of industry structure and

computations of energy demand could be based on a

rieher empirieal, foundation. As the model is in

tended to foeus on energy demand, questions of

industry structure are not of primary concern.

Such issues can also be treated in models without

the technological detail needed for energy demand

purposes.

When industry strueture is disregarded in energy

demand calculations, two aspects are neglected:

First, different plants whieh use the same techno

logy or the same combination of teehnologies may

differ in efficiency. In the input spaee, these

plants would lie on a common ray through origo.

The less efficient a plant is, the further from

origo it would lie. Thus the average unit input

coefficients of a technology, or a combination of

technologies, would be an increasing function of

the level of production in that technology. This

aspect is not captured in the present model of the

version.
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The second aspect 'is that plants which use the

same teehnology, or eombination of teehnologies,

may not lie exaetly on the same ray exte~ding from

,origoo The ratio of e.g. electrieity input to fuel

input for a certain kind of steel oven may vary

aeross plants which use this partieular steel

oven. At constant outputs, some flexibility in the

input mix eould be aehieved by reallocating produe

tion among these avens. This is not eaptured in

the .present model. This loss of information, how

ever, seems less important as eornpared to the

first aspect.

As mentioned above, the number of plants in the

Swedish iron and steel industry is eomparatively

small, around 30. The industry is dominated by

three large integrated plants whieh belong to the

SSAB, a state-owned company. These plants produee

mainly commereial steel. There are also a few

small, serap-based plants whieh produee commercial

steel. The remaining plants produce special steel~

they are mostly serap-based and camparatively

small.

In order to introduce the plant structure inta the

model, the technology matrix A is taken to repre

sent the technology of the integrated plant. For

the scrap-based plant, aseeond technology matrix

is defined as

where A I eontains
p

A , P 3,4~ ... ,7.p ..
nati ves .. are fewer

.makes the, number

A . The numerical
p

a subset of the aetivities in

In gen~ral, the technieal alter

in the serap-based plant, which

of eolumns fewer in A I than in
p

values of the elements of B may
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differ from their corresponding element in the

initial A matrix.

The problem analyzed in this model can be stated

formally using the following notation:

Index sets:

Il set of final' goods

1
2

set of intermediate and primary goods .

JA set of productian activities in the integrat

ed plant

J B set of production activities in the scrap....

based plant

S set of initial capacities

R set of delivery activities.

Variables and parameters:

x. level of production activity j
J

Mr level of deliv~ry activity r

K initia~ capacity type s
s

Pi price of commodity i

E. exogenous production requirement on com-
l

modity i

b.. output of commodity i in activity j
lJ

a. . input of commodity i in act~vity j
lJ

m. delivery of commodity i bY,delivery acti-lr
vitY r

9sj amount of capacity s utilized when produc

tion activity j is operated at unit level.

The problem is as follows : given the production

technology matrix [A, BJ, a set of initial capaci

ties, a set of input prices and the revel and mix

of final output, find the combination of activi

ties that minimizes the costs of 'the industry.
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This combination is found by solving the linear

programming problem:

Min L P. m. M I

rER ~ ~r r

subject to

Commodity balances:

Final output:

l: (b .. - a .. )X. ~ E.
'EJ J ~J ~J J ~
J A u B

Intermediate and primary goods:

L (b .. - a .. )X. +
'EJ J ~J 1J J
J. AU B

Capacity constraints:

L g. X. ~ K
'cJ J sJ J s
J~ AU B

L
r6R

m.
~r

f\1
r

) O

s € S

x. ~ O
J

Vj M ~ O
r Vr

The capacity constraints are, of course, intro

duced to account for the fact that at a given

point in time, the feasible activity leve1s are

bounded from above due to historica11y inherited

capacities. Over time these upper bounds can be

relaxed through investments in additional capac

ity e This is taken into account by solving the

model in two versions. In the first, ~vVhich corre

sponds to a short-run situation, there is no possi

bility of re1axing the upper bounds on any activi

ty level and the relevant choice criterion is

operating costs exclusive of capital costs.
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The· second version allows for capacity additions.

This is achieved by expanding the technology

matrix. For each activity which is constrained by

an initial capacity, aseeond activity is intro

duced" This second activi ty is unconstrained but

its utilization cast includes a capital eost. In

all other respects it is identical to the con

strained activity. Thus, utilization of the second

type of activity implicitly assumes, through capi

tal costs, investments in additional capacity.

This is the long-run version of the model. The

formal structure of the linear programming problem

is, of course, identical in both cases. The only

difference between the two cases is in the content

of the technology matrices A and B.

Through delivery activities, the iron and steel

industry purchases the inputs it cannot produce

i tself, or cannot produce in adequate quanti ties.

Each delivery activity supplies a single commodity

or service and at a constant price.

The data required in the model are the coeffi

cients of the technology matrices, initial capaci

ties, production of final output and input prices.

Production of final ~utput ano input prices are,

of ~ourse, va~ied exogenously to obtain different

solutions, but the basic solution uses production

·gata, input prices and initial capacities from

1975 (in. the following referred to as "basic

levels").

The technological coefficients are based on engi

nee~ing information obtained from various sources.

The data have been chosen to repres.ent efficient

process designs. One reason is that such data are

often more easily available in the engineering
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literature and perhaps more reliable than figures

on average industry performance at specific pro

cess levels . Second, average data are affected by

,changes in the industry structure, but data on

best-practice performance are not. The iron and

steel industry is undergoing rapid and drastic

structural change, so that average data have to be

revised frequently. Of course, best-practice data

introduce a bias in the results. Input require

ments and production costs are underestimated. But

at least the direc"tion of the bias is 'known. Best

practice data could not be obtained for every

aspect of the model, however, so that in some

cases data are more or less of the average-prac

tice type. On the whole, it is valid to say that

the model technology represents best-practice tech

nology. The concept of best-practice is not always

clear-cut, however, since the technology in this

case contains old and obsolete technologies such

as the OHF.

The two versions of the model were solved for dif

ferent sets of energy prices. The variations in

the optimal solutions of the model provide infor

mation about the impact on the choice of produc

tion technique and on production eosts. So as to

limit the number of computer runs, each price was

varied sequentially by the following multiples,

while other prices were held at their levels in

the basic solutions."

e [i: ~]
0.5
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The grid of price variation ranges from 50 percent

below to 100 percent above basic levels . The span

of this variation is certainly wide enough to

include most possible price changes, although it

could be argued that afiner grid in the most

likely interval for price changes, say 75 percent

below to 50 percent above the basic leveis, would

be more sui table. This particular choice of e is

due primarily to the aim of limiting the number of

computer runs. 1

The impact of changes in

the short and long run,

the energy price in both

is discussed below. The

results are summarized in input demand elastici

ties. The analysis is preceded by brief comments

on the basic solutions.

3.1 e B sic S uti in the Short Ron

The basic solution of the model uses 1975 data for

the level and mix of steel output, the prices of

prirnary inputs and the levels of capacities. The

capacities impose upper bounds on the production

activities, thereby limiting the choice of produc

tian technique.

The results for the short-run basic solution are

summarized in Tables 3-6. As indicated by Table 3,

the production levels of the processes are some 20

percent below actual data, except for sintering,

l Unfortunately, the software used to solve the
LP-problems is somewhat primitive. More sophisti
cated software can e. g. identi fy the pr ice range
in which a particular solution is optimal. Such
information would, of course, be extremely valu
able in assessing the impact of price changes and
ehoosing reasonable values in 8.
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which is somewhat above. The resul t for sinter is

explained mainly by the fact that a 100 percent

sinter charge in the blast furnaces was chosen in

the model, whereas about 1/3 of the charge actual

ly consisted of pellets o The lower raw steel pro

duction required in the model for the given output

level is due to more efficient yields in the hot

and cold treatrnent of the steel than appears to be

the case in actual performance o This reflects the

fact that model data have generally been calculat

ed to correspond to potential performance of an

activity when modern equipment is utilized. This

also explains the lower level of raw iron produc

tian in the model. It should be pointed out, how

ever, that the data on actual production in Table

3 may not be fully comparable wi th the model re

sults. The reason is that in the actual data, the

amounts produced of, say, raw iron differ from the

amounts consumed in subsequent processes, the dif

ference is used for other purposes or held in

stock. Thus, according to one source (SOV 1977:16,

pp. 136-137), aetual input of raw iron in steel

manufaeturing processes was 2.774 million tons in

1975, whieh is eonsiderably eloser to the model

figure.

The steel technologies ehosen are shown in Table

4. The general eonelusian is that the' model uses

the ORF to a much lesser extent and instead plaees

more emphasis on the BOF as eompared to the aetual

distribution of steel production. The use of the

EAF in the model is qui te similar to the aetual

leveis, except for alloyed steel production, where

the model utilizes the EAF more and the ORF less.

These are very reasonable resul ts I since the ORF

is more expensive to operate than both the BOF and

the EAF. The clear-cut optimization in the model
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stee1 uf cturing

Mode1
production

Mill.tons

Actual
production

Mill.tons

Difference

Percent

Coking 1.2 n.a

Sintering 3.7 3.37 9.8

Ironmaking 2.39 3.38 29.2

Stee1making 5.081 6.448a 21.2

Casting of semi-
finished shapes 4.472 5.548 19.4

a estimated using model yield data.

Sources: SOS Bergshantering; Svensk Järnstatistik.

of tee on a

o s ee1 furoaces

Percent

BOF EAF OHF

Hadel:

total 59 40 1 100

commercial steel 72 28 100

alloyed steel 95 5 100

Actual:

total 39 42 19 100

commercial steel 54 32 14 100

alloyed steel 9 61 30 100

Saurces: SOS Bergshantering; Svensk Järnstatistik.
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eti

shapes ccording to cont· DUOUS

t · ODal casting

Percent

con en-

.Continuous
casting

Conventional
casting

Model:

total

commercial steel

alloyed steel

Actual:

total

commercial steel

alloyed steel

45

42

50

24

30

4

55

58

50

76

70

~6

Sources: SOS Bergshantering7 Svensk Järnstatistik.

If' le 6 En use

Millions of tons except where stated other
wise

Model Actual

eoal 1.68 2.59

Oil .304 .8

Internally generated
fuels (pJ)a 10.56 5.56

Electricity (THh) 3.2 4.3

internally generated

bought externally 3 .2 4.3

a Net of recycled blast-furnace gas used in the
blast furnaces themselves.

Source: SOS Industri.
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cannot take all the complexities· of rea1i ty into

aecount. This may make it worthwhile to· eontinue,

at least in the short run, to use the' OBF. Table 5

shows that continuous casting is used to alarger

extent in the model than in reality. This is

mainly because alarger share of a110yed steel is

continuously east in the model than in aetua1

production. In the model, it is assumed that' at

most 50 pereent of the alloyed stee1 produetion

can be eontinuously east. For quali ty reasons the

remainder has to undergo the older and more eostly

method of eonventionai casting. This assumption

may exaggerate the 1975 possibilities.

The total energy input per tonne of final steel

output in the basic solution is 21.7 GJ. The

aetual energy input aceording to the figures of

Table 6, was 28. 7 GJ. Part of the discrepaney can

be attributed to the higher energy efficiency of

the model technology as compared to average actual

performance. But the model als'o disregards some

minor aspects of energy use in the industry. The

model treats only the energy required directly in

the production processes . Energy for space heat

ing, lighting and similar purposes is negleeted,

whieh implies underestirnation of the energy input.

But as 90 percent of the total energy input is

used direetly for production purposes, this under

estirnation should not be too serious.

3 2 lIftle Bas· c i the R

Some results from the long-run basic solution are

listed in Tables 7-10. The long-run basic solution

uses the same final output requirements, input

prices and initial eapacities as the short-run
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r~UI..",.. u.."L"-"'ILi.L leve1 i

Mi1l.tons

procluc:tj.OD

d ste 1

Change from short
run version, %

Coking

Sintering

Ironmaking

Steelmaking

Casting of semi
finished shapes

1.2

3.7

2.39

4.8

4.48

-6

ab1e Dis ti of stee1 producti accoJ':i

t s o:f stee furnaces

Percent

BOF EAF OHF

Total 72 28

Commercial 59 41

Alloyed 100

to initi 1y gi'9 c c-ti

BOF
(integrated plant)

Conti-cast
(integrated plant)

Mill.tons

.465

1.805

Percent of
initial capacity

15.5

116
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basic solution In the long-run case, however,

production in excess of the initial capacities

could be achieved by utilizing activities related

to capital costs.

According to Table 7, the production levels of the

various production steps do not, in general, ex

hibit any change. Only raw steel production dimin

ishes somewhat, because conventional casting is

abandoned almost completely, thereby reducing

scrap losses e Table 9 reveals a very large in

crease in the capacity of continuous casting o In

fact, conventional casting is not used to any

large extent and then only for the share of al

loyed steel which, for quality reasons, is con

strained in the sense that. it cannot be continuous

ly east. The only other investment made is in the

BOFs. The inerease in BOF capacity is quite

modest, but it enables the model industry to eom

pletely close down the OHFs. The share of steel

produced in the BOFs increases, as compared to the

short-run case, but almost a third of the raw

steel is still produced in the EAFs. Table 8 also

shows that the EAFs are only used to produce com

merc.ial steel ..

The energy input configuration for the long-run

basic solution is given in Table 10. The differ

ence from the short-run version is largely ex

plained by the change from conventional to contin

uous casting. Fuel and electricity requirements

are decreased because continuous casting is more

efficient in these respects. Continuous casting

also reduces scrap losses and thus requires lower

raw steel production. Lower scrap losses imply

lower internal scrap generation and the reduction

in raw steel production is accomplished by re

ducing scrap-based production.
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se.

Millions of tons except where stated
otherwise

Difference from
short-run version

eoal 1.68

ail .247 - .061

Internally generated
fuels (PJ) 6.95 -3.61

Total fuel (PJ) 17.24 -6.0

Electricity (TWh) 3.03 - .17

internally generated

bought externally 3.03 - .17

Plroo.mct1. Cos in t e

The dual variables associated with the commodity

balance constraints of the linear programming prob

lem have a straightforward economic interpr~ta

tion. The dual variable assoeiated with the i' th

commodi ty constraint represents the marginal cost

of produeing that eommodity. This marginal east

includes, as the case may be, the shadow values of

initial eapaeity direetly or indireetly employed

in the production of this eomrnodity. The marginal

eost is also net of the shadow value of by-prod

uets. The marginal costs of the final steel output

and same intermediate eornmodities are listed in

Table Il .. The long - run costs are generally lower

beeause the two expensive technologies, OHF and

eonventionai casting, are no longer used.

The cost shares of labor, materials and energy are

given in Table 12. The model underestimates the
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l 1 producti:

ert in inte

costa for f- 1 s

di t produc s

o pu

SEK/ton. 1975 priees

Short-run basie
solution

Long-run basie
solution

Plate eommereial

alloyed

646

1404

604

1362

Strip eornmereial 623 580

hot rolled alloyed 1383 1342

Strip eomrnereial 790 737

eold rolled alloyed 1855 1795

Other eommereial 604 564

alloyed 1379 1336

Coke 320 314

Sinter 97 119

Raw iron 300 330

Sponge iron 309 309

Raw steel eommereial 421a~ 400 400a~ 400

alloyed 911 a~ 890 888a
7 890

Semifinished commereial 504a : 488 469 a : 450

shapes alloyed 1058a
7 1042 1025a : 1023

a The first figure is the produetion eost of the
integrated plant, the second figure the produc-
tion eost of the scrap-based plant.
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12 s e i e basi

Short-run Long-run Actuala
version version

Labor 16 15 21

Ferroalloys 29 30

Iron are 9 9

Pellets

Serap 17 16-
Total materials 55 55 63

eoal and eoke 14 15 }13
Oil 5 4

Eleetrieity 10 9 3

Total energy 29 28 16

a from SOS Bergshantering 1975~ Table 3.

labor east share. It overestimates the energy east

share and, in particular , that of electricity. As

this study foeuses on the impaet of energy price

ehanges, the higher energy east share of the model

teehnology means that the model is also more sensi

ti ve to ehanging energy prices. For this reason ,

the model adjustments to priee ehanges may be

exaggerated.

3. e I et of Energy Price Ch s

The mix of final steel output is kept constant in

all of the model solutions, so the minimum east

input requirements per unit of final output can be

camputed unambiguously. The impaet of priee ehang

es on the energy input requirements, per unit of

output, is shown in Tables 13' and 14 for the

short-run and long-run versions, respeetively.
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Input

Price InternaI Elec-
regime Coal Oil fuels tricity

Basic solution .45 .08 068 .86

Electricity 05 .46 .08 .68 .88
105 .43 .10 .65 .77
2.0 .43 011 .65 .74

oil .5 .43 .11 .65 074
1.5 .54 .04 .95 .87
2.0 .54 .04 .94 .87

Coal 05 .65 .03 .98 089
1.5 .39 009 .60 .85
2.0 .17 .12 .26 .92

a tonne input per tonne steel output except for:
electricity: MWh per tonne steel output
internaI fuels: Gcal per tonne steel output

l.e l gyi
fi ·sh

pt

u requir tsa per u· of
stee1 output vi ca stant

-ron ve s~

Input

Price Internal Elec-
regime Coal oil fuels tricity

Basic solution .45 .067 .45 .82

Electricity .5 .46 .067 .47 .84
1.5 .58 .070 .50 .67
2.0 .57 .080 .49 .64

Oil .5 .45 .089 .46 .72
1.5 .68 .005 1.02 .74
2.0 .69 .0008 1.04 .73

eoal .5 .68 .0018 1.09 .95
1.5 .39 .072 .43 .71
2.0 .14 .106 .19 .71

a for units of measuremeni;., see Table 13.
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The sensitivi ty of the energy input requirements

to price changes was calculated in terms of arc

price elasticities: see Tables 15 and 16 for the

short-run and long-run versions, respectively. The

elasticities are defined as

2 l l 2
qi - qi p. + p.

J Je .. - 2 p~ q~ 2'1.J p. - + q.
J J 1. 1.

where e.. elasticity of factor demand of good i
1.J

with respect to the price of good j.

p . = price of good j I where superscript l
J

indicates original price, superscript

2 the price after the change.

qi quantity of good i demanded, where the

superscripts denote the same as for

prices.

It should be pointed out that the camputed values

of these elasticities are not unique. This is

because the solutions, and thus the qi'S, are

typically optimal for an interval of prices. A

range of elasticities can therefore be camputed

for a given solution to the LP-problem using the

different prices for which this solution is opti

mal.

Tables 15 and 16 confirm that all own-price elasti

cities are negative, as they should be, and

perhapa more interesting -- they are all distinct-

ly different from zero. There 'is one exception,

however. A decrease in the price of electricity

gives a va1ue very close to zero in both the short

and long-run versions. This implies that a substan

tia1 increase in the e1ectricity intensity of
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5 cp i

rt-

Input
Price
regime Coal Oil Electricity

Electricity .5 - .03 O -.03
1.5 - .11 .56 -.28
2.0 - .07 .47 -.23

Oil 05 .07 - .47 .23
1.5 .45 -1.67 .03
2.0 .27 -1.0 .02

Coal .5 - .55 1.37 -005
1.5 - .36 .29 -003
2.0 -1.35 .60 -.12

e 16 c price e sticities of eD
og-ron vers·on

Input
Price
regime Coal Oil Electricity

Electricity 05 - .03 O -.4·
1.5 .63 .11 -.5
2.0 .35 027 -.37

Oil .5 O - .42 .19
1.5 1.02 -4.3 -.26
2.0 .63 -2.93 -.17

Coal .5 - .61 2.84 .24
1.5 - .36 .18 .12
2.0 -1.58 .68 .22
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steel production is not very likely and could only

arise through a large reduction (more than 50

-percent) in the price of electricity. Any substan

tial increase in electricity intensity can take

place in the model only by producing alarger

share of raw steel in the EAF. But in spite of

some excess EAF capacity in the basic solution,

i ts share in raw steel production is more or less

unaffected by the decrease in electricity price.

-This is because most of the raw steel is produced

in the BOF, which also retains i ts strong east

advantage after the decrease in electricity price.

In general, the long-run elasticities also have a

higher numerical value than the corresponding

short-run elasticities. This is normal - since the

long-run version imposes fewer constraints on pro

duction decisions.

When comparing the energy own-price elasticities,

it is clear that electricity is the least flexible

energy input, whereas oil input, especially in the

long run, is very flexible. From Tables 15 and 16,

it seems reasonable to conclude that for electrici

ty and a price increase, the own-price elasticity

is -.25 to -.30 in the short run and -.35 to -.,50

in -the long rune For a price decrease, on the

other hand, the elasticity is around - o 05 in both

the long and short-run versions.

There is also a rnarked difference in the elastici

ty values for oil, according to the direction of

the price change. For a decrease in the oil price,

the own-price elasticity lies around -.45 (the

than

the

and

the
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long rune Th~se high elasticities for an increase

in the oil price may be somewhat exaggerated,

however. Internally generated fuels, maihly coke

oveh and blast-furnace gas, can be used in the

model, as a substitute for ail in lnany· areas of

the iron and ste~l worksi This substitution is

costless in the mOdel, which implies that the iron

änd steel works äre equipped for both t.ypes of

fuels. This is clearly not the case in reality.

Same retrofi tting of furnace equipment, atc o has

to take place in order to substitute for dll. The

model exaggerates the ease with which 'oil GQhsump

tian can be diminished. Consequently, the oil

price elasticities should be revised downwards.

'the assymetry in t.he elasticity values, aCGörding

tö whether there is an increase or a decrease in

t.he oil price, föllows from the fact that, in the

basic solution, relatively mora oil-intensive acti

vities in the vårious processes are generally

chosen . Thus, when the oi 1 l'rice increases; there

is a rather rich set of possibilities for stibstit

uting away from 011, while there are fewer opportu

nities for using mGre oil when it becomes cheaper.

The values of eoal price elasticities are intermed

iate between the ~lectricity and oil elasticities.

For a price dedrease, the elasticity is -.55 to

..... 60 in both the short and long-run versions. The

interval widens as the coal price increases. The

elasticity is ...... 36 in both the short and long-orun

versions for å 50 percent increase and rises to

-1.6 in both Cases when coal prices are doubled.

A negative cross elasticity indicates complementa

rity between the two inputs, while a positive

cross elastici ty means that they are substitutes.
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In order to charaeterize any pair of inputs unam

biguously as either cömplements or substitutes,

the signs of the crÖ$S elasticities should be

symmetric, that is, sgnle .. 1 = sgnle.il. This also
]. J J.

seems generally to be t.he ease. There are, how-

ever, some exceptions 41 rhus, in the long-run ver

sion, the symmetry does flot hold between coal and

electricity, nor between electricity and oil. Coal

and oil are clearly substitutes in both the short

and long-run versions. flthis is alsa what wotild be

expected a priori. Lower oil eonsumption, for in

stance, is achieved by inereased utilizatiön of

internally generated ruelse This means that the

blast furnace-BOF steel=tnaking process has to be

used more intensivelY, leading to an inersased

demand 'for eoal.

Coal and electrieity are complements in the short

run but substi tutes in the long run, even t.hough

the sign reversal ih the two eomputed elasticities

for the long-run solUtion elicits some ambigui ty

coneerning the latter relation. A priori, eoal and

eleetrieity would be expeeted to be substitutes

since the blast furnatJe-BOF and serap-EAF proces

ses are alternatives. The eomplementary relation

in the short run is due to the capacity con

straints. When the price of eleetricity inereases,

or the priee of eöal decreases , the EAF becomes

less competitive. This tends to diminish the

demand for scrap. Oh the other hand, as sinter

capacity is fully utilized, the model finds it too

expensive to inerease raw iron production by

huying pellets. Instead, the serap released from

the EAFs is used t.ö inerease the use of serap in

both the OHF and BOF and, in the latter case, ac

tually decreases the demand for raw iron and thus

eoal. This gives rise to the complementary rela

tion in the short rune This does not happen in the
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long run .when the EAF becomes less competitive.

Instead the model then chooses to expand both

sinter and BOF capacity, thereby increasing the

~se of coal.

ail and ~lectricity seem to be substitutes in both

the short and long run, even if some ambiguity

is again introduced by the sign reversal for

·e l t' . t . l in the long-run version. The re-e ec rlCl y: 01
lations b.etween oil and electricity are more com-

plex than when coal is involved. eoal has a few,

limited uses, while oil and electricity are used

throughout the iron and steel works. Rowever, the

competitive relat:ion between the ORF, mainly oil

fired, and the EAF should mean that oil and elec

tricity becomes substituteso In the long-run solu

tions, as was apparent in the discussion of the

basic solutions ,the ORF is not used at all, or

only to a limited extent, which could explain the

more ambiguous relation in the long-run version.

It should be emphasized that these results are

based on apartiaI analys is. OnIy one price is

changed at the time, whiIe other prices and ·the

amount of final output are kept constant. Of

course, in equilibrium, a change in one price

induces changes in other prices, i.e., input

prices as well as output.prices. Changes in output

prices, in turn, lead to changing amounts of final

output, which implies further changes in the input

mix. In order to ascertain the extent to which

changes in the input price are likely to induce

chan-ges in output, i t is instructive to study the

effects on the marginal production costs of final

steeI output. This is shown in Tables 17 and 18

for the short and long-run versions, respectively.
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1e 7 o P ce c an o pXi et-

Percentage change from the short-run basic solution

Electricity Oil Coal

.5 1.5 2.0 .5 1.5 2.0 .5 1.5 2.0

Plate commercial -6.7 6.5 13.3 -4.8 4.6 9.3 -.1 .1 3.2
al10yed -4.7 3.7 7.3 -203 2.4 4.6 -.6 1.4

Strip commercial -7.0 6.6 13.8 -4.8 4.5 9.1 3.2
hot rol1ed alloyed -3.9 3.8 7.7 -2.2 2.2 4.4 -.5 1.6

Strip commercial -8.6 8.4 17.0 -5.7 5.6 11.3 - l .1 3.~

cold roIled alloyed -4.6 4.6 9.1 -2.7 2 .. 6 5 3 -.7 1.~

Other commercial -7.3 7.1 14.6 -3.4 3.6 7.3 .1 3.f
alloyed -3.9 3.9 7.9 -1.8 ( .. 9 308 -.8 1.~

ab1e The et of P - caoe&O PJri Det-

Percentage change from the long-run basic solution

Electricity Oi1 Coal

.5 1.5 2.0 .5 1.5 2.0 .5 1.5 2.l

Plate commercial -6.8 4.1 8.1 -3.6 2.8 6.5 -10.6 3.5 4.1
alloyed -3.3 2.1 4.2 -2.0 1.5 305 - 406 1.3 2. l

Strip commercial -7.2 4.3 8.6 -4.6 2.6 6.0 -10.5 3.. 6 4.
hot rolled alloyed, -5 .. 4 203 4.. 5 -2.3 1.5 3.4 - 4.5 103 2.

Strip commercial -8.7 6.1 12.1 -3.4 3.7 8.4 -10.3 3.5 5.
cold rolled alloyed -4.2 3.1 6.. 0 -1.8 109 4.3 - 4.3 1.3 3.

Other commercial -7.4 4.8 9.4 -2.3 2.0 4.4 -10.5 3 5 50
alloyed -506 2.3 406 -106 1.2 2.7 - 4.4 1.3 3.
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A doubling of the eleetrieity priee raises the

marginal produetion eost by 7-17 pereent in the

short run and 4-12 pereent in the long run, depend

ing on shape and steel quality. Similarly, when

the oil priee is doubled, the eost inereases by 4

11 percent and 3 -8 percent in the short and long

run, respeetively.

The impaet of ehanges in the eoal priee is of

similar magnitude in the long run but negligible

in the short rune This latter effeet is due to the

faet that the inerease in the eoal priee is almost

eompletely absorbed by a eorresponding drop in the

shadow value of the BOF capacity. In the short-run

version, all existing eapaeity in the three types

of steel furnaees in the integrated plant is util

ized and the marginal eost is determined by serap

based steel produetion in the OHF. A ehange in the

eoal priee affeets only BOF-produeed steel, but

since all plant eapaeity is utilized, there is no

seope for realloeating steel produetion from or to

the BOF. Consequently, an inerease in e.g. the

eoal priee only decreases the rent or shadow value

of installed BOF capacity.

These marginal eost ehanges are eertainly large

enough to be likely to induee output adjustments

and, as a result, further adjustrnents in the input

mix.

COIfCLDS ORS

A quantitative analysis of the energy demand for"

one sector of the eeonomy, e.g. the iron and steel

industry, eould be pursued using two alternative

approaehes. The first is based on a sample of past
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data on energy use, energy prices, production

levels and the use and prices of Qthe;f inputs in

production. It is postulated that the data qre

derived from a particular mode of behavior in the

industry, usually eost rninirnization, anCl the o.ata

set is subjected to statistical analysiep Hop~ful

ly, it is then possible to obtain a set of energy

demand relations with good explanatory powero

The second alternative is based on a model of the

produetion technology in the sector . Such a model

can rely on engineering information and, in prin~

ciple, be very detailed. An activity analysis

framework is perhaps the most straightforward and

analytically tractable way of organizing engi

neering information. By combining the production

technology model with abehavioral assumption

such as eost minimization, results can then be

derived with respect to how produetion is orga

nized and, eonsequently, the demand for various

inputs, ineluding energy.

The latter approach was illustrated in this paper

for the iron and steel industry. It has certain

advantages as eompared to the first alternative of

eeonometrie estimation, where it may be difficult

to obtain good statistieal results due to e.go

limited sample variation and multicollinearity in

the available data. Moreover, in econometric esti

mation based on historical data the effects of

new technology, which has recentlyor is soon

expected to come into use cannot be taken into

account o On the other hand, the requirements in

terms of technological information and computatio

nal capacity can easily become quite large for a

model of the type illustrated in this paper. Its

data base should be continually maintained and

revised. Furthermore, the user has to be weIl
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acquainted wi th technological details in order to

understand the results of the model.

The outeorne of same simple energy price change

experiments were summarized by price elasticities

in Tables 15 and 16. Electricity was found to be

the least flexible, and oil the most flexible,

energy input. Coal and oil as weIl as oil and

electricity were found to be substitutes in both

the short and long rune There seems to be a comple

mentary relation between coal and electricity in

the short run, although they are substitutes in

the long rune

The computed values of the elasticities .should,

however, be used with great caution. They are not

unique, since the various input requirements will

generally be chosen for a range of prices,· i. e. ,

not only those used in calculating the elasticity

values. Moreover, the estimates would probably

change, perhaps substantially, if another basic

solution were used, thereby changing e.go the

level and mix of final steel output, available

capacities, etc.
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The pulp and paper industry is a major consumer of

electricity and heat in Sweden .. A large share of

this energy is produced within the industry

through the burning of spent liquids, bark, etc o

The industry refines raw materials which have a

potential alternative use as fuel

The sensitivity of net energy consumption, i.e.,

the use of oil and externally produced electrici

ty, to relative prices of oil, electricity, and

labor, and investments was studied by means of

two linear programming (LP) models of the pulp and

paper industry in northern Sweden. The outcome of

the study is reported in this paper o

The resul ts from the LP models have a number of

advantages as compared to the information which

can be gathered from historical data.. The models

focus on current and blueprint technology. Pro~uc

tion technologies which are adapted to relative

prices outside the ranges of the prices observed

in the past are included. The LP models utilize

fairly informative data bases and therefore pro

vide more detailed results than those usually ob

tained in studies of historical reaction patterns ..

The LP approach also has some drawbacks, however.

One is the linearity imposed on the model struc

ture. Another is the practical limitation on the

inclusion .of all potential substitution alterna

tives. In this case, only energy substitution re

lated to changes in production levels and output

composition within a plant and within the industry

is considered • Thus, "disembodied" energy saving

and substitution are disregarded.
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The models used were developed for a study of the

optimal allocation of wood resources in northern

Sweden .. 1 They are outlined and discussed in Hult

krantz (1982 and 1983).

The models maximize the quasi-rents to industrial

capacity (gross profits net of the capital costs

of new investments) and quasi-rents to forest

owners (price of stumpage ), subject to the con

straints set by industrial capacity, investment

possibilities and available volumes of wood in

different cost classes .. The world market prices of

forest industry products and domestic prices of

various inputs (except wood resources) are exo

genous. A model solution is, in principle, equiva

lent to the (partial equilibrium) outcome of a

market for wood resources w~th perfect competi

tion.

A major part of the data was collected from offi

cial statistics for the Swedish manufacturing in

dustry in 1979, based on figures provided by the

companies themselves. Input-output data were calcu-

lated for separate production lines within the

plants. Plants which produce both pulp and paper,

make use of different processes for the production

of semi-finished pulp, market pulp and paper, etc.

In most cases there are several options to the

composition of different kinds of pulp in a specif

ic paper product ..

The models comprehend the pulp, paper and board

industry and wood-based, large-scale heating sta-

l The districts of Norrbotten,
Västernorrland, and Jämtland.

Västerbotten,
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tions (blueprint teehnology). The sawmill indus

try I s net demand for wood material (timber less

waste produets used by the pulp and/or board indus

try) is exogenous to the model.

Wood (eonifer and deeiduous ) is supplied by fi ve

(one large intramarginal and four marginal or

near-marginal) eapaeity-eonstrained supply aetivi

ties. In this way, the short-run exploitation eost

distribution of the allowable eut l is represented

in the models . The main data souree here is the

eost aecounts for government-owned forests.

The possibility of a minor transfer of softwood

from southern Sweden is alsa allowed for.

The first model, the 11984"-model, ineludes the

investment alternatives that were aetua11y con-

sidered by the companies in the region in the fall

of 1980. The data on the projeets were supplied

by the eorporations. The wood market in some

future year, say 1984, is thus described in terms

relevant for planning and investment decisions

made in 1980. This means e.g. that capital costs

(annuities) are on1y taken inta account with

regard to investments.

Energy substitution in industry is a dynamic pro

cess. The 11984"-model is a static model, however,

although investment activities are included. The

second model, the "1979-l993"-made1, comprises

three periods. The first five-year period is con

strained by the capaeities in 1979. Capaeities in

l Hence, the forest owners are assumed to face
only the static problem of whether or not to eut a
permissible v01ume of trees. The dynamie problem
of when to harvest the growing resouree is solved
by government regulation.
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the second

investments

period can

as those

be expanded

available in

by the same

the "1984"-

model. Further investments can be made for utiliza

tion in the last period. l The costs of these in

vestments are modified to compensate for their

shorter lifetime. A solution is chosen which max

imizes the sum of the discounted quasi-rents of

the three periods.

In the three-period model, unlike the case in the

"1984"-model, a single production line corresponds

to each final or semifinished product, and the in

dustry as a whole is described as if it consisted

of only one multiproduct plant. The size of the

model is kept from becoming too extensive at the

expense of the scope for substitution.

2. ergy S 1

The solutions to the "1984 "-model are based on the

prices of electricity,

of the capital cost

prices of

solutions

outputs and

have been

inputs in 1979. Different

calculated by varying the

oil and labor and the level

of new investments. These

prices are successively set at a "low" and a

"high II level . (in the case of oil, there are two

"high II prices). These price assumptions are speci

fied in Table l.

Price (are) elasticities for the industry's demand

l The shadow prices of the volume constraints on
investment possibilities can be interpreted as
quasi-rents imputed to scarce business organiza
tian, land, etc., i.e., resources which are neces
sary for an investment. This interpretation is
valid for the second period, but more ambiguous in
the third period, since the constraints for this
period are more arbitrary.
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as

Basic Low High
case leve1 level

800 SEK/rn3 50% (i) 150% (ii) 200%

0.10 SEK/kWh 50% 200%

59 SEK/h 80% 120%

100%a 75% 125%

a Annui ty index based on a 10 % interest rate and
an investrnent lifetime of 10 years.

for these inputs have been calculated 1 from the

results of the model. It should be noted that the

exact levels are somewhat arbitrarYi because of

the linearity, a specific model solution can be

valid for a whole interval of prices.

The own-price elasticities of electricity and oil

are shown in Table 2. For electricity consumption,

the sensitivity to own price is fairly low. This

is due to the rather minor role electricity costs

play in the total economy of the industry, even

though the consumption of electricity is consider

able. The sensitivity to an increase in the price

of electrical power, however, becomes more signifi

cant when the price of oil is high.

Oil consumption in the industry is hardly affected

by a decrease in the price of oil. The elasticity

is higher if the price is increased to 150 % and

The following formula is used:

where x, P are quantity and price of the input in
a specific solution and X

O
' Po represent the corre-

sponding measures for the basic solution.
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OWn-p ice e1a tici ies

Eleetrieity priee

50% 200%

Oil priee.

100% -0007 O

150% -0.01 -O~25

011 COII8.....Uort

Oil priee

50% 150% 200%

Pulp, Total, Pulp, Total, Pulp, Total,
Invest- paper inel. paper inel. paper inel.
ment and heating and heating and heating
eost board stations board stations board stations
leve! industry industry industry

75% -0.04 (-0.04) -0.36 (-1.15) -1.72 (-6.74)

100% O (O) -0.46 (-4.82) -2.00 (-5.75)
125% O (O) -0.71 (-10.93) -2.30 (-5.36)

rises to 2 when the price is doubled. This high

elasticity is the result of two kinds of substi

tution. One consists of the direct effects within

the industrYi the other comprises the effects from

the increase in competition on the wood market as

the use of wood fuels becomes more attractive.

The figures in parentheses in Table 2 show the

own-price "pseudoelasticities" for oi1 when the

quanti ty of oil replaced by wood in heating sta

tions is included in computing the elasticities.

Calculated in this way, the elasticities rise con

siderab1y.

Somewhat surprisingly, when the price of oil is

doubled, this IIpseudoelasticityll decreases with

increasing investment costs, whereas the opposite
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can be observed in the case of the industry I s oil

consumption. This, however, is due to difficulties

in paying for the wood used in heating stations as

the investment cost level rises. This rise does

not affect the existing industrial capacity. Thus,

less wood is used as a substitute for oil when in

vestment costs are high.

The substitution between industrial use and use in

heating stations can be studied in Table 3 whieh

shows total wood eonsumption and the share thereof

used direetly for heating purposes. The table indi

eates that a 200 pereent inerease in the oil price

(eeteris paribus) decreases wood consumption in

the industry by elose to half. In this case, indus-

try' s eonsurnption of oil is redueed by as mueh as

80 percent.

This reveals two important features of the indus

try's sensitivity to rising oil priees. First, the

competitiveness of the pulp, paper and board indus

try against large-seale wood based heating sta

tions is clearly greater than has been feared in

the public debate on this issue during the past

few years. This is even more evident from the ef

feets of a 50 percent inerease in the oil price.

1e 3 eons tion d us s

E1ectri- Oi1 Total wood Consump- Conifer wood Leaf wood
city price consumption tion in used as fue1 used as fuel
price industry

m3 m3% % Mill. m3 Mill. m3 Mill. Mill.

100 100 12.564 12.564 O O

100 150 13.130 11.340 1.230 0.560

100 200 14.400 6.714 6.576 1.110

200 100 13.130 10.170 2.400 0.560
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This decreases industria1 wood consumption by only

10 percent (see Table 3). Second, even when the

"disembodied II oil-saving possibilities are exc1ud

ed, there is wide scope for oil substitution in

the industry.

Table 4 shows the cross-price elasticities of oil

and electricity. Since all elasticities are nega

tive, the results indicate that oil and electrici

ty are complementary. The same conclusion was im

plied by simulations using an earlier version of

the model where some "disembodied II energy substi-

C -price e asticitO

be een e1ectricit an oi1

Electricity price

50% 200%

Industry (Total) Industry (Total)

oil price

100% -0.05 (-0.05) O (O)

150% -0.01 (-2.07) -0025 (-3.19)

ric·ty ca s ti
oil price

50 % 150 % 200 %

Electricity
price

50% -o 17
100% O -0.08. -0.84

200% -0.49

Investment
cost level

75% -0.01 -0.04 -0.68

100% O -0.08 -0.84

125% O -0.22 -1.06
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tutian possibilities within the plants, in particu

lar ehanges in the internal produetion of eleetri

city (where oil is required), were included (Hult

krantz, 1980).

The most noteworthy result in this table is the

significant impact of electricity prices on total

oil eonsumption. At the high (150 %) oil priee the

use of conifer wood as fuel is doub1ed (whereas

the use of deciduous wood for heating purposes re

mains unchanged) when the price of eleetricity is

doub1ed (ef Table 3).

Table 5 shows the eross-priee e1astieities between

e5 oss-price e1asticities"

elect icit vs. 1 r an in es nts

eons ti
Investment eost level

75 % 125%

oil priee

50% -0.05 -0.02
100% -0.04 -0.02
150% -0.01 -0028
200% -0.45 -0.75

Wages

80% 120%
O -0.075

loves nt (va ue)

Eleetrieity priee

Oil priee

100%
150%

50%

O
-0.11

200%

o
-0.17

1
Eleetrieity priee

Oil priee

100%
150%

50%

-0.05
-0.05

200%
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eleetrieity and labor and between eleetrieity and

investments.. The figures show rather weak eomple

mentarity between eleetrieity and the two other

inputs. The impaet of eleetrieity priees on emp1oy

ment is shown to be eonsiderably less than was

sometimes elaimed in the debate whieh preeeded the

Swedish referendum on the use of nuelear power in

1980 .. l

1 6 Cross-pr·c e1as ici ies,

oi1 vs. 1abo an in es nts

ons tian
Investment eost leve1

Oil priee

50%
100%
150%
200%

I es

75%

-0.255
-0.163
-0 .. 304
-1.196

80%
O

tcosts

125%

-0.033
-0.033
-0.493
-1.903

~1ages

120%
-0.33

oil priee

50%
Investment eost
level

75% -0.252
100% O
125% O

ed 1a r

50%
Investment eost
level

75% -0.041
100% O
125% O

150%

-0.326
-0.183
-0.153

Oi1 price

150%

-0.085
-0.281
-0.437

200%

-1.318
-0.773
-1.877

200%

-0.873
-1.022
-1 .. 039

l For an extreme, but influentia1 example, see
Facht, Sjöberg and Svensson (1979).
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In the same manner, the cross-price elasticities

between oil and the other two inputs are shown in

Table 6. Both labor and investments are strictly

complementary to oil. The relative impact of ris

ing oil prices is gradually increasing, due to the

accelerating use of wood fuels. In both cases, the

cross-price elasticities for a 200 percent rise in

oil prices approach or exceed uni ty. Inversely,

oil consumptian is very sensitive to the invest

ment cost level when the oil price is high.

.2 i

el

The simulations using

based on a specific

the three-period model

price scenario. During

are

the

first

prices.

period, all prices

In the second and

are the

third

actual

periods,

1979

the

output price level (the weighted sum of output

prices) is approximately equa1 to the price level

in 1979, but the price relations among different

outputs correspond to long-term (average 1955

1979) price relations o The prices of electricity,

oil and labor are also changed, as shown in Table

7.

T 1 1 ic r-ce ass io

Per. 1 Per. 2 Per. 3

oil (SEK/m3 ) 800 900 1013

Electricity (SEK/kWh) 0.10 0.11 0.12

Labor (SEK/h) 63 66 77

The results from the basic solution can now be

compared wi th the outcomes from four cases where
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the priee of oil or the investment east level in

the seeond and third periods is changed (oil priee

to 1200 or 1600 SEK/m 3 : investment east level to

75 or 125 pereent).

The effeets of the inereases in the priee of oil

are summarized as priee elastieities in Table 8.

e

Oil price

150% 200%

Period Industry (Total) Industry (Total)

2 -0.15 (-0.31) -1.31 (-10.30)
3 -0.49 (-0.30) -1.88 (-12.84)

E ectricit eons tion

Oil priee

150% 200%

Period

2 -0.18 -0.97
3 -0.72 -1.67

l r
Oil price

150% 200%

Period

2 -0.08 -1.27
3 -0.29 -1074

ts
Oil priee

150% 200%

Period

2 -2.63 -1.34
3 -0.57 -4.45
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The signs of these elasticities and in most cases

their magnitudes are the same as the estimates

from the 1t19841t-model. The exceptions are mainly

due to the absence of substitution between plants

with the same output, but with different efficien

ey, in the three-period model. For instance, wood

fuel users have to compete with the average and

not the marginal efficiency plant in the industry,

so that the introduction of wood-based heating

requires a somewhat higher oil price than in the

1I1984"-model.

The elosest similarity between the second period

results and the "l984"-model is found in the cases

of eleetrieity and labor. The own-priee industrial

oil consumption elasticities are somewhat low as

eompared to the results from the one-period model.

On the eontrary, the effects on investments are

greater in the three-period model.

Generally, the elastieities inerease from period 2

to period 3. Thus, after an oil price hike the use

of oil, electrieity, labor and investments are

gradually redueed over time as the scope for ad

justments grows wider. This result lends further

support to the previous conelusion about eomp1emen

tarity between oil and the other inputs.

The resul ts of a ehange in the investment eost

level with respeet to oil and e1ectricity cansump

tian are shown in Table 9. The elasticities corre

spond quite weIl to the results from the "1984 11


model.
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le e e1astic· ..

Investment eost leve1

Period

2
3

75%

Industry (Total)

-0.11 (-0.11)
-0.20 (-0.20)

eons tOon
Investment eost leve1

75 % 125 %

125%

Industry (Total)

-0.27 (-0.27)
-0.38 (-0.24)

Period
2
3

-0.03
-0.08

PRIas

SECIO PRODU I

-0.26
-0.55

PO

A rising oil priee affeets the net ineome of the

forest sector in two opposing ways. First of all,

if the inereased priee, as in the model simula

tions under study, is not eompensated by higher

output priees, net returns deerease. Seeond, the

opportunity eost of wood, derived from the possi

bility of using the wood in heating stations, in

ereases. Hence, net income can be expected to be

high when oil priees are either low or high, but

low inbetween. This is eonfirrned by the results

from the two models reported here, as shown in

Table 10. Both the 1979 oil priee and the 200

percent level give wood suppliers and industry

owners a higher total net ineome than a price on

the 150 percent level.
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~ 1 l so va1 es

Index

Dil price "1984" 111979-1993"

% % %

50 116
100 107 104
150 100 100
200 114 104

CO SIO S

Several policy implications can be drawn from the

resu1 ts presented in this paper. Two of the most

important conclusions are as follows.

In discussions of policy measures which may affect

the price of electricity (energy taxes, restric

tions on the construction of hydropower stations

based on environmenta1 considerations, etc.), ref

erence is often made to the employment effects in

manufacturing. In the case of the pulp and paper

industry, which accounts for a third of total in

dustrial electricity consumption, these effects

seem to be small.

Second, free competition between heating stations

which use wood as fuel and the forest industry

will have only marginal effects on production in

the forest industry, unless the price of oil rela

tive to the prices of the forest industry products

is raised very substantially. The introduction in

Sweden of regulation concerning the use of wood

fuels in 1arge-scale heating was obviously based

on misleading informaton in this regard.
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PrCces an Industria Deve1 nt

The experience of the 70s demonstrated the impor

tance of energy prices for industrial developmento

More particularly it focused attention on two

major reasons for looking weIl ahead in matters of

energy policy.

One such reason is the inherent uncertainty and

instability of the international oil markets. What

ever the fundamental causes of the drawn-out stag

flation in the 70s, the two oil price hikes cer

tainly had a decisive importance by triggering off

spirals of price increases and severely affecting

the external balances of smallopen economies like

the Swedish. l The experience of the 70s also pro

vided many instances of the political and economic

difficulties of adjusting open economies to major

shifts in the world markets and the consequent

need to provide "hedges .. against the risk of re-

peated upheavals in the coming decades . We have

elsewhere tried to deal with this stability aspect

of Swedish energy policy by exploring various

means - including that of oil taxation - of "in

suring" energy supply and price stability, using

for these policyanalyses a dynamic macro-model

for the Swedish economy (Nordström-Ysander, 1983).

Our aim in this paper is to provide a starting

point for the study of the second kind of long

term policy problem, which has to do wi th the

drawn-out industrial adjustment to a new energy

price structure.

l For a more extensive discussion of the relation
between oil price hikes and the stagflation syn
drome, cf. Eliasson-Sharefkin-Ysander (1983b).
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The oil price hikes and their repercussions on

other energy prices meant i. a. that a great part

of industry was left with a built-in technology

that was ill-adjusted to the new level and struc-

ture of energy prices. By reducing the quasi-rent

earned and thus the economic value of older, less

energy-efficient plants, the oil price hikes "erod

ed" or "exploded" part of the "capital stock" of

industry.l The added costs of higher energy prices

were thus trans lated into ma jor, al though hard to

measure, "capital losses" for industry. These

losses can by definition only be replaced by a

technical change of capital equipment embodied

through successive investments. This part of the

adjustment to new relative prices is therefore a

long-term proposition, which will in most cases

continue into the next century, even without new

changes in relative energy prices.

These adjustment needs are further compounded by

long-term shifts in domestic .energy supply sched

ules, due to decisions already made in Swedish

energy policy. A heavily subsidized development of

domestic fuels and other "alternative" energy re

sources and an almost complete veto against furth

er expansion of Swedish hydro-power are two such

instances. Of even greater importance is the deci

sion taken some years aga not to replace the nu

clear plants, which means that an electricity glut

in the 80s may be replaced by a growing scarcity

in the 90s.

l These dramatic formulations are really based on
some elementary facts about the way economic aggre
gates are formed. What we call the "capital stock"
is simply an aggregate measure of miseelianeous
production means weighted with their economic
values. For a stringent discussion of this measure
ment problem, ef. Berndt-Wood (1983). '
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Even with a surprise-free future there are thus

needs for long-term adjustment and reasons for

looking weIl ahead in planning energy policy. To

the direct effect on energy demand of industrial

capital adjustment will successively be added the

effect of a restructuring of the manufacturing

sector due to world market trends including the

shifts in energy price levels . To discern future

trends in industrial energy demand one must there

fore study the dynamics of industrial investment

and growth not only with regard to specific energy

use but also for tracing the changing branch compo

sition.

This we have in the following tried to do by

simulations on a dynamic macro-model for the Swed

ish economy, incorporating a vintage approach to

industrial capital and a relatively detailed de

scription of the different mechanisms for energy

substi tution. Many of these mechanisms have been

modeled using the estimates for price elasticities

derived by Dargay (1983b) and Jansson (1983) and

reported in the preceding chapters in this volume.

The model which differentiates between 26 types of

"energy consumers II :-.. 14 manufacturing branches, 9

other industrial sectors, households and central

and local governments, respectively has been

documented elsewhere (Jansson-Nordström-Ysander,

1982) and has also been used earlier for studies

of energy policy (Nordström-Ysander, 1983).

Whi1e referring to this docurnentation, we shall

here merely surmnarize the main assumptions for the

reference case used in the following simulations.

Some aspects of the energy substitution mechanisrns

in the model will, however, be touched on later in

discussing the simulation results.
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for the eight·es a nineties

Reference case

World trade deve10pment

Annual increase, %

1980/1990 1990/2000

Vo1ume Volume

Raw materials and
semifinished
goodsb 2.3 5.5 2.6 4.1

Finished goods 5.7 6.4 5.0 6.0

Services 4.5 7.0 5.0 6.0

a In international currency.

b Includes the following branches: agriculture,
forestry and fishing ~ mining and quarrying: manu
facture of wood products, pulp and paper ~ basic
metal industries.

Labor supply deve10prnent

Annual increase, %

1980/1990 1990/2000

Number of personsa 32.3

Number of b 0.7persons

Hours worked
per employeeb -1.0

Labor supply,
number of hoursb -0.3

14.2

0.3

-0.2

0.1

a Yearly change in thousands of persons.

b Yearly percentage growth.
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We assume that the rate of increase in the volurne

of international trade will be stable but somewhat

lower than in previous postwar decades . For raw

materials and semi-finished goods this will mean

an annual rate of increase of 2.3 and 2.6 percent,

respectively, during the 80s and 90s, while the

trading in finished goods is supposed to increase

annually 5.7 and 5.0 percent, respectively, and

that of services 4.5 and 5.0 percent. A stagnating

supply of labor is expected in the next two de

cades.

A model simulation also requires a number of po

licy variables to be given exogenously in order

to reach announced targets of economic policy.

We have employed three main policy instruments:

wage policy, income tax and public eonsumption.

These instruments are used to determine the rate

of unemployment, the balanee of payment and the

growth rate of public consumption.

The polieies adopted in the reference case have

had the following main targets. The eurrent bal-

anee of payment deficit should be eliminated by

1990 and stay elose to zero for the rest of the

period. Unemployment should be kept around what is

eonsidered a "normal" rate of frietional unemploy

ment '- 2 percent of the labor force. The assumed

strategy for public eonsumption has been to let

it grow at a slightly -faster rate than private

eonsumption during the 80s but evening out the

accounts in the 90s, thus attaining on the average

a roughly proportionate inerease over the two de

cades of public and private eonsumption.

Table 2 shows the simulated development of the eco

nomy in the referenee case. The need to restore
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the externa1 ba1ance before 1990 is reflected in

the gap between the growth of exports and imports

during the 80s with repercussions primarily on

private consumption growth. In the 90s a faster

consumption growth compensates for the meager pre

vious decade.

Tab1e 2 Rea1 GDP by e nditure 1980-2000

Reference case

Annual increase, %

1980/1990 1990/2000

Consumption

Investments a

Exports

Imports

GDP

1.3

1.8

4.6

2.9

2.1

2.4

2.1

3.8

4.3

203

a Inc1uding changes in stocks.

The Fat e 1y o E ergy

Primary fue1s from domestic (wood, peat) and for

eign (oil, coal) sources are assumed to be sup

p1ied in any quantity at given prices. The assumed

price deve10pment for primary fuels in the refer

ence case is given in Table 3. ai1 prices are as

sumed to increase by 8% per year throughout the

simulation period. This implies, that the real

price of oil is assumed to grow by 1.5% per year

during the eighties and some half percentage point

faster during the nineties relative to the world

market price for finished goods. Coa1 prices are

assumed to be proportional or follow oi1 prices.
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&. of p-"-'~~ fue1

case

Growth rate, %

1980/1990 1990/2000

Oil 8 .. 0 800

Coal 8 .. 9 8.0

Domestic fuels 6.0 5.0

CPI 6.2 6.5

GDP-deflator 6.7 7.2

World market price
for finished goods 6.4 6.0

The difference in the rate of price increase

during the 80s shown in Table 3 simply' re-

flects the way the coal price after a certain time

lag "catches up" with the oil price hike in

1978/80. This "catching up" is assumed to take

place during the first years of the 80s. Prices

for domestic primary fuels grow wi th costs in the

forestry branch. Some allowance is made for im

provements in the extraction technology, assuming

a slight increase in productivity growth during

the 90s. The price of domestic fuels relative to

oil is therefore decreasing at an accelerating

rate from minus 2% per year during the first

half of the period to minus 3% per year during the

second half.

Since assumptions about future oil prices might be

of key importance for the simulation we have

throughout used for comparison an lIalternative

case" where the real price of oil is kept constant

up till the turn of the century.

Turning to the supply of electricity .and distant

heating we noted already above the political re-
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strictions imposed on the use of nuclear and hydra

power in Sweden. Total gross productian of nuclear

and hydra power (i. e., including internal use in

the power stations) is assumed to increase by

almost 4 TWh per year during the 80s and then to

decline at approximately the same rate from 1995

due to the gradual closing of nuclear power sta

tions. Adding further exogenous assumptions on in

dustrial production of backpressure power, wind

power development, possible combined production of

electricity and distant heating, etc., the produc

tion systern shown in Figure 1 emerges. Although

the assumptions made and the resulting supply

structure may weIl be disputed, it seems necessary

to account for the rather strong shifts imposed on

the electricity~distant heating production system

during the simulation period by political deci

sions. This will have strong implications i.a. on

the use of fuels -dornestic and imported.

As shown in Figure 1 production of electricity is

assumed to increase fast during the 80s with the

nuclear powe~ still building up. Al though direct

use of electricity for heating purposes will also

increase, there will still be capacity left to

replace fuels in the distant heating systern. How

ever, when demand for electricity catches up with

the stagnating production in the 90s, the use of

electric power to boil water for distant heating

will have to end.

The assumed decrease of fuel input in the distant

heating systern in the 80s may very well be re

versed in the 90s. The same holds for the fue1

input in electric power production. Part of the

gradually reduced nuclear capacity may have to be

replaced by condensed steam or combined power
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ca.se

TWh a) Electricity

b) Distant heating
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Condensed steam

Back-pressure

Industrial
back-pressure

Wind

Nuclear, hydra

1990

Hot water
production

Combined
Fuels praduction

___I-.J

2000
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2 D.e of foe in the e . ic pcverl

distant eatingpr uctiOD ~st

ce c&se

TWh

100

50

1980 1990

Dil

Coal

Domestic

2000

Total

plants using domestic or imported fuels. The refer

ence case development of fuel use in electric

power /distant heating production is surnrned up in

Figure 2 . With the assumptions made, the figures

showa very fast increase in fuel input and even a

slight increase in the use of oil towards the end

of the 90s. Increased use of imported fuels wi th

rising relative prices will make the real price of

electricity and distant heating rise in the 90s.

This will slow down demand growth hut according

to the model not enough to prevent' large in-

crease in the use of fossil fuels in power plants.
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and cto i

The changing structure of factor prices that

emerges in the reference case is shown in Figure

3. Relative labor costs continue to rise annually

on the average wi th 2. 5% during the 80s and with

3.6% in the 90s, while user cost of capital stays

almost constant. The oil and coal prices climb

slowly but steadily as assurned, while productivity

gains are reflected in an equally steady decline

3 e ti facto pr·ces in D ac-

ur 9, 980-20 ference case.

Produ~er price = 100

Index

190
Labor

150

100

Coa1

Oi1

E1ectricity

Capital

70

------
---~-----

-----------
Domestic
fuels

T
1980 1990 2000
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of the cost or domestic fuels. The electricity

glut in the 80s eauses the price to dip in the 80s

hut electricity costs then rises fast during the

following decade.

Figure 4 demonstrates

oil price constant

affects faetor prices

only marginally.

that keeping the relative

the alternative case

other than the eoal· price

Producer price
oil price

IDaJmlll:fEac-

te V'i ca

100. Constant real

Index
200

Labor

150

",' Electricity
'",'"

,,',
,," eoal

--------------------...---..--~------ Capi tal

";' Oil
~":~" ",,;

........" ''----~---------_ ...'
"

------------------------------ Dames t i c

fuels

100

70

T
1980 1990 2000
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Changing factor prices affect the factor use in

manufacturing in three main ways in the model.

Firstly, by changing the relative profitability 

and plant utilization - of the different branch-

es, it influences the relative rate of scrapping

and investing and thus the branch composition with

structural effects on the use of the various pro

duction factors. Secondly, for each vintage of

investment in each branch, it determines the

choice of technology, i.e., the cost-minimizing

factor mix of new. plants. This technological deci

sion is modeled in terms of five types of factors:

labor , capital, fuels, electricity and intermedi

ate goods. Lastly, changes in the relative prices

for different fuels will give rise to ex post sub

stitution between different fuels within plants of

all vintages.

Let us begin by looking at the change in specific

use of capital, labor and energy in manufacturing,

as depicted in Figure 5. We see, both in the ref

erence case and in the alternative case, a conti

nuing mechanization which is far more labor-saving

than energy-saving. However, if we compare this

with the corresponding developments during the

first three postwar decades (see Dargay, 1983a, in

this volume) there are still noticeable differ

ences. Since the capital-labor price relation de

veloped even more favorably in earlier decades,

the increase in capital-labor ratio was then

faster. The lower relative level of energy prices

then meant less interest in energy saving and an

almost parailei development of the specific use

of capital and energy, up to the time of the oil

price hikes. For the coming decades the ongoing

adjustment to higher energy prices will be re-

flected - according to the simulation results -
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in a faster decrease of specific energy use rela

tive to the use of capital. This is also true, al

though to a much srnaller extent, in the alterna

tive case wi th approximately constant relative oil

priees.

s I

The changing price structure will not only affect

the use of energy in manufacturing but also the

ehoice between different forms of primary energy.

As already noted above, such substitution within

the sector is determined in the model by three

mechanisms: the vintage or investment effect, the

ex ante substitution between aggregate inputs due

to choice of technology and finally the ex post

substitution between fuels.

Before reporting the simulation results we should

however note that there are deficiencies in the

eeonometric estimates on which our mode Iing. of

the. two first rnechanisms are based. This probably

implies that our results concerning the future

possibilities of saving energy are biased in a

downward direction, i.e., are too low.

The main problem wi th the original estimates (ef.

Dargay, 1983b) is that they are based on data

which are too aggregate in several respect. Aggre

gating machinery and buildings probably means,

e. g., that you tend to underestimate that part of

medium-term possibilities of energy substitution,

which depend on investment in machinery and equip

ment. Of even greater importance is the fact that

the estimates concern observed substitution within

total branch capacity, instead of just measuring
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changes in the marginal or new capacity. Using the

estimates as a description of the ex ante technolo

gical choice in avintage model then means intro

ducing two kinds of biases . The estimated energy

price elasticities will throughout be too low. We

have however tried to correct for this by a scal

ing-up procedure. SecondlYI treating today's aver

age input coefficients as technically optimal for

new plants will certainly mean underestimating

future factor productivi ty in general and energy

efficiency in particular. We have used other data

to correct for this in respect to labor productiv

ity but we have not had access to the kind of blue

print technological data needed to make sirnilar

corrections for energy and capital. This means

that all our projections will tend' to underesti

mate the level of future energy savings in manufac

turing. The importance of this bias can be illu

strated by noting that if you had used instead the

ad hoc assumption that today's marginal input coef-

f icient is only 60% of the average I the average

coefficient at the turn of the century would have

decreased about 50% rnore than in the reference

case reported here.

Let us with these reservations in mind look at the

simulation resul ts as illustrated in Figures 6-8.

Figure 6 shows the development of energy input

coefficients in the reference case. We see that

the decrease of the total energy coefficient is

mainly due to fuel saving while the electricity

coefficient remains relatively stable up to the

middle of the 90s. The sharp rise in electricity

prices from then on means however that electricity

use and related to that productivi ty gains in

capital use -- will decline somewhat. This in turn

will to some extent be cOlnpensated by use of oil,

putting an end to the decline in specific oil

usage.
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As for substitution be:t,ween d.i:fferent fuels ,"we see

that only a smaller part of the overall saving in

oil use will be compensated for by inereased use

of eoal and domestic fuels. There will not be any

major teehnologieal switch towards eoal.

From Figure 7 we learn that a eomplete stagnant

oil priee, as in the alternative case, will not

only break the decrease in oil usage but will also

sornewhat modify the decline in eleetrieity use

foreseen in the referenee case. Apart from this

the overall pieture of energy usage, will not be

markedly affeeted.

If we multiply the energy eoeffieients with the

projected growth of production in the manufactur-

ing sector we get the development of total use of

energy as depieted in Figure 8. The figure reminds

us of the fact that total oil saving within manu

faeturing will be rather moderate despite the

sharp decline in oil coeffieient. The use of fuels

will increase about a quarter while eleetricity

use at the turn of the eentury will be more than a

third larger than today in spite of the high rela

tive price of electricity.

Structo Energy. se

Dur discussion so far has dealt with the aggregate

manufacturing sector . Part of the total change in

energy use during the period studied is however

simply due to a changing branch structure wi thin

manufacturing., For interpreting and understanding

the projected energy substitutions it is vital to

separate the struetural effect from the change

within branches. It should however be noted that
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i re 8 Energy use in manufacturiog 1980-200
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these two factors affecting total energy use are

not independent of each other. Large possibilities

of energy saving within a certain branch will af

feet its overall profitability and by that also

its rate of capacity expansion. A fast expansion

will in turn make possible a rapid exploitation of

the saving potential which will be reflected in

the ehange of the average energy coefficients for

the branch.

The projected change of branch structure wi thin

the manufacturing sector is deseribed in Figure 9.

Among the big "losers Il are those basic industries,

which are also energy-intensive like mining, pulp

and paper, and iron and steel. In these cases

rising energy costs are of course only one margi

nal factor adding to the dominant effects of chang

ing international market conditions and of domes

tic restrictions on raw materials. A continued

decrease in production shares is also registered

for faod and textiles. On the "winning" side is

first and foremost the engineering industry but

also an energy-intensive branch like chemicals

will have an inereased share of production.

How these structural changes affect aggregate

energy use is shown in Table 4. For eacl1 form of

energy the change of total use in manufacturing

during the projection period is recounted as the

change in productian volume rnultiplied first by

the change in energy coefficients (structure being

held constant) and then by the change in energy

use structure (energy coefficients being kept con

stant). Depending on whether we" use a Laspeyre or

Paasche kind of index, we get the results with or

without braekets in Table 4.
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) f gross p Dcti

of cturing 1 8 aD 2000

3

D1980

2000

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

3. Mining and quarrying

4. Manufacture of food
(sheltered)

5. Ditto (exposed)

6. Manufacture of beverages
and tobacco

7. Textile, wearing apparel

8. Manufacture of wood,
pulp and paper

9. Printing and publishing
industries

10. Manufacture of rubber
products

11. Manufacture of non-metallic
and other chemicals, and
plastic products

12. Petroleum and coal
refineries

13. Manufacture of non-metallic
products (except products
of petroleum and coal)

14. Basic metal industries

15. Manufacture of fabricated
metal products, machinery
and equipment, excl. ship
building

16. Shipbuilding

17. Other manufacturing
industries
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ctor d •Ding change of energy u.e

ufact ring, 980-2000

Relative change 2000/1980 in:

total specific use energy
production . energ~ structureb use
volume usage

Oil 1.65 0.52 0.93 0.79
(0.56) (0.8S)

eoal 1.65 1.46 0.86 2.07
(1.54) (0.81)

Domestic 1.65 1.29 0083 1.77
fuel (1.23) (O.BS)

Total 1.65 0.90 0.87 1.29
fuel (0.91) (0.85)

Electri-
city 1.65 0.92 0.91 1.38

(0.92) (0.90)

Total 1.65 0090 0.88 1.31
energy (0.91) (0.87)

a Weighted average of specific energy usage with 1980
production shares as weights. The result of using in
stead production shares for 2000 is shown in brackets.

b Weighted average of production shares with specific
energy usage in 2000 as weights. The result of using
instead specific energy usage in 1980 is shown in
brackets.

Rote

The construction of Table 4 can be explained by a
simple formula.

Let us use the fol1owing symbols.

t
Ej = Energy use (TWh) in manufacturing branch j at

time t. (t=1 denotes 1980 and t==2 stands for
2000)

Et = L E~
j J
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v~
J

Production volume (1980 prices) in manufact~ring

branch j at time t.

vt = 2:: v~
j J

t
E~

e. -.J.
J V-t:-

J

t
V~

Jv.
V

tJ

Specific energy usage.

Production share.

From this definition it follows that:

L
2 2

E
2

v
2

v. e.
j J J

El vI
----1--"[
L v. e.
j J J

2::
l 2

L
2 2

v
2

v. e. v. e.
j J J j J J

vI
. --l-- l -----1--2 (l)

L v. e. 2:: v. e.
j J J j J J

2 2 2 l

v
2 L v. e. 2:: v. e.

j J J j J J

vI
. --2--1· . ---1--[ (2 )

L v. e. 2:: v. e.
j J J j J J

The figures wi thout braekets in the first three col
umns in the table represent the three consecutive
terms in (l), while figures for the corresponding but
different terms in (2) are given in braekets. The
first term measures ·the ~hange in production volu!ne.
The second represents the change in specific energy
usage, employing as weights the production shares for
the year 1980 (l) or 200Ö (2). The third term shows
the change in "use structure", computed by averaging
the production shares using as weights the specific
energy usage in the year 2000 ( l) or 1980 ( 2). The
fourth . column finally, shows the product of the fig
ures in the preceding three colulnns, measuring the
change in energy use.
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v~e see ~hat for t9tal energy the structural effect

is of the same magnitude as the ehange in speeifie

energy usage. The same is true for total ~uels and

for eleettici ty. We find however, not surprising

ly, that the change in specific usage varies be

tween the fuels both as to sign and magnitude.

vfuile specific usage is halved in the case of oil

it inereases almost half a time for eoal and same

thirty percent for domestie fue Is. Counted for the

whole fuel group -these di vergencies, however, tend

largely to eaneel out, leaving only a ten percent

reduetion in speeific usage for total fuels or

about the same as the eoncomitant structural

ehange.

One way of summarizing these findings would be to

nate that ha lf the total energy savings up to the

turn of the century would be realized even if the

average energy-effieieney remained unchanged

within eaeh manufacturing braneh.

e Vint ge ffeet

To gain a better understanding of the energy sub

stitution process on a more "miero" level, one

should go also below the branch structure and look

at the development of energy use for succeeding

vintages within a braneh.

\'le will here illustrate the substitution embodied

in capaei ty renewal and expansion by looking, for

the year 2000, at the energy coefficients for the

different vintages of an energy intensive braneh

-- the wood, pulp and paper industry.
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As shown in Figure 10 the renewal of this industry

is not expected to proceed very rapidly. About a

third of the operative capacity in the year 2000

will have been built before 1980. For this indus

try, as for most of others, we unfortunately lack

data on the initial vintage distribution. This has

forced us to let the initial marginal energy coef

ficients be equal to the average, introducing an

upward bias in the estimates of future energy use.

For the successive new vintages Figure 10 however

shows a relatively rapid decrease in the coeffi

cients for both fuels and electricity. If we

should disaggregate the vintages further into the

low energy wood industry and the energy-intensive

pulp and paper industry, one would suspect the de

crease in energy coefficients to be even faster

for the pulp and paper part. vli th the sharply in

creasing electricity prices in the 90s there is

also a tendency reflected in the figure to substi

tute fuels consuming processes for electricity con

surning processes.

s·......._""i1 ..... ·t1'W

Telling the story of energy use in Swedish manu

facturing over the next two decades means tracing

the interwoven paths of structural adjustluent and

energy substitution. The structural change emerges

from our studyas a strategic factor in determin

ing future energy use in two ways. First, half the

total saving both of fuels and of electricity was

seen to stem from the change of branch structure.

Second, the rate of industrial renewal and expan

sion will to a great extent determine the amount

of potential energy savings that can be realized

before the turn of the century.
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The closing down of nuclear reactors beginning in

the 90s, will mean higher electricity prices, and

can be expected to cause a certain slow down both

of mechanization and electrification and of oil

savings in manufacturing.

The continued decrease of oil use was mainly real

ized by saving fuels and was only to a minor ex

tent due to substitution between fuels. The speci

fic usage of coal in manufacturing was thus not

projected to increase further during the 90s.
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